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PREFACE
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Easyride brokerage demonstration of the Peninsula Transportation
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several brokerage techniques aimed at achieving higher vehicle
occupancies and coordinating special services transportation.
This report is based on project events occurring between July
1978 and June 1981.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

PROJECT BACKGROUND

The Easyride transportation brokerage project of Newport
News and Hampton, Virginia, began in July 1978. It was one of
the first experiments in areawide brokering of public and pri-
vate transportation services. Transportation brokerage is an
evolving concept, and Easyride's objective is to improve exist-
ing methods (or create new ones) for matching the supply of and
demand for transportation. Easyride operates as a service of
the Peninsula Transportation District Commission (PTDC), the
transit authority serving Newport News and Hampton. The Urban
Mass Transportation Administration (UMTA) funded Easyride
through its Service and Methods Demonstration (SMD) Program.
Before Easyride initiated its brokerage services, the PTDC,
whose bus operation is called Pentran, only provided transit
service to its transportation district. Federal support of the
Easyride project is scheduled to end in June 1982.

The PTDC originally investigated transportation
tives as a response to rising transit operating defic
PTDC, believing that the private sector had a role to
providing needed public transportation services, sear
means of utilizing them. The Easyride program was in
the PTDC as an approach to achieve this objective.

alterna-
its. The
play in
ched for a

itiated by

SITE DESCRIPTION

Newport News and Hampton are located in the southeast
corner of Virginia near the major industrial and naval facili-
ties at Hampton Roads. The Newport News-Hampton standard metro-
politan statistical area (SMSA) population was approximately
350,000 in 1975.

The area work force, estimated at about 110,000 in 1980, is
forecast to grow to 180,000 by the year 2000. Five major
employers provide about 50,000 jobs, or almost half of total
area employment. Most of the employment sites are widely sepa-
rated--there is no major clustering of employment in the down-
town area. The Newport News Shipyard, with 20,000 employees, is
located on the edge of the Newport News downtown area and is a

major traffic generator. Shift changes cause traffic congestion
in the vicinity of the Shipyard.

xm



In 1975, about 93 percent of
the Newport News-Hampton SMSA were
light duty truck). Transit's shar
has been declining—from 9.0 perce
1975. The area has a higher level
average. In 1975, the level of Pe
27 percent of vehicular work trips
average of 21 percent.

the vehicular work trips in
by private automobile (or

e of the SMSA work-trip market
nt in 1970 to 5.2 percent in
of ridesharing than the U.S.

ninsula ridesharing averaged
as compared with the U.S.

EASYRIDE OBJECTIVES

When Easyride was initiated, the PTDC articulated numerous
goals and objectives for the program. Easyride's task was to
design and implement a program to achieve these goals.

Easyride focused on a limited number of these PTDC objec-
tives during the period covered by the evaluation. The objec-
tives Easyride sought to achieve were to:

. reduce single-occupant, auto use for work trips, par-
ticularly in major travel corridors;

. improve area coverage of ridesharing opportunities
without increasing public supply (e.g., extending
fixed-route service);

. coordinate transportation services of social service
agencies;

. improve the image of public transit on the
Peninsula; and

. prove the feasibility of using paratransit to pro-
vide public transportation services.

FACTORS INFLUENCING EASYRIDE'S DEVELOPMENT

There were several important institutional and political
factors which influenced Easyride's development. One such
influence was the first director's previous work experience with
the Computeride program in Baltimore, Maryland. He adopted a

strategy of employer-based data collection and matchlist prepa-
ration that was similar to that used by Computeride. This
approach was continued by the second Director who assumed the
position early in the program's second year.

xiv



Another factor was Easyride's role as a service of the
PTDC. Initially, because of the perception that Easyride posed
a threat to Pentran bus service, relations between the Easyride
Director and the Pentran General Manager were strained. Rela-
tions improved, however, and Easyride is now perceived to pro-
vide a complementary service to transit operations. Easyride
has used its survey data to recommend changes in Pentran service
in efforts to improve bus productivity. Easyride and Pentran
have also jointly sponsored marketing activities.

The 13(c) labor agreement was an important influence on
Easyride development. The experience of neighboring Tidewater
Transportation District Commission ( TTDC ) with 13(c) negotia-
tions caused the PTDC to structure Easyride development into two
phases: a planning and a subsequent implementation phase.
Easyride implementation was structured in this way to allow
service planning to occur while 13(c) negotiations were taking
place

.

The 1979 energy shortage was another important influence on
Easyride activities. Easyride operations began during this
period, and the energy shortage generated enthusiasm for ride-
sharing by both employers and employees. In addition, Easyride
used the energy shortage to publicize its program. In response
to the energy shortage, the PTDC directed Easyride to develop an
energy emergency transportation plan.

Two factors influenced Easyride's vanpool operations:
UMTA's rejection of grant requests for van purchases, and a

joint service agreement between the PTDC and TTDC. UMTA denied
Easyride's application for grant funds for van purchases because
it did not want Easyride to become a lessor of vans for van-
pools. This would have introduced a second public lessor of
vans to the area and would have duplicated nearby TTDC's van
leasing program.

The Joint Service Agreement between the PTDC and the TTDC
provided the basis for a vanpool marketing and service agreement
between the authorities. Under the vanpool agreement, Easyride
markets TTDC vans to Peninsula commuters and TTDC leases vans
directly to Peninsula commuters. As part of the agreement, TTDC
vans can be maintained at Pentran maintenance facilities. This
arrangement makes van maintenance more convenient for Peninsula
residents and workers.

Staff turnover affected the Easyride project throughout the
three-year evaluation period. At varying times the positions of
the Director, Planner, Special Services Administrator, and
Administrative Assistant were vacated and new persons were

xv



hired. This turnover did not disrupt Easyride ridesharing ser-
vices. It did, however, limit Easyride special services trans-
portation brokerage activities. Easyride gave ridesharing
services first priority; special services transportation activi-
ties were not pursued during periods of staff transition.

Another factor influencing Easyride special services bro-
kerage activities was PTDC transfer of Handi-Ride management
from Pentran to Easyride. Handi-Ride is a demand-responsive
transportation service for the handicapped, operated in compli-
ance with U.S. Department of Tr anpor tat ion (DOT) service to the
handicapped requirements (Section 504 regulations). The demands
of Handi-Ride management focused Easyride's special services
brokerage activities on managing the Handi-Ride service rather
than investigating alternative brokerage techniques.

Another factor affecting Easyride special services broker-
age activities was Virginia DOT acceptance of Easyride grant
requests for three lift-equipped vans for use in brokering to
social services agencies. The vans focused Easyride efforts in
brokering transportation services on leasing PTDC vans to social
service agencies. Easyride later received UMTA funds for four
additional vans to use in this program.

EASYRIDE OPERATIONS

Easyride promotes ridesharing through four major activities

. employer-based ridesharing using selected employees
as team leaders and computer matching of potential
r idesharer s

;

. community-at-large ridesharing using a phone-in
matching and information service and an annual ride-
sharing promotion;

. a vanpool marketing and maintenance program for TTDC
vans, and the provision of back-up vans; and

. legislative activities which involve monitoring and
supporting the removal of legal and institutional
barriers to ridesharing.

An activity related to Easyride's employer-based activities is
Easyride assistance in Pentran service planning. Easyride
analyzes employment site data for opportunities for Pentran bus
service modification which may improve bus system productivity.
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Easyride's special services transportation brokering
entails

:

. managing Handi-Ride, a transportation service for
the handicapped;

. leasing PTDC vehicles to Peninsula social service
agencies; and

. reviewing 16(b)(2) vehicle applications to assess
available alternatives to vehicle purchase.

EASYRIDE EFFECTS ON RIDESHARING BEHAVIOR

Although Easyride promoted all ridesharing modes, the
greatest effects of the project have been in fostering carpool
formation. Results of a random survey of area employees who
completed Easyride questionnaires indicated ridesharers' portion
of total work trips increased between June 1979 and March 1982
from 25.1 percent to 32.8 percent. Over a third of the persons
transferring from solo driving to ridesharing cited Easyride as
contributing to their decision. It was not possible to deter-
mine from the survey whether the solo drivers influenced by
Easyride would have become ridesharers without Easyride's
assistance

.

Based on survey results, it is estimated that out of 11,400
persons who completed Easyride questionnaires, Easyride influ-
enced approximately 600 to join carpools. Easyride also
assisted in the formation of several vanpools; most of the van-
pools operating on the Peninsula, however, were started through
informal contacts initiated by drivers. In addition, Easyride
assisted approximately 210 former ridesharers to form new car-
pools or join other already operating pools, thereby helping to
preserve existing shared ride travel.

These survey results indicated that as a result of Easy-
ride's influence, of the persons who completed questionnaires
and previously drove alone, 5 percent now belong to carpools.
Of these individuals who formerly carpooled, 2 percent formed
new or joined existing pools with Easyride assistance. These
results are comparable to those of the Knoxville brokerage
demonstration. They are, however, lower than those of the
Minneapolis brokerage demonstration (whose results were higher
than those of most ridesharing programs).
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Factors that may have limited the effects of
ridesharing behavior include:

Easyride on

. the dispersed nature of employers on the Peninsula
that limited the available pool of potential ride-
sharers at each employment site;

. the low number of
Peninsula because
at the Shipyard )

,

rights-of-way for

ridesharing incentives on the
of free, abundant parking (except
and no exclusive highway facility
pools;

. the current high rate of ridesharing on the
Peninsula which may indicate that the potential for
ridesharing had already been reached; and

. the relatively high
Easyride questionna
believe ridesharing
incentive when ride

incomes
ires may
did not
sharing

of persons completi
have caused some to
provide an adequate

was a major inconven

ng

ience

.

BROKERAGE ECONOMICS

Based on the evaluation surveys, it is estimated that, bet-
ween June 1979 and March 1971, about 639 people started sharing
rides as a result of Easyride. As of March 1981, total Easyride
project costs were estimated to have been $322,622 (this esti-
mate excludes expenditures for Handi-Ride). Total costs include
initial start-up costs of $166,991; Fiscal 1980 operating costs
of $88,912; and prorated Fiscal 1981 operating costs of $69,520.
These costs were prorated to coincide with the evaluation survey
period. The start-up costs include the costs incurred during
the planning grant as well as capital expenditures that were
made during Fiscal 1980 and 1981.

The estimated total program costs per new ridesharer were
$509 ($322,622 -f- 639 = $505). Total operating costs per new
ridesharer were $248 ($88,912 + $69,520 ^ 639 = $248).

ACHIEVEMENT OF LOCAL GOALS

An important evaluation criterion for brokerage programs is
whether the program has achieved local goals. Discussions with
PTDC members indicated that the PTDC perceived Easyride to be
successful in accomplishing the objectives of its "first phase."
These objectives were to identify Peninsula transportation needs
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and transportation supply. They perceived Easyride's next
objective as assisting the PTDC in determining which Peninsula
transportation needs are best met by public bus service, and
which are best met by alternative forms of transportation (i.e.,
ridesharing )

.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Conclusions on Easyride Ridesharing Promotional
Procedures

Easyride's employer-based ridesharing promotion focused on
the matchlist generation process. The experience of Easyride
(and other brokers) with low rates of matchlist usage, however,
demonstrates the need for extensive matchlist distribution
follow-up procedures. Easyride assistance to employers in
developing and implementing follow-up promotions to matchlist
distribution may have increased the level of matchlist usage and
r ideshar ing

.

Easyride procedures for updating its matchlist request
files need to be assessed. Easyride updates these files by
resurveying employment sites and then producing matchlists from
the most recent request forms. This process is somewhat cumber-
some as it collects the same data repeatedly from an individual
whose schedule and work trip have not changed. It also dimin-
ishes the pool of commuters available for matching, as resurveys
at employment sites have produced consistently lower matchlist
request rates. A possible alternative arrangement is a mecha-
nism whereby the employer maintains its master list and trans-
mits this information to the broker to use to update its files.
New matchlists could be generated from the updated files without
a resurvey.

Special Services Transportation Brokerage

Easyride's Handi-Ride program was successful in expanding
service to a population segment previously unserved by public
transportation. Handi-Ride's consistently high ridership demon-
strates a need for such a service on the Peninsula.

Easyride's use of a taxi operator as part of the Handi-Ride
program to supplement the Easy r ide-pro vided service successfully
integrated public and private operators to provide service. The
supplemental taxi service enabled Easyride to use its own
drivers only at times when there were enough trips to make it
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worthwhile. This arrangement optimized the utilization of
Handi-Ride staff and vehicles and helped to keep program costs
down.

!

A comparison of the costs of the two types of Handi-Ride
service revealed that the Easyride (publicly provided) service
cost per passenger trip was lower than that of the taxi company
service. Several factors, however, contributed to the higher
taxi company costs. These factors included scheduling arrange-
ments which limited opportunities for shared-ride taxi trips and
the inclusion of capital and overhead costs in taxi costs.
(Capital and overhead costs were not included in the cost esti-
mates of the publicly provided service.) It is unclear whether,
if the cost differences resulting from these factors were
accounted for, taxi service costs would still be higher. It may
be that the peak use of public service combined with the flexi-
bility of taxi service, as Easyride has done, is more cost-
effective than wholly publicly or privately provided service.

Easyride's experience with its 16(b)(2) procurement policy
indicated that similar review programs can be effective coordi-
nation tools if the broker can offer alternatives to 16(b)(2)
vehicle purchase. Easyride undoubtedly was aided in its imple-
mentation of this policy by Virginia's reliance on Easyride's
recommendations. Brokers considering similar programs should
secure state cooperation.

All elements of the 16(b)(2) program did not prove as
fruitful. Title (ownership) transfer of new 16(b)(2) vehicles
from social service agencies to the broker, a central component
of Easyride's program, did not prove as useful as did offering
alternatives. Vehicle ownership is not necessary for brokering
vehicle use. Offers to assume ownership may appear threatening
to an agency, thereby creating distrust and undermining future
opportunities for coordinating vehicle use.

A central public leasing program, such as Easyride's, may
prove useful in coordinating special transportation services

—

especially when the leasing agency is the same as the coordinat-
ing agency. Leasing vehicles in and of itself will not ensure
that special transportation services are coordinated. It does,
however, provide the coordinating agency with a certain amount
of leverage.

Additional Brokerage Issues

Easyride used its limited contacts with private operators
to obtain private bus operator service. Easyride referred two
school groups to private bus companies which now provide service
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to these groups. Easyride also notified a private bus operator
of a canceled Pentran run to the Newport News Shipyard and this
operator now provides the service. Overall, Easyride had
limited success in obtaining private bus operator participation
in a survey of private bus operator markets and services.
Several factors may have motivated private operators' lack of
cooperation. The most important of these was that operators may
not have perceived the result of cooperation with Easyride to be
new markets for them. To achieve cooperation with private bus
operators, brokers should demonstrate the potential profits of
cooperation with brokerage programs.

Easyride used the data from its survey sites to recommend
service adjustments to PTDC bus routes. Even though these
changes had little effect on the bus trips' productivity, the
approach may prove valuable to other brokers and transit opera-
tors. Survey data can be used to refine or extend existing
routes, and to identify existing services which are not cost-
effective .

The Future of Easyride

At this time, the PTDC has not decided whether to assume
Easyride funding. Several proposals currently are being dis-
cussed on the Peninsula. One such proposal is to combine the
Easyride and Pentran planning and marketing staffs into an
Office of Brokerage. This reorganization would allow the PTDC
to integrate and coordinate bus and alternative service planning
and to continue Easyride functions at little added expense.

Implications for Transportation Brokerage

The Easyride demonstration suggests that there are several
factors, in addition to the brokerage program itself, which
affects participation in brokerage programs and the increase in

ridesharing resulting from the brokerage program. These are:

. the size, number, and proximity of an area's
employers which affect the pool of potential ride-
sharing partners;

. the number of ridesharing incentives, such as long
commute distance, a limited parking supply, and HOV
facilities, which operate to encourage ridesharing;
and

. the willingness of area employers to commit
resources to employment site promotional efforts.
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Communities considering whether a similar brokerage program
would be appropriate for them should take these factors into
account

.

The Easyride demonstration suggests that a transportation
broker can perform a valuable function as part of a transit
authority. Two major benefits of a transportation brokerage
program, housed in a transit operating agency, are to:

. provide a service alternative to extending conven-
tional fixed-route transit service to new areas
where such service extensions are not financially
warranted; and

. provide a service alternative when it is necessary
to curtail or eliminate existing fixed-route transit
services which are not cost-effective.

Public sector contributions to operating budgets are being cur-
tailed while operating costs continue to rise; both of the above
benefits are of potential importance to transit agencies.

Start-up problems experienced by Easyride within the PTDC
underscore the need for strong transit board leadership when
instituting a brokerage program in a transit authority. The
broker's functions' within the transit authority must be clearly
defined by the board so that the complementary role of the
broker and conventional fixed-route transit services are under-
stood.
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1 . INTRODUCTION

1.1 OVERVIEW OF THE EASYRIDE DEMONSTRATION PROJECT

The problems of highway congestion and the adverse effects
of automobile travel on air quality and fuel supplies are well-
known. These problems, coupled with the specter of rising tran-
sit deficits and the inability of fixed-route transit to serve
low-density areas effectively, have fostered a search for new
strategies to use our urban transportation systems more effi-
ciently. The demand for transportation services has experienced
strong growth as expanding labor forces and rising incomes have
increased auto ownership and use. Suburban residential develop-
ment, fostered by cheap, plentiful fuel and quick access to
employment sites by means of modern highways, has been accompa-
nied by increased trip lengths and greater reliance on automo-
biles. Dispersed, low-density developments are poorly suited to
fixed-route transit service and the recent Federal emphasis on
Transportation System Management ( TSM

)
planning is a response to

these trends.

In some communities, particularly large urban areas, TSM
policies, such as preferential parking and express lanes for
high-occupancy vehicles, are being implemented to alleviate
peak-hour congestion and pollution problems. Ridesharing is
another approach that many urban and rural areas are promoting
to address these problems. The Easyride ridesharing project in
Newport News and Hampton, Virginia, was funded by the U.S.
Department of Transportation (DOT) Urban Mass Transportation
Administration ( UMTA ) . Its purpose was to demonstrate the feasi-
bility of a transportation broker to serve as a catalyst for
increasing occupancies in public and private vehicles.

1.1.1 Transportation Brokerage

Transportation brokerage is an evolving concept. It
entails a public or private organization acting as an informa-
tion center and coordinator for suppliers and users of transpor-
tation. The brokerage concept was first introduced in the
Knoxville, Tennessee, Brokerage Project that was also evaluated
by UMTA's Service and Methods Demonstration Program (SMD).

* R.D. Juster, et al., The Knoxville Transportation Brokerage
Demonstration Project: An Evaluation , U.S. DOT Report, UMTA,
TN-06-0006-79-1, 1979.
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Easyride, in its role as a transportation broker, promotes
and facilitates ridesharing in public/private vehicles in much
the same manner that a real estate broker advertises and
arranges property sales. Easyride also acts as a ridesharing
advocate and encourages citizens to participate in ridesharing
for their own immediate benefit as well as for larger, societal
goals. Easyride markets its ridesharing brokerage services
primarily at major employment sites on the Newport News-Hampton
Peninsula. The marketing approach uses employees at the work
sites to collect data (used to create computer matchlists) and
to provide ongoing assistance to ridesharers. Easyride also
operates special transportation services for the handicapped and
works to coordinate the supply of and demand for transportation
at social service agencies.

1.1.2 Local Goals and Objectives

Soon after the Peninsula Transporat ion District Commission
( PTDC ) assumed ownership of the local private bus company, it
realized that transit deficits were rising faster than the
cities of Newport News and Hampton's willingness to fund the
deficits. At the same time, the PTDC recognized that there was
substantial unused transportation capacity in both private and
public vehicles (i.e., empty seats in autos and buses). It
began looking for ways to utilize this unused capacity to meet
Peninsula mobility needs. The PTDC also realized that some
transportation service could be provided by the private sector
and needed a mechanism to identify these services. The PTDC
believed that a transportation brokerage program would offer
means to perform these functions. Efforts therefore were begun
to set up Easyride, which was such a program.

The PTDC ' s goals for Easyride as stated in the grant appli-
cation and amendment, were:

1. To reduce auto use for the work trip, especially
in the major corridors of the lower Peninsula and
their feeder arteries by designing and promulgat-
ing shared ride alternatives.

Specifically: to establish the feasibility of
alternative methods of ridesharing for the five
major employers on the Peninsula.

2. To investigate and promulgate the feasibility of
paratransit service as a substitute for, or feeder
to, fixed-route bus service.
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Specifically: to develop and analyze alterna-
tive paratransit methods to turn around or
replace uneconomical bus service, recruit spon-
sors for such paratransit, and provide technical
assistance for establishing the alternatives.

3. To prove the feasibility of paratransit for pro-
viding transportation for the young, old, handi-
capped, and poor.

Specifically: to select a significant destina-
tion such as a hospital, health center, or shop-
ping center and delineate a service area, design
and rank alternative paratransit methods, and
develop financing avenues for the services.

4. To coordinate all transportation providers on the
Peninsula, both public and private, in an attempt
to maximize service; to include the design of new
or the altering of existing modes.

In the grant application and amendment, the PTDC specified
numerous objectives for Easyride to meet in light of the goals
for the program. These objectives were to:

. identify travel patterns on the Peninsula and pro-
mote appropriate ridesharing alternatives through a

computer matching service;

. spur individual efforts to share rides through
heightened public awareness of transportation energy
waste

;

. induce at least one of the Peninsula's five largest
employers to establish a ridesharing program for its
employees

;

. secure media coverage of ridesharing on a regular
basis

;

. identify the transportation needs of the Peninsula's
transportation dependent;

. identify and coordinate the activities of private
haulers on the Peninsula, both bus companies and
vanpoolers

;

. promote use of TSM strategies, such as park 'n' ride
lots and flextime, which facilitate ridesharing;
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identify and coordinate the transportation activi-
ties of Peninsula social service agencies;

identify paratransit substitutes for certain
uneconomical bus routes;

organize paratransit links to fixed-route bus ser-
vice to increase ridership on at least one bus
route; and

demonstrate the feasibility of a taxi loop or jitney
service from neighborhoods with a concentration of
transportation disadvantaged to a key destination so
that a social service agency might assume service
delivery on one such loop.

1.1.3 SMD Goals

From both national and local perspectives, PTDC ' s objec-
tives for Easyride address the following SMD goals to improve
transportation system characteristics:

. provide more efficient and effective public trans-
portation service;

. integrate public and private providers into a com-
prehensive set of public transportation services; and

. develop a mix of innovative transit service models
that appeal to a wide range of user groups.

1.2 PROJECT EVALUATION

The Easyride project evaluation addresses the questions of
what changes were made to the transportation system, how users
responded, and the effects of these changes on individuals,
institutions, and transportation system performance. Specifi-
cally, this report discusses the following major issues:

. Political and institutional effects on Easyride
development. Easyride, as the broker, is an insti-
tution established among existing organizations that
must work with these organizations. The inter-
actions among the participants influenced Easyride's
assumed role and altered the roles of the existing
organizations

.
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. Ability of Easyride t

transportation servic
functions is to coord
tation facilities to
system's productivity

o achieve coordination of
es. One of Easyride's main
inate use of existing transpor-
increase the transportation
and service coverage.

. Impacts of Easyride on travel behavior. A major
objective of Easyride is to promote commuter ride-
sharing .

1 . 2.1

Easyride operations, staffing, and costs. Easyride
administration is documented to assist local admin-
istrators contemplating a transportation brokerage
program to understand staffing and funding require-
ments .

Easyride's ability to satisfy local goals and objec-
tives. Easyride, as a broker, is a structure within
which a variety of local objectives are carried out.

Measuring Easyride's Effect on Travel Behavior

As part of this evaluation, two surveys were conducted to
measure Easyride's effect on Peninsula travel behavior. The
first, a telephone survey, was administered to a sample of indi-
viduals who had completed Easyride questionnaires at employment
sites. The second, a vanpool survey, was mailed to Easyride
vanpool drivers and passengers.

1.3 ORGANIZATIONAL ROLES

The PTDC is the transit commission serving Newport News and
Hampton. It was chartered by the State of Virginia to assume
the assets of the local bus company and to provide local bus
service. Subsequent to PTDC take-over, the bus system was named
Pentran. The PTDC does not have taxing authority, and transit
deficits are funded by the cities of Newport News and Hampton.
PTDC budgets must be approved by both city councils.

The Easyride demonstration project was
from UMTA's SMD program. The PTDC submitted
in January 1978 and was subsequently funded
staff a transportation brokerage office with
tion. Until that time, the PTDC only provid

funded by a grant
a grant application

to organize and
in its jurisdic-
ed bus service.
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1.4 REPORT ORGANIZATION

Section 2 describes the physical, economic, and demographic
characteristics of the Newport News-Hampton area. Transporta-
tion system characteristics and performance on the Peninsula are
also discussed.

The institutional context and issues that arose during the
demonstration are treated in Section 3. This section looks at
the forces and events that influenced Easyride's evolution as a
transportation broker.

Section 4 describes Easyride's staffing, budgeting, and
administration. One purpose of this section is to provide a
general estimate of project costs for communities considering
similar activities.

Section 5 provides a detailed description of Easyride's
ridesharing brokerage activities. The latter half of this
section analyzes Easyride's effects on work trip travel behavior.

Section 6 describes Easyride's special services transporta-
tion brokerage and the operating characteristics of Handi-Ride.

Section 7 summarizes the project evaluation and presents
our conclusions on transportation brokerage. This section also
explores the transferability of the study findings to other
sites

.
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FIGURE 1-1. PTDC ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE





2 . SITE DESCRIPTION

The lower Virginia Peninsula is located in the southeast
corner of Virginia. It includes the cities of Newport News and
Hampton, and contains major military and shipbuilding facili-
ties. Most of its industrial and residential activity is
located along the shores of the James River and Hampton Roads.
In 1975, Newport News population was 138,760, Hampton population
was 125,013, and the total standard metropolitan statistical
area (SMSA) population was slightly less than 350,000.

Private autos and trucks serve the bulk 'of the area's
transportation demand, and the roadway system is generally able
to meet off-peak travel demands without delays or congestion.
During peak commuting periods, however, certain roadways and
intersections experience delays and stoppages.

Transit serves only a small share of total transportation
demand on the Peninsula; in 1975 transit's estimated share of
total SMSA trips was 5.2 percent. The unlikelihood that conven-
tional fixed-route transit will significantly serve future
peak-hour commuting demand, combined with the fact that transit
deficits are rising, prompted the two city councils to explore
other, less costly alternatives. In part, the Easyride project
was conceived to help alleviate some of these financial pres-
sures while preserving a high level of transportation services
and alternatives for area residents.

2.1 GEOGRAPHY

The combined land area of Newport News and Hampton is 123.8
square miles, of which Newport News represents 56 percent.
Bounded by the James River on the west, Hampton Roads on the
south, and the Atlantic Ocean and Back River on the east, the
Peninsula's development has been and will continue to be shaped
by its geography (Figure 2-1).

Historically, residents have located in the southern
portion of the Peninsula, while major employees have located
along its periphery. Some residents must traverse the 20-mile

* At the time of the 1975 Census Update, the Newport News-
Hampton SMSA included the cities of Newport News, Hampton,
Williamsburg, and Poquoson. Also included in the SMSA were
the counties of York, James City, and Gloucester.
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length or 8-mile width of the Peninsula to reach their
employers. Although future industrial and residential growth is

forecast for the outlying areas in the region, the fixed nature
of much of the existing industrial capital will act to preserve
current commuting patterns.

2.2 DEMOGRAPHY

Both Newport News and Hampton have relatively similar demo-
graphic profiles with respect to race, age, employment, and
median income. Table 2-1 presents these characteristics and
also shows the distribution of auto ownership for the SMSA.

The greatest population densities in the region are found
in the core of the Peninsula along the lower reaches of the
James River and south of Mercury Boulevard. Even though this
section represents less than 12 percent of the Newport News land
area, it contains 39 percent of the population. Similarly, in

Hampton the area south of Mercury Boulevard represents only 21

percent of the city's area, but contains 37 percent of the
populat ion

.

The areas of Newport News and Hampton that contain high
population densities are also characterized by high concentra-
tions of the transportation disadvantaged (i.e., persons who
lack ready access to private autos). Of the approximately
100.000 elderly, young, and poor residents of the Peninsula,
almost half are concentrated in about 12 square miles of older,
downtown neighborhoods. Approximately 30 percent of the
region's young, 40 percent of the region's elderly, and 54
percent of the region's poor live in these older sections.

Auto ownership in the SMSA has been growing, and the PTDC
anticipates continued increases, particularly in the outlying
growth areas. Table 2-1 shows that between 1970 and 1975, the
percent of households with no cars or one car declined, while
the percent of households with two cars or three or more cars
increased. Newport News anticipates that by the year 2000 its
car ownership will increase 14 percent and Hampton expects an
increase of 40 percent. This would produce a total of 158,000
cars in these two cities. Additional major increases in auto
ownership are expected from the neighboring counties. York
County, James City County, and the City of Poquoson anticipate
increases approaching 100 percent during the 25-year period from
1975 to 2000. Area planners forecast that by the year 2000
approximately 210,000 autos will be on the Peninsula serving
490.000 people, of whom 224,000 will be employed.
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TABLE 2-1

DEMOGRAPHIC PROFILE OF NEWPORT NEWS AND HAMPTON

CHARACTERISTIC NEWPORT NEWS HAMPTON SMSA
;

-

LAND AREA (sq. mi.) 69.1 54.7 655

POPULATION

1975 138,760 125,013 347,000

1970 138,177 120,799 333,000
Percent White 70.8 74.1 -

Percent Black 28.4 25.4 25.6

Percent 65 years 5.3 5.0 5.0
and older

CIVILIAN LABOR FORCE (1970)

TOTAL 47,084 41,686 88,770

TOTAL EMPLOYED 45,253 40,232 85,485

Percent in

Manufacturing 28.2 23.1 23.1
Percent in Retail
& Wholesale 18.1 18.7 18.0

Percent in

Government 23.8 28.9

MONEY INCOME

1974 Per Capita Income $4,657 $4,420 $ 4,499

1969 Median Family Income $9,315 $9,670 -

AUTO OWNERSHIP

1970
None - - 12,000 (14.4%)

One - - 40,700 (49.0%)

Two - - 26,500 (31.9%)

Three or more - - 3,800 ( 4.6%)

1975
None - - 12,500 (13.6%)

One — - 41,800 (45.5%)

Two - - 30,600 (33.3%)

Three or more 7,000 ( 7.6%)

Sources: "County and City Data Book 1977," U.S. Department of Commerce,

Bureau of the Census, 1977.

"1975 Annual Housing Survey," U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the
Census, 1975.
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2.3 EMPLOYMENT

The Newport News and Hampton work force is estimated to
include 110,000 employees and is expected to increase to 180,000
by the year 2000. Five major employers on the Peninsula provide
50,000 jobs and account for about half of the combined employ-
ment of Newport News and Hampton. The sites of these major
employers are identifed in Figure 2-1, shown earlier, and
include

:

. Newport News Shipbuilding and Drydock Company;

. National Aeronautics and Space Administration's (NASA),
Langley Research Center;

. Langley Air Force Base;

. Fort Eustis; and

. Fort Monroe.

2.4 TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM AND SUPPLY

Private autos and trucks dominate the regional transporta-
tion system and, in 1975, accounted for 93.0 percent of the
vehicular work trips in the Newport News-Hampton SMSA. Fixed-
route bus service is provided by Pentran, although transit's
share of the SMSA work trips has been declining and dropped from
9.0 percent in 1970 to 5.2 percent in 1975, for a net loss of
3.8 percent. Table 2-2 presents the 1975 modal split for the
Newport News-Hampton SMSA and compares it with the total for
Transportation Group D and also with the total for all SMSAs
in the United States. The decline in Pentran patronage has been
greater than the average decline in transit's share of work
trips for cities in Transportation Group D.

Peninsula work trips are characterized by a higher rate of
ridesharing than the U.S. average. In 1975, 27 percent of the

* Transportation Group D is a combined value of four medium-
sized and smaller SMSAs primarily oriented to auto transpor-
tation used in the U.S. Department of Commerce Bureau of
Census publication Selected Characteristics of Travel to Work
in 21 Metropolitan Areas: 1975 for comparison purposes. The
four SMSAs that compose Transportation Group D in the 1975
report are Springf ield-Chicopee-Holyoke, MA, Madison, WI

,

Colorado Springs, CO, and Newport News-Hampton, VA.
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vehicular work trips in Newport News were shared rides, compared
with the U.S. average of 21 percent and the Transportation Group
D average of 23 percent.

2.4.1 Pentran Bus Operations

In 1945, the Citizens Rapid Transit Company (CRTC), a local
Peninsula corporation, acquired the Peninsula's street railway
system and 125 buses. These facilities previously had been
operated by a power utility that was forced to divest its trans-
portation facilities when it merged with another utility to
become VEPCO (Virginia Electric and Power Company). Streetcar
service was terminated shortly after this acquisition, and bus
service was substituted in its place throughout the area.

By 1973, the CRTC was operating 99 vehicles over 12 regular
routes, 10 of which provided Saturday service. An additional 50
bus runs provided commuter services for the Newport News
Shipyard. During the period 1968 through 1973, however, rider-
ship on all routes declined from 12.7 to 8.2 million passengers
and the directors of the CRTC considered terminating its opera-
tions. Communities on the Peninsula responded to the threat of
losing all public transit by authorizing the Peninsula Transpor-
tation District Commission (PTDC) to acquire the operating
assets of CRTC for $1.8 million.

Pentran is currently operated by ATE Management and Service
Company, under a contract originally signed in December 1977.
ATE runs the daily operations and is responsible for performing
ongoing budget and management reviews. Pentran operates 85
peak-hour buses and 23 base-period buses over 8 basic routes
(with various alignments). Most of the peak-hour services are
express buses serving the Newport News Shipyard under a special
service contract. Pentran also provides extensive service to
public schools under another service contract.

2.4.2 Auto Usage

The area's heavy reliance on autos makes it a logical tar-
get for projects (such as Easyride) which strive to improve
vehicle occupancy. Most auto travel is north- south and parts of
the local street system are inadequate for local and through
traffic during commuting periods. The two major roadways serv-
ing this corridor, Warwick Boulevard and Jefferson Avenue, vary
along their lengths from rural arterials with speeds approaching
55 miles per hour to heavily traveled urban arterials with
severe access and egress problems. If the forecast increases in
population, employment and auto ownership discussed above
materialize, they are expected to exacerbate these problems.
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In 1975, auto work trip travel times and distances for
Newport News averaged slightly higher than those for Transporta-
tion Group D. Newport News carpoolers' median travel times and
distances were 21.8 minutes and 8.6 miles, respectively, com-
pared with Transportation Group D's 19.8 minutes and 7.5 miles.
Drive-alone travel times and distances were 18.5 minutes and 7.1
miles for Newport News compared with 17.1 minutes and 6.2 miles
for Transportation Group D.

Figures 2-2 and 2-3 compare the distributions of travel
distances and times for the United States and Newport News.
Peninsula commuters tend to carpool more than the national
average for travel distances of 3 to 4 miles, 5 to 9 miles, and
10 to 14 miles. Peninsula travel times are relatively
consistent and almost half of all commuters traveled for 15 to
24 minutes to work.
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FIGURE 2-2. MEANS OF TRANSPORTATION BY DISTANCE TO WORK:
NEWPORT NEWS VERSUS U.S. TOTAL (1975)
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3. INSTITUTIONAL AND POLITICAL INFLUENCES ON EASYRIDE

The Easyride project developed in two stages: an initial
planning stage that identified potential brokerage markets and
tactics, and a subsequent implementation stage for the employer-
based ridesharing program that had been developed. The first
stage began in July 1978 and the second stage began in July 1979
and was orginally scheduled to run through June 1981. The Urban
Mass Transportation Administration ( UMTA ) later approved a grant
extension through June 1982.

This section, which is divided into four subsections, iden-
tifies and analyzes institutional and political factors that
have shaped the Easyride program. The first subsection explores
conditions on the Peninsula before Easyride, such as the rising
transit deficit and the location and density of major Peninsula
employers. The second subsection identifies institutional
factors that affected Easyride in its planning stage, including
such factors as the first Director's previous employment experi-
ence and the response to Easyride's initial brokerage activi-
ties. Events during Easyride's planning stage had the most
influence on the program and largely determined Easyride's focus
and role in the community. Factors that influenced Easyride's
transition from the planning to the implementation stage are
discussed in the third subsection. Major influences at that
time were union cooperation during the 13(c) negotiations and
UMTA ' s approval of the grant amendment proposal. The fourth
subsection discusses factors that influenced Easyride opera-
tions, including Easyride's relationship with Pentran, employer
cooperation, and the 1979 gasoline shortage. A time line of
major Easyride events is presented in Figure 3-1.

3.1 FACTORS AFFECTING THE GRANT PROPOSAL

3.1.1 Transit on the Pensinsula before Easyride

Bus operations on the Peninsula only recently were brought
under public authority when, in 1975, the Pensinsula Transporta-
tion District Commission (PTDC) acquired a privately owned
company in response to the threat of losing all public transit.
Service had previously been provided by the Citizens Rapid
Transit Company (CRTC). CRTC experienced a decline in transit
ridership which accelerated in the 1960s and early 1970s (as did
transit systems in other cities). During the period 1968
through 1973, annual ridership on all routes declined from 12.7
to 8.2 million passengers, which prompted CRTC to consider
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1978 January Initial Easyride grant submitted by Peninsula Transportation District Commission (PTDC)

UMTA approved Easyride grant

Phase I of Handi-Ride (Handi-Transit) began

Director of Easyride assumed post

Planning phase of Easyride operations began

Handi-Ride brought under Easyride

First Planner and Special Services Administrator assumed posts.

Draft of the 16(b)(2) vehicle procurement policy accepted by the PTDC

Formal signing of the joint service agreement between PTDC and Tidewater

Transportation District Commission (TTDC)

Virginia air quality report released

Easyride grant amendment submitted to UMTA

Special services vehicle lease agreement with Patrick Henry Hospital signed

13(c) agreement ratified, sent to Secretary of Labor

Energy Emergency Plan completed

UMTA preliminary acceptance of grant amendment

Implementation phase of Easyride operations began

Phase II of Handi-Ride began

First planner left

UMTA formally approved grant amendment

Second planner assumed post

First Easyride director left, second director assumed post

Second Special Services Administrator assumed post

Evaluation monitoring began

Easyride formally marketed Tidewater Regional Transit Vans

Easyride Van Maintenance Program began

Phase III of Handi-Ride began

Evaluation survey administered

Evaluation survey of vanpoolers administered

Evaluation monitoring ended

FIGURE 3-1. TIME LINE OF EASYRIDE EVENTS
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service termination. In respose to this threat, the PTDC was
organized under Commonwealth of Virginia law to provide transit
service, and for $1.8 million it acquired CRTC's operating
assets. Beyond the role of a public transportation provider,
the PTDC has no regulatory authority.

Along with the ownership of CRTC, the PTDC assumed the
rising costs of public transit. Deficits rose from $528,123 in
Fiscal 1976 to $1,635,725 in Fiscal 1978. This deficit met with
considerable resistance from the city councils of Newport News
and Hampton, the cities which provide the operating subsidies.
Both cities finance the deficit through property taxes, and
these taxes are a sensitive political issue on the Peninsula.

3.1.2 Transit Alternatives Considered

As the trend to single-occupant commuting continued, the
prospects rose for larger transit deficits and increased roadway
congestion. This led the PTDC to consider transportation alter-
natives that would serve community transportation needs and
reduce public subsidies. Being relatively new, the PTDC was
willing to explore new ideas. In 1978 the Chairwoman of the
PTDC was also serving on the Virginia Governor's Council of
Transportation when a brokerage project, sponsored in Knoxville,
Tennessee, came to her attention. The Chairwoman visited
Knoxville and subsequently persuaded the PTDC to seek a Service
and liethods Demonstration (SMD) grant to set up a brokerage
program on the Peninsula that was similar to that in Knoxville.
Notwithstanding the fact that they did this, the other members
of the PTDC were not wholly enthusiastic about the brokerage
concept. The fact that no local monies would be required, how-
ever, was an important factor, and the other PTDC members did
not actively oppose the plan.

3.1.3 Grant Proposal Development

The PTDC ' s first activity was to set up a committee to
investigate the feasibility of submitting a grant proposal. The
committee was composed of representatives from the PTDC, Newport
News Planning Department, Peninsula Planning District Commission
(the area's metropolitan planning organization), Virginia
Department of Highways and Transportation (VDH&T), the general
community, the transit dependent, and social workers.

The Newport News Planning Director had previously worked in
Minneapol i s-S t . Paul and was familiar with its SMD ridesharing
project. The Minneapolis project focused on employer-based
ridesharing promotion. Planners on the committee pointed out
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that the Peninsula's five major employers accounted for nearly
50 percent of the area's employment/ making the Peninsula a

logical site for an employer-based program like the Minneapolis
project

.

Also contributing to the decision to focus on employer-
based ridesharing was Pentran's relatively high ratio of
peak-hour to base-period bus service, and limits on the supply
of buses to meet increased peak-hour service demands. Pentran
operates about 93 peak-hour buses compared with 32 base-period
buses. (Most of the peak-hour services are express buses
serving the Newport News Shipyard under a special service
contract .

)

The PTDC applied for its first SMD grant in Janua
and was awarded $250,000 for a two-year planning study
and evaluate alternative paratransit techniques to mee
transportation needs of the Peninsula at minimum cost.

ry 1978
to define

t the

3.2 FACTORS AFFECTING EASYRIDE'S PLANNING STAGE

3.2.1 Easyride Planning Grant

The planning grant stated that "Easyride will attempt to
define and evaluate various paratransit packages--mode and pro-
cedure--for the five major employers, selected social service
agencies, and certain key destinations of the transportation
disadvantaged, such as hospitals and shopping centers."

The grant, however, expressly prohibited any provision of
ridesharing services, stating that "project personnel should not
engage in the establishment or operation of actual services
including the formation of commuter pools." Involvement in pool
formation was forbidden because it would have required a 13(c)
labor agreement. (The 13(c) agreement is the labor protection
clause for transit personnel that deals with job security. The
grantees and the affected unions negotiate the agreement which
then is sent to the Secretary of Labor for certification.)

Because the initial grant was for planning, not providing,
services a 13(c) agreement was not necessary. Easyride was
structured in this way to permit ridesharing planning to occur
within the PTDC while the 13(c) agreement was being negotiated.
This approach was taken to avoid the delay in project implemen-
tation experienced by nearby Norfolk. Their vanpool project was
delayed by difficult and time-consuming labor negotiations.

The grant provided for a three-person staff consisting of a

Director, Market Analyst, and Executive Secretary. Because the
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PTDC recruited a Director with considerable marketing
experience, a Planner was hired rather than a Market Analyst.
In September 1978, the PTDC transferred the Handi-Ride program
(a specialized transportation service for the handicapped) from
Pentran to Easyride. (The history of the Handi-Ride program is
discussed in Section 6.) Easyride then hired a Special Services
Administrator to manage Handi-Ride and to develop strategies to
foster greater coordination of Peninsula special service trans-
portation. (Staff organization and position descriptions are
discussed in more detail in Section 4.)

3.2.2 F irst Director's Previous Experience

Easyride's first Director's previous experience in the
transportation field was in a ca rpool/vanpool program. He came
to Easyride from Computeride, a ridesharing organization in
Maryland which surveyed employees at their work sites and dis-
tributed computer matchlists to promote ridesharing. Before
joining Computeride, he worked in advertising. Shortly after
assuming his post at Easyride, the Director initiated efforts to
submit a grant amendment to secure authority to provide computer
matching services. His concern was that the community would
expect more than Easyride could deliver. Based on his previous
experience and his perception of the community's expectations,
he therefore narrowed the project's scope from investigating
innovative paratransit services to more conventional work-trip
matching activities. Significant energy was then expended on
promoting Easyride to employers and to the public at large.

3.2.3 Easyr ide/Pentran Relationship

When drafting the original grant proposal, the question was
raised whether Easyride should report to Pentran or directly to
the PTDC. The conclusion was to create Easyride as an indepen-
dent office reporting to the PTDC. In theory, Easyride was
independent of Pentran; in practice, it was not because the
General Manager of Pentran also served as the Executive Director
of the PTDC.

Also, at that time the PTDC was negotiating with ATE
Management and Service Company, Inc., for management of Pentran
operations. One criterion for evaluating applicants for the
General Manager position was a willingness to work with the pro-
posed Easyride project. Nevertheless, the Pentran General
Manager who was ultimately hired was initially skeptical of
Easyride's function within the PTDC and the community.
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3.2.4 Initial Brokerage Activities

Although the Director decided early in Easyride's planning
stage to focus on ridesharing promotion, there were some initial
attempts at investigating other brokerage opportunities (based
on the Knoxville model). These initial activities, however,
met with limited success. The decision to focus on ridesharing
promotion was therefore reinforced, and investigations of addi-
tional brokerage strategies were abandoned.

Easyride attempted a survey of private bus operators to
inventory private bus services on the Peninsula. Question-
naires, with a cover letter briefly explaining the Easyride
project and how it could benefit the operators (Figure 3-2),
were mailed to 15 bus companies. Only four were returned.
Easyride established a working relationship with one private bus
company

.

There appeared to be several reasons why the private bus
operators were unwilling to participate in the survey. The bus
companies might have viewed Easyride as part of Pentran, with
whom they have had a history of poor relations because Pentran
had undercut their charter service. Pentran chartered its buses
for less because it did not pay licensing fees and because it
received operating subsidies. Since then, however, UMTA has
required that "dummy costs" be built into public sector transit
agency charter fees which incorporate these differences. Also,
most of the bus companies, being small, might have had an
inadequate understanding of a transportation broker or perceived
limited opportunities to benefit from a transportation brokerage.

Easyride also conducted a survey of insurance companies to
find out what reductions in premiums were available to ride-
sharers. Out of ten questionnaires sent, five were returned;
Easyride has not used the results to become involved in
insurance-related ridesharing issues.

Easyride and Pentran also conducted a survey of area
par k-and-r ide lots to document their usage; however, no actions
or policies resulted from the survey. It appears that interest
in these activities waned as Easyride became more focused on
developing an employer-based ridesharing program. Perhaps if
there had been more response to the above brokerage activities
Easyride might have continued to pursue these and other broker-
age strategies.



a Ride sharing effort of the
PENINSULA TRANSPORTATION
DISTRICT COMMISSION
5-100 Victoria Blvd., Hamptcn. va 23661
Tetspnone sai/722-2837

eosynoe • • • •

Dear Transportation Operator,

Your comments, please , .

.

This survey is designed by EASYRIDE, a ridesharing effort of the Peninsula Trans-

portation District Commission. EASYRIDE has been set up by PTDC to act as a transportation

broker for people traveling into, out of or within the Peninsula.

In that capacity, we see our function as optimizing service that already exists before

trying to create new forms of transportation. The first step, obviously, is to know what sorts of

transportation already operate That is why we d like you to fill in and return the enclosed

questionnaire.

Hopefully, what this will mean to you is more riders. We are also planning to survey

commuters on the Peninsula. When we do, it may well be that we can direct some of them to

your service, if you'd like us to.

One other advantage: We can serve as a central clearinghouse for insurance prob-

lems or legislation that's needed - almost an association of private operators. We won’t

guarantee a solution to long-standing problems, but if some of the issues are common to all

of you, something might be done.

Thank you for your cooperation. We look forward to working with you in the future to

improve private transportation in our area.

Sincerely,

Joseph M. Kursch, Jr.

EASYRIDE Director

FIGURE 3 2. EASYRIDE LETTER AND SAMPLE PAGE FROM QUESTIONNAIRE
FOR PRIVATE OPERATOR SURVEY
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eosynoe
j RIDE SHARING EFFORT OF THE
PENINSULA TRANSPORTATION
DISTRICT COMMISSION
<-:00 Victoria 8lva

,
Hamoton. va 25661

rpieonone 804/722-2857

QUESTIONNAIRE FOR PRIVATE VEHICLE OPERATORS

All information will remain completely confidential

(PLEASE PRINT)

LAST NAME FIRST POSITION

COMPANY'S NAME AND SPECIFIC SERVICE PROVIDED ADDRESS

CITY STATE ZIP WORK TELEPHONE NUMBER

If vehicles are leased, please list name of lessor and to whom they are leased

^

.

For what trip purposes are your vehicles presently being used?

Work Shopping

School Recreation

Church Other

2. What employers do you service in the Peninsula area 9

a

b.

c

3. Are you presently operating Bus Van Other

(Specify)

4 What are the types and number of vehicles you now have operating 9

Type Seating Capacity Availability of Ramps/Lifts for Elderly/Handicapped

5. What is the annual operating cost for each of your vehicles?

Bus Van

Maintenance S Maintenance S

Gas S Gas S

6. What do you consider to be your total ndership capacity 9

7 Do you receive fares -

WeeKly Monthly Semi-annually Annually

8 Are there any additional services and/or locations you would like to include in your system?

9. On which route or routes could you accommodate more passengers 9

10 Would you accommodate more passengers if you could9

Yes No

1 1 Who do you deal with on insurance matters 9

(Name)

Address City State

Phone

12. Do you find your insurance premium to be - Too High About Average

Comments —

FIGURE 3-2. (Cont.)
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3.2.5 Special Services Planning

During Easyride's planning phase, its special services
activities, its role within the PTDC, and the PTDC ' s role in
Peninsula transportation coordination were influenced by the
following special services planning events:

. PTDC transfer from Pentran to Easyride management of
its specialized transportation service to the handi-
capped, subsequently named Handi-Ride; and

. Easyride development of a 16(b)(2) vehicle procure-
ment policy for the PTDC.

3. 2. 5.1 Handi -Ride - In September 1978, the PTDC transferred
management of its specialized transportation service from
Pentran to Easyride. The service was initiated in June of that
year to fulfill U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT) interim
service to the handicapped regulations which implement Section
504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973.* Subsequent to Easy-
ride takeover, the specialized service was named Handi-Ride. As
mentioned previously, Easyride added a Special Services Adminis-
trator to its staff to manage Handi-Ride and to coordinate
special services activities. Easyride therefore became a pro-
vider of specialized transportation services in addition to a
broker of those services, with the assumption of Handi-Ride
management

.

3. 2. 5. 2 16(b)(2) Procurement Policy - In addition to assuming
Handi-Ride program management, Easyride developed a 16(b)(2)
Procurement Policy for the PTDC. Under the 16(b)(2) program,
private non-profit groups apply for Federal grants to purchase
vehicles to provide specialized transportation services. States
run the program for UMTA and apply its general guidelines to fit
their own goals and needs.

* Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 prohibits
discrimination of the handicapped in any program receiving
Federal assistance. DOT'S interim service requirements stated
that a transit property must provide service to the handi-
capped until the bus system is 50-percent accessible (i.e.,
lift-equipped) during peak-hour service. Currently, transit
systems are allowed to offer paratransit service in lieu of
equipping buses with lifts.
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Following UMTA's guidelines, Virginia encourages coordina-
tion of the vehicles by asking area transit authorities, plan-
ning bodies, and local service agencies whether opportunities
exist for coordination of the available local supply of
vehicles. Virginia will reject applications if it believes
coordination can be arranged.

In response to the Commonwealth's requests to the PTDC for
endorsement of Federal grant applications for 16(b)(2) vehicles,
Easyride developed the Specialized Service Policy which estab-
lished PTDC procedure for review of the applications. (Easy-
ride's 16(b)(2) Procurement Policy operations are discussed in
Section 6.) The policy's purpose is to "integrate or combine
the existing transportation resources and services of human
service agencies or private organizations into one cooperative
system." The policy meets one of the major goals of the Easy-
ride grant which is to coordinate transportation services of
social service agencies to improve transportation services to
the transportation disadvantaged.

The PTDC ' s Specialized Service Policy takes the Common-
wealth's encouragement of 16(b)(2) coordination a step further
by designating Easyride as the broker who will investigate,
develop, and administer alternatives to 16(b)(2) vehicle
purchase. Even though Easyride has no statutory power to accept
or reject applications, the Commonwealth acknowledges Easyride's
role as the central broker and relies upon Easyride's recommen-
dat i ons

.

Easyride's first step in implementing the policy was to

conduct a mail survey of the Peninsula's social service agen-
cies, hospitals, nursing homes, and churches to inventory the
transportation services and identify opportunities for coordina-
tion. The survey asked the organizations to describe the fol-
lowing with regard to their transportation services:

. service area;

. number of vehicles operated and their capacity;

. passenger volume;

. frequent origins and destinations;

. days and hours of operation;

. weekly mileage;

. program clientele and service eligibility criteria;

. project sponsors and sources of funding; and

. any coordinated activities which are taking place.
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The response to the survey was good and gave Easyride the neces-
sary information for implementing the special service policy.

The 16(b)(2) Procurement Policy is important in the devel-
opment of Easyride in that it was the program which first broad-
ened its role beyond that of a ridesharing program. More impor-
tant, the policy, which Easyride implements for the PTDC, trans-
formed the PTDC from a transportation service provider to a

transportation coordinator. The Procurement Policy was the
first step in establishing the PTDC as the Peninsula's super
agency for transportation, a philosophy which Easyride has
become responsible for implementing.

3. 2. 5. 3 Ridesharing Program Planning - After the 16(b)(2)
program was developed, Easyride focused its efforts on:

. securing a grant amendment (which would allow it to
provide ridesharing services); and

. planning the future employer-based program.

Additional special services activities were not actively pursued
during this time. Because of personality conflicts between the
Easyride Director and Planner, the Director worked closely with
the Special Services Administrator to develop the ridesharing
program and to market the program to area employers. In fact,
the Director eventually relied on the Special Services Adminis-
trator to perform the functions of the Planner, and the Special
Services Administrator eventually become Director--af ter the
first Director resigned.

3.2.6 Energy Concerns and the 1979 Energy Shortage

When Easyride was initiated in the summer of 1978, gasoline
was readily available and prices were relatively stable. This
changed, however, in 1979. In response to threatened shortages,
the PTDC (assuming its new role as the Peninsula's super agency
for transportation) directed Easyride to develop an energy emer-
gency transportation plan. Easyride began work on the plan in
March 1979 and it was approved by the PTDC in April. Increased
vehicle occupancy through private and public ridesharing was the
primary objective of the plan. It was divided into four phases,
with each phase addressing a more severe energy shortage. The
first phase, designed for a mild shortage, mirrored the planned
Easyride operations.

Although the Peninsula experienced some problems with gaso-
line shortages, no part of the plan was formally implemented.
Restrictions on gasoline supplies on the Peninsula began at the
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same time that Easyride was initiating its brokerage opera-
tions. Unlike major metropolitan areas, however, the Peninsula
did not experience long lines or severe shortages. Sunday
closings, slight reductions in station operating hours, and, of
course, increased fuel prices were experienced.

The energy shortage was an important milestone for Easyride
and the PTDC. In response to the crisis it threatened, the PTDC
performed in its new role as the Peninsula transportation coor-
dinator and used Easyride to execute its policy.

Also, the 1979 energy shortage turned out to be a fortu-
itous event for Easyride. Easyride's Energy Emergency Transpor-
tation Plan put it in the news and gave it exposure and recogni-
tion it might not otherwise have had. Easyride capitalized on
the coverage and used it to explain ridesharing benefits in
anticipation of implementing its ridesharing program. The
crisis also helped generate a strong interest in ridesharing
among several of the employers who attended Easyride's initial
informational meetings.

3.2.7 Environmental Concerns

In October 1978, the Virginia State Air Pollution Control
Board published a report requiring that, by 1987, the Peninsula
area reduce its photochemical oxidants (or smog) by 43 percent.
Even though improved environmental quality was a potential bene-
fit from the Easyride program, this issue did not significantly
bear on Easyride's development because the Board also forecast
that the area would meet the 1987 air quality standards without
major policy initiatives. Attainment of air quality standards
may become an important consideration in deciding whether to
assume local funding for the project after the Federal grant
runs out, however, because Easyride is expected to play a role
in meeting the standards. The Executive Director of the
Peninsula Planning District Commission stated that the area is
expected to reach Federal standards for reduction in smog by
clamping down on polluters, controlling fuel vapors at gasoline
storage tanks and gas stations, requiring maintenance and
inspection of pollution controls on vehicles, and encouraging
projects such as the PTDC's Easyride. The Peninsula is not
expected to meet the 1982 deadline for pollution reduction, so a

program such as Easyride may acquire added importance for
meeting the 1987 standards.
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3.3 FACTORS AFFECTING THE TRANSITION FROM PLANNING TO
IMPLEMENTATION

Originally, UMTA planned to consider an extension of the
program in the second year of the grant period for implementing
the plans that had been developed. After the first month of the
program, however, Easyride staff became concerned. They feared
they were generating an interest in ridesharing for which they
would not be able to establish service and thereby would lose
their credibility in the community. Easyride responded by
applying for a grant amendment which shifted the focus from
planning to implementation. The grant amendment proposed to
change Easyride from a passive mediator to an active provider of
vehicles and services to run pools. The PTDC endorsed the idea
in November 1978 and the grant amendment was submitted to UMTA
in December. The amendment required a 13(c) agreement, so PTDC
began negotiations with the local transit union.

3.3.1 13(c) Labor Agreement

As mentioned previously, the strategy of the committee that
had drawn up the initial grant was to obtain a planning grant
which would permit the project to begin immediately, while the
PTDC concurrently negotiated a 13(c) agreement with the transit
union. The negotiations were expected to be long and arduous,
based on the experience of the Tidewater Transportation District
Commission (TTDC) in Norfolk and organized labor's traditional
opposition to practices which it perceives threatens job
security

.

Problems never developed, however; the union, Local 1177 of
the Amalgamated Transit Union ( ATU ) , was extremely cooperative
and the negotiations proceeded quickly and smoothly. Begun in
February 1979, the negotiations produced an agreement which was
signed in March after changes suggested by the union were made.

The agreement guarantees that "there shall be no diminution
of the size of the Union's bargaining unit as a result of the
Easyride project" and that maintenance of all Easyride purchased
vehicles will be performed at Pentran facilities by Pentran
employees. It also requires that all Easyride services be
operated under "such restrictions and limitations as may be
necessary or desirable to prevent Easyride transit services from
competing with, displacing, or replacing" the fixed-route
system. It does not protect an employee hired as a result of
Easyride who is laid off upon termination of the project. It
does, however, allow either party to submit a dispute over the
application, interpretation, or enforcement of the 13(c) clause
to binding arbitration, if it remains unresolved after 30 days.
Easyride is required to send the union progress reports on the
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demonstration project. No restrictions such as the ones agreed
to by TTDC (Norfolk) which excluded certain employment centers
and routes from the program were demanded.

The ATU ' s main concern was the threat Easyride posed to its
members' jobs. The president of the local union said, "We know
there are people who need (carpool or vanpool) service. We just
don't want it undercutting people out there trying to make a

living." Easyride placated the operators' fears by emphasizing
that it would be promoting bus service along with car and
vanpools, depending on the appropriate mode. It also pointed
out that the project would enhance the operators' job security
through its use of Easyride data to improve bus service, thereby
reducing operating deficit and political pressures to reduce
service. Negotiations were also aided by a history of good
management/labor relations between the ATU and the PTDC.

Acceptance of the 13(c) agreement cleared the way for
approval of the grant amendment which permitted Easyride to
become an operating agency.

3.4 FACTORS AFFECTING EASYRIDE' S IMPLEMENTATION STAGE

3.4.1 Proposed Grant Amendment

Easyride's 1978 grant amendment proposed that Easyride
operate centralized computer-matching services to identify and
coordinate potential ridesharing alternatives for Peninsula
residents. Easyride's desire to operate these matching services
reflected its belief that employers wanted centralized services
in a public agency. The grant amendment signified a change in
Easyride's initial philosophy (to rely heavily on employer-
sponsored activities, including ridership files and ridesharing
administrators). This change in approach occurred as Easyride
became more familiar with employers' expectations and experience
with ridesharing. Consultations with several Peninsula employ-
ers revealed that some favored a central matching system managed
by Easyride.

Almost all of the major employers had experimented with
ridesharing programs as a result of the 1973 energy shortage.
Fort Eustis, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration's
(NASA) Langley Research Center, and Langley Air Force Base had
set up computer-matching services which had proven to be rela-
tively effective. Fort Monroe's matching system had been inef-
fective, and the Newport News Shipyard had promoted ridesharing
without a matching effort. Unfortunately, the Peninsula employ-
ers with computer matching services were Federal agencies and
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their progr ams had to be canceled with the passage of the
Privacy Act of 1974. (The act prohibits a Federal agency from
releasing most employee information without the individual's
written consent.)

On the basis of its employer contacts, Easyride concluded
that computer matching was a necessary ingredient for its ride-
sharing program. Not only had employers stated an interest in
computer matching, but Easyride also considered centralized
matching services more efficient, more easily monitored and
controlled, more usable for smaller employers, and more suitable
to multi-modal promotion and matching.

The grant amendment also requested funds to purchase 24
vans that could be used to promote vanpool formation and serve
as a backup fleet for vanpool drivers and to aid in the coordi-
nation of special transportation services. Easyride wished to
become a provider of vans as Tidewater Regional Transit ( TRT ) in
Norfolk had become under its own ridesharing program.

3.4.2 Grant Amendment Approval

Preliminary approval was given to the grant amendment in
June 1979 and final approval in August 1979. UMTA, however,
approved only $320,000 of the $602,000 requested for extension
of the program through June 1981. The approved amount was lower
than the requested amount because UMTA allowed the purchase of
only five to seven vans instead of the requested 24. UMTA did
not want Easyride to duplicate neighboring TTDC's vanpool ser-
vices, and wished to focus the demonstration on brokering exis-
ting transportation opportunities rather than introducing a new
publicly sponsored supply of vehicles. The other provisions of
the amendment were approved intact. The combined total of the
initial grant and the grant amendment amounted to $570,000.

Easyride did not encounter significant institutional obsta-
cles during its implementation and operating stage. Pentran and
Easyride developed a cooperative working relationship during
this period. Employers by and large have been cooperative and,
in some instances, have contributed significant staff time to
Easyride's survey process. Cooperation between PTDC and TTDC
also aided Easyride's development. This factor and others are
discussed below.

3.4.3 Easyr ide/Pent ran Relationship

The poor relations between Easyride and Pentran that char-
acterized Easyride's planning phase improved during this period
as Easyride's activities ultimately proved supportive of Pentran
services. There are several reasons for Pentrans' present
strong advocacy of the program.
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Social and professional interaction between Easyride and
Pentran employees also has helped build a good working relation-
ship between the two organizations. The Easyride staff shares
office space with the Pentran staff, thereby promoting social
and professional interaction. Information is shared freely
between the staffs, and several marketing programs have been
jointly sponsored. Easyride's current staff members are all
former Pentran employees, which has reinforced Easyride's credi-
bility with Pentran.

3.4.4 Employer Cooperation

Employer cooperation is essential for Easyride's employer-
based promotions. Most area employers were very cooperative
with Easyride; they allowed Easyride to use company time and
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staff for the matchlist surveys, and contributed significant
time and staff to the promotion effort.

Several factors contributed to the fact that most employers
were willing to cooperate. Easyride had pre-sold the program to
many of the area's employers during the planning phase, vir-
tually assuring employer cooperation during implementation.
Also, the gasoline shortage of the summer of 1979 was at its
peak when Easyride began offering its matching services; the
shortages heightened interest in energy conservation and caused
concern among employers about whether their employees would be
able to get to work. In addition, because four of the five
largest sites at which Easyride conducted surveys are Federal
Government sites, they are required by General Services
Administration (GSA) regulations to appoint ridesharing
coordinators, offer preferential parking for poolers, and
promote rider shar ing

.

* Of Easyride's 19 surveys completed
before July 1, 1981, 8 were were conducted at Federal sites.

The major exception to the group of cooperative employers
was the Newport News Shipyard, which refused to allow Easyride
to use company time or grounds to present its ridesharing
program and conduct its survey. Easyride personnel were only
allowed to distribute surveys outside the company gates as the
employees left work so that they would not fill out the surveys
during work hours. This lack of cooperation resulted in a low
survey response. Even though the Shipyard employs 20,000, only
9,000 surveys were distributed. Only 300 of these were
returned, for a response rate as a percentage of total employ-
ment of .2 percent. (The mean response rate for all of
Easyride's surveys was 34 percent.)

Although the Shipyard had supported the Easyride concept
when the original grant proposal was written, Easyride cited
several reasons for the Shipyard's subsequent reluctance to
actively participate in the employee survey: 1) The Shipyard
may have been concerned that filling out questionnaires would
detract from productivity. 2) Working conditions (i.e., lack of
desks, etc.) were not conducive to completing questionnaires.
3) Carpool and vanpool formation might siphon off patronage from
Pentran's Shipyard Express Service and therefore cost them more
money. (The Shipyard makes a $120,000 contribution to Pentran
for operating the service and retains the fares. Lower rider-
ship would reduce the Shipyard's revenues from the service.)

The Shipyard is the Peninsula's largest employer, and con-
gestion caused by shift changes at the yards was an impetus for
seeking the original grant. The Shipyard's decision not to
fully cooperate with Easyride could therefore influence the

* Executive Order 12191.
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PTDC's perception of Easyride's effectiveness. This, in turn,
could ultimately be a factor in the PTDC's decision to fund the
program after the Federal grant runs out. The situation may
change, however, because of several reasons. First, the Ship-
yard recently appointed a new person for liaison with Easyride,
and this person is currently reevaluating the Shipyard's posi-
tion. Second, Easyride has renewed its efforts to resurvey the
site to improve the response rate.

3.4.5 Vanpool Activities

As mentioned earlier in this section, Easyride wished to
become a supplier of vans for vanpoolers and had included fund
requests for 24 vans in the grant amendment. UMTA's decision to
grant funds for only five to seven back-up vans left Easyride
without a vanpool program when it began its employment site
surveys

.

At the first employment sites Easyride promoted TRT
(Norfolk) and private lease company vans which workers could
lease directly from the suppliers. Easyride also encouraged
private employers to purchase or lease vans. These, in turn,
were to be leased to their employees. The employers were reluc-
tant to subsidize vanpools, however, and no vans were purchased
or leased by employers.

After the initial surveys, Easyride investigated several
ways to supply vans to Peninsula commuters. The options con-
sidered were:

. marketing vans from a private lease company;

. purchasing vans with a bank loan;

. purchasing vans with a State or Federal grant; and

. marketing neighboring TRT vans.

Marketing private lease company vans was not pursued
because of high lease rates. Easyride believed these high costs
would reduce vanpooling's ability to compete with driving alone
or carpooling. The PTDC refused to underwrite bank loans for
van purchases so this option was not pursued. Easyride did not
seek a State or Federal capital grant to purchase vans because
of the time lag it entailed.

Easyride decided on a van marketing arrangement with neigh-
boring TRT. This option was considered best because TRT vans
were available immediately to Peninsula commuters at half the
costs of leasing private company vans. TRT has a fleet of 154
vans which are leased to individuals to form vanpools. TRT's
vanpool operations began in 1977 with an UMTA SMD grant.
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As a result of the arrangement, Easyride markets TRT vans
to individuals who work or live in the Peninsula Transportation
District. This marketing is part of Easyride's brokerage activ-
ities. Even though several TRT-leased vans already were opera-
ting on the Peninsula at the time of the marketing agreement,
before this, TRT did not market its vans on the Peninsula.

An outgrowth of the Easyride/TRT van marketing agreement is
the van maintenance program which Easyride and TRT developed
whereby TRT-leased vans can be maintained at the Pentran bus
facility. (Easyride's vanpool operations and arrangements with
TRT are discussed in more detail in Section 5.)

3.4.6 PTDC/TTDC Joint Service Agreement

The basis for both the van marketing and maintenance agree-
ments was the Joint Service Agreement between the PTDC and TTDC
which was signed in October 1978. The agreement permits either
transit authority to operate service into, out of, or within the
other authority's service area and to lease vehicles to individ-
uals operating pools into, out of , or within the other author-
ity's service area. It also states that either transit author-
ity can maintain the leased vehicles for pools which originate
in its transit district, regardless of which authority leases
the vehicles. The agreement allows Easyride and TRT to sponsor
pools which operate or originate outside of each other's service
area, without jurisdictional problems. Four TRT-sponsor ed vans
were operating to the Peninsula Transportation District from the
Tidewater Transportation District at the time of the signing.

In addition to laying the groundwork for the van marketing
arrangement between Easyride and TRT, the agreement facilitates
regional ridesharing promotion on the Peninsula. Pentran, Easy-
ride, and TRT have jointly sponsored ridesharing promotions on
the Peninsula.

3.4.7 Legal Issues

3. 4. 7.1 State Law - Unlike the Knoxville transportation
brokers, it has not been necessary for Easyride to research and
initiate changes in state laws governing ridersharing. Virginia
has been supportive of ridesharing efforts and the impetus for
legislative change has come from elsewhere in the Commonwealth.

After the 1973 energy crisis, Virginia deregulated vanpools
carrying up to 12 passengers (in addition to the driver.) A few
years later Chrysler Corporation marketed a 15-passenger van,
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requiring passage of a new law. In the spring of 1980, there-
fore, the Virginia Legislature passed and the Governor signed
House Bill 155 which totally deregulated vanpools carrying up to
15 passengers (in addition to the driver.) The new bill also
allows the driver to collect non-taxable fares to recover opera-
ting costs, including capital costs (depreciation) and lease
payments. (The earlier bill also allowed the driver to collect
non-taxable fares to recoup operating expenses but did not
explicitly include depreciation or lease payments as an opera-
ting cost.) Impetus for House Bill 155 came from incidents that
occurred in Northern Virginia in which 15-passenger vanpools
were stopped for not having business licenses.

The 1981 General Assembly passed the Model State Ride-
sharing Law which removes all legal impediments which prohibit
or hinder use of pools, and deals with institutional issues such
as workmen's compensation, insurance rates, and taxes. The
impetus for this bill came from the Federal Highway Administra-
tion ( FHWA ) which contracted with the National Committee on
Uniform Traffic Laws and Ordinances to draft the law for use by
state legislatures.

In addition to the initiative to change Virginia laws
governing ridesharing, Easyride's legislative role also has been
defined by the legislative activities of a PTDC member. This
individual has been influential in Commonwealth transportation
policy and has served on the Governor's Council on Transporta-
tion, has testified before Congressional committees on transpor-
tation issues, has lobbied for ridesharing programs and legisla-
tion, and has served as president of the Virginia Association of
Public Transit Officials. Most recently, this PTDC member test-
ified before Congress against cuts in Federal transit aid.
Easyride works closely with this PTDC member to monitor and
support ridesharing legislation, with either the PTDC member or
Easyride representing the PTDC at hearings on proposed legisla-
tion.

3. 4. 7. 2 Local Law - Easyride is aware of only one problem with
local laws. An operator who ran a vanpool from nearby Mathews
County to Fort Eustis was fined for failing to purchase a

business license. The county requires a license of those who
"undertake the transportation of passengers or property for com-
pensation over the highways of Mathews County." The county sued
the vanpool operator over the issue and won. Easyride attended
the hearings in support of the vanpool operator. The Model
State Ridesharing Law which took effect July 1, 1981, invali-
dates the Mathews County ordinance.
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3.4.8 Special Services Activities

During Easyride's implementation phase, its Special
Services Activities were limited to those programs developed in
its planning phase. This was caused by:

. staff turnover; and

. management demands of an expanding Handi-Ride service.

The direction these special services programs were to take were
determined by other events.

3. 4.

8.1

Staff Turnover - In July 1979 , the month Easyride began
its employer-based ridesharing activities, the Planner resigned
and the Special Services Administrator worked with the Director
on Easyride's ridesharing program. Staff energies were devoted
to the ridesharing promotion to help ensure initial success. A
new planner was hired in August; in October, however, the Easy-
ride Director resigned and the Special Services Administrator
became the new Director. The transition went smoothly and there
were no changes in program philosophy since the new Director had
had a major role in designing and implementing Easyride's
programs

.

A new Special Services Administrator was not hired until
February 1980, and in the interim the new Director performed the
Special Services Administrator's functions in addition to the
Director's responsibilities. Special services activities during
this time consisted of managing Handi-Ride and implementing the
16(b)(2) Procurement Policy.

3. 4. 8. 2 16(b)(2) Procurement Policy - During this period, Easy-
ride reviewed a 16(b)(2) application from Patrick Henry Hospital
( PHH ) , a nursing home for the chronically ill. As an alterna-
tive to purchasing a new vehicle, Easyride recommended that PHH
lease from the PTDC an unused lift-equipped minibus. PHH agreed
to lease because the lease rate was favorable, the 16(b)(2)
application process was seen as "cumbersome," and the chances
for grant approval were poor because of the availability of PTDC
vehicles

.

The PHH lease is significant because it influenced the
direction the 16(b)(2) Procurement Policy would take. Easyride
eventually was to focus 16(b)(2) policy efforts on leasing PTDC
vehicles instead of coordinating use of privately owned vehicles.

3. 4. 8.

3

Handi-Ride - The new Special Services Administrator
formerly worked as a secretary for Pentran and had a degree in
marketing. The new administrator assumed the management of a
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special services brokerage program that was essentially in
place, and the Handi-Ride program whose management needs were
expanding along with the program's ridership. As a result, the
Special Services Administrator's efforts were concentrated more
on Handi-Ride and less on exploring additional brokerage methods.

At this time Easyride encountered a major problem with
Handi-Ride. Handi-Ride service was provided by a social service
agency using PTDC vehicles and a taxi company. (Chapter 6 dis-
cusses Handi-Ride operations.) The PTDC vehicles, three old
Pentran supervisor autos, frequently broke down. This caused
delays in service and cancellations of trips. Consequently,
Easyride applied for and received a grant from the VDH&T's State
Aid for Experimental Mass Transportation and Ridersharing
Projects. Grants from this program are designated as seed money
to initiate programs, and are earmarked for capital and initial
administrative costs. When this grant was received, Easyride
used the funds to purchase new Handi-Ride vehicles.

3. 4. 8. 4 Procurement Process - Easyride found the procurement
process for the new Handi-Ride vehicles to be time-consuming and
difficult. The procurement procedures had to conform to both
PTDC and Commonwealth guidelines.

The dealers objected to certain Commonwealth requirements.
Under Virginia's State Aid for Experimental Mass Transportation
and Ridesharing Projects program, all bidders are required to
submit a bid bond. This bid bond is to be not less than 6

percent of the bid to guarantee that the bidder to whom the
contract is awarded will enter into the contract as stated. The
program also requires the successful bidder to submit a perfor-
mance bond of not less than 20 percent of the cost of the equip-
ment. The performance bond guarantees that the equipment will
function properly for a specific time period. If the equipment
is faulty and the dealer fails to make repairs, the purchaser
collects on the bond. To submit a bond, the seller either
submits a check or purchases a bond from a bond company.

The local dealers refused to submit the bonds because of
the small order size and the low profit margin on the sale of
vehicles. Thus no bids were received the first time they were
solicited. In response, Easyride convinced the Commonwealth to
waive the bond requirements for both the cars and the vans. It
also waived the performance bond requirement for the cars and
reduced the percentage on the performance bond from 20 to 10
percent for the vans because of the company warranties on the
vehicles. Following the Commonwealth's decision, the Special
Services Administrator personally visited dealerships to obtain
bids

.
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3. 4. 8. 5 Vehicle Leasing Programs - The grant the Commonwealth
made to Easyride had a significant effect on Easyride's special
services brokerage activities. In addition to three cars for
Handi-Ride's use, the grant provided for three lift-equipped
vans for Easyride's use in its special services transportation
coordinating efforts. Easyride requested the vans to lease to
area social service agencies to obviate 16(b)(2) vehicles
purchased by the agencies. Easyride believes that centralized
ownership of the vehicles will facilitate vehicle coordination
efforts by giving Easyride control over vehicle schedules.
Also, Easyride stated that PTDC ownership will help ensure that
the vehicles are maintained properly. Virginia awarded the
grant to give Easyride leverage in its coordination efforts.
The grant firmly established Easyride's vehicle leasing program
which had begun as part of its 16(b)(2) procurement efforts with
the lease to PHH.

From this point onward, Easyride's special services trans-
portation activities were devoted to managing Handi-Ride and
through its leasing efforts, coordinating Peninsula special
service transportation.
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4 . EASYRIDE PROJECT STAFFING, BUDGET, AND ADMINISTRATION

This section discusses the staffing arrangements and costs
of Easyride and its special services transportation component,
Handi-Ride. Descriptions and responsibilities for each staff
position are presented along with the estimated time spent on
major project activities. The costs of Easyride and Handi-Ride
are broken down into estimated operating costs and start-up
costs

.

4.1 EASYRIDE STAFFING AND POSITION DESCRIPTIONS

Easyride is staffed with four full-time positions: the
Easyride Director, a Planner, a Special Services Administrator,
and an Administrative Assistant. Easyride also employs a part-
time Staff Assistant. Handi-Ride employs a full-time Scheduler
Dispatcher, and six part-time, nonunion drivers. The use of
part-time drivers has allowed Easyride to keep Handi-Ride costs
to a minimum. The staff arrangement is illustrated in Figure
4-1

.

4.1.1 Easyride Director

The Easyride Director is responsible for managing the
Easyride program. Management responsibilities include:

. planning;

. budgeting;

. administering grants;

. managing personnel;

. overseeing

. developing

. monitoring

program operations;

and managing marketing programs;

State ridersharing legislation.

and

In addition, about one-third of the Director's time is
spent on public relations efforts, which include promoting Easy-
ride to the community and to the Peninsula Transportation
District Commission (PTDC), meeting with area employers, and
maintaining a dialogue with the media. Both the first and
second Easyride Directors have actively used the media and
community organizations to promote ridesharing and its benefits
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FIGURE 4-1. EASYRIDE STAFFING ARRANGEMENTS
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4.1.2 Planner

The Easyride Planner conducts and processes employer-based
surveys. In this role, the Planner:

. identifies potential survey sites;

. schedules the surveys;

. meets with the employment site ridesharing
coordinator

;

. oversees and helps with editing the questionnaires;

. makes recommendations to the Pentran planning staff;

. writes the survey summaries; and

. maintains contact with the employment site ride-
sharing coordinators.

Approximately 60 percent of the Planner's time is devoted to
these activities.

The Planner is also responsible for Easyride's vanpool
maintenance program. Included in these duties are keeping
records on vans that use the Pentran maintenance facility, noti-
fying drivers of preventive maintenance checks, and scheduling
vanpool maintenance appointments. The Planner also responds to
inquiries concerning vanpooling and sends vanpooling information
to individuals who request it. These activities require 30
percent of the Planner's time.

The remaining 10 percent of the Planner's time
responding to telephone requests for matchlists and
master list of interested poolers.

is spent
updating the
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4.1.3 Special Services Administrator

The Easyride Special Services Administrator directs the
Handi-Ride program. Approximately 75 percent of the Special
Services Administrator's time is spent on Handi-Ride managerial
duties, which include:

. planning for special services;

. screening program applicants;

. answering telephone inquiries;

. coordinating and hiring staff for the demand-
responsive services;

. developing and controlling the budget;

. substituting for the scheduler/dispatcher as needed;
and

. compiling monthly and quarterly financial and
operations reports.

Illustrative of other, ongoing management activities is a
recently developed passenger grievance procedure and a Handi-
Ride operations manual that is currently being developed.

In addition, the Special Services Administrator manages
Easyride's special services brokerage activities. The 16(b)(2)
vehicle applications are reviewed for opportunities for coordi-
nating the use of existing vehicles, particularly Pentran
vehicles, rather than purchasing new vehicles. The Special Ser-
vices Administrator also negotiates the leasing of PTDC vehicles
to area social service agencies and coordinates the use of these
vehicles among the agencies.

4.1.4 Additional Easyride and Handi-Ride Personnel

The Easyride Administrative Assistant does the secretarial
and clerical work for Easyride and Handi-Ride, and assists in
distributing literature and answering questions at employer-
based promotions. Easyride also employs a part-time assistant
through the Federal Government's Older Americans Program. This
Federal program encourages the employment of the elderly and
pays their wages. The part-time assistant edits the survey
questionnaires under the supervision of the Planner.
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Handi-Ride employs a full-time Scheduler/Dispatcher who
receives calls to reserve trips, schedules trips, and dispatches
drivers. The Scheduler/Dispatcher also tallies Handi-Ride's
tickets, and cross-checks the taxi operators' tickets with the
monthly itemized trip lists.

Six part-time, nonunion drivers are currently used by
Handi-Ride to operate its three cars and a lift-equipped van.
These drivers are retired and are paid the minimum wage. Handi-
Ride has found them to be not only cost effective but also sen-
sitive to the needs of the handicapped, especially the disabled
elderly

.

Handi-Ride does not provide formal instruction in dealing
with the handicapped or special training in handling medical
needs. In case of an emergency, the cars are equipped with
radios. (There has not been an emergency to date.) Drivers do
attend driver training sessions held for Pentran bus drivers.
The sessions include a film on driving and a lecture on safety.
As mentioned above, an operations manual currently being devel-
oped for the program will include a formal training procedure
for the drivers.

Handi-Ride has received only one objection from the union
concerning its use of part-time nonunion drivers. Initially,
Handi-Ride tried to use a Pentran lift-equipped minibus. The
union, however, objected and claimed that all buses must be
operated by union drivers. In response, Handi-Ride substituted
for the minibus a lift-equipped van that had been originally
earmarked for leasing to area social service agencies.

4.2 EASYRIDE AND HANDI-RIDE PROGRAM FINANCES

This subsection examines Easyride and Handi-Ride program
costs and funding (Table 4-1).

4.2.1 Sources of Funds

Easyride was initiated in 1978 with a $250,000 Urban Mass
Transportation Administration (UMTA) Service and Methods Demon-
stration ( SMD

)
grant. A grant amendment secured the following

year increased total UMTA funding to $570,000. In addition,
Easyride obtained two grants from the Virginia Department of
Highways and Transportation ( VDH&T ) . One grant provided $87,810
for three autos and three lift-equipped vans for Handi-Ride and
Easyride's social service vehicle leasing program. The other
provided $4,000 for four carpool information highway signs.
Easyride also used PTDC Section 5 funds to support Handi-Ride
operations. PTDC Handi-Ride Section 5 subsidies totaled $58,640
for Fiscal 1981.
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TABLE 4-1

EASYRIDE START-UP AND OPERATING COSTS

START-UP COSTS OPERATING COSTS
6-1-78 to 6-30-79 FY-80 FY-81

(7-1-79 (7-1-80
to to

6-30-80) 6-30-81)

Labor Labor
Salaries $48,700 Salaries $55,913 $44,360
Benef its 7,700 Benefits 9,866 7,630

Total $56,400 Wages* 3,100 5,667
Total $68,879 $57,657

Marketing Materials
Brochures & Easyride $20,000 Marketing

Booth Share-a-Ride Week* $12,586
Easyride Contribu- 4,200 (less Pentran and/

tion to Slide or TRT Contribution) (6,293) —
Presentations
Projection
Equipment*

Easyride Total
Billboards
Total

6,293
3,070

$ 9,363

Impediments to

Ridesharing

$ 6,851

$ 6,851
Carpool Information 4,000

HighwaySigns* * Data Processing
Total $28 , 200 Computer Services*

Labor $ 65 $ 65

Computer Software* Computer Time 1,560 1,560

Labor $ 1,242 Keypunching 3,067 3,067

Computer Time 2,600 Total $ 4,692 $ 4,692
Total $ 3,842

Travel $ 5,464 $ 6,798
Office Supplies $ $ 1,800

Equipment
2,000

Overhead
Grid Map (Rent, Utilities, $16,128 $21,017

Total $ 3,800 Xerox, Pentran
Services)

Vehicles
Six Back-up Vans $65,000 Handi-Ride Operating — 76,187
Three Wheelchair Subsidy**

Lift-Equipped Vans* 68,633
Three Handi-Ride 17,337 TOTAL OPERATING COSTS $104,526 $173,202

Autos*
Total $150,970

Study of the Legal $ 975

Travel $ 4,224

Overhead
(Rent, Utilities, $15,415
Xerox, Pentran
Services)

TOTAL START-UP COSTS $263 , 826

*Funds for these items came solely or in part from sources other than Easyride.

**Easyride assumed Handi-Ride service delivery in August of 1981.
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4.2.2 Easyride and Handi-Ride Costs

The start-up costs were defined as labor and overhead costs
incurred during the planning for future operations and the costs
of all equipment and materials purchased. Operating costs were
the costs incurred during the two years of Easyride operations.

4. 2. 2.1 Start-up Costs - The estimated start-up costs included:

. marketing materials;

. computer software modification;

. a research paper on ridesharing legislation;

. office supplies and equipment;

. six vanpool backup vans;

. three wheelchair lift-equipped vans;

. three Handi-Ride autos;

. four carpool information highway signs;

. labor;

. travel; and

. overhead.

Estimated total start-up costs were $263,826.

Not all of the start-up costs were incurred during Easy-
ride's planning phase (first year). Costs for the vanpool bro-
chures, Easyr ide/Pent ran/Tidewater Regional Transit ( TRT ) slide
presentation, six backup vans, three lift-equipped vans, three
Handi-Ride autos, and four carpool information highway signs
were included here even though they were incurred while Easyride
operations were already under way. The first year's labor
costs, travel expenses, and overhead were used as an estimate
for start-up costs because the first year of the program was
spent planning subsequent operations.

Also, not all of the costs shown in Table 4-1 were financed
solely through the UMTA grant. The National Aeronautics and
Space Administration's (NASA) facility in Hampton performs the
computer work for Easyride, and the costs of modifying the com-
puter program were donated by NASA as a public service. The
computer program from the Federal Highway Administration was not
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compatible with NASA's computer/ so NASA spent considerable time
modifying the program. The costs were based on NASA estimates
of 115 hours of personnel time at $10.80 an hour, and 20 hours
of computer time at $130 an hour, for a total cost of $3,842.
Easyride purchased the four carpool information highway signs,
three lift-equipped vans, and three Handi-Ride autos with grants
from VDH&T

.

The $20,000 for the marketing materials was an estimate of
the amounts paid to advertising agencies to develop and print
the employer, team leader, and worker brochures; it also
includes costs for vanpool and Handi-Ride brochures, Easyride
buttons and bumper stickers, and an Easyride booth. A total of
$12,600 was spent by Easyride, Pentran, and TRT (even shares) to
develop and produce a slide presentation and obtain projection
equipment. Easyride's portion ($4,200) is listed as a program
start-up cost. The office supplies and equipment category
included the costs of desks, typewriters, stationery, and
additional miscellaneous office material. Easyride uses some of
Pentran's office furniture and equipment, which accounts for the
low estimate. The direct costs for the grid map are also listed
here. The map took Easyride several weeks to develop because a
usable map of the region was not available. The six backup vans
were purchased under the terms of the SMD grant amendment.
During its planning stage, Easyride commissioned a study of
legal impediments to ridesharing, the cost of which is listed
here

.

Overhead included Easyride contributions to costs for
building maintenance, utilities, duplicating, and work done for
Easyride by Pentran personnel (e.g., by the Finance Department).

4. 2. 2. 2 Operating Costs and Funding - Operating costs were the
estimated costs incurred by Easyride during its two-year
operating phase: Fiscal 1980 - $104,526 and Fiscal 1981 -

$173,202. These costs include labor, marketing, and computer
costs

.

Fiscal 1980 labor costs include the salaries and benefits
of the four Easyride personnel. Fiscal 1981 salaries include
all of the Easyride Director's and the Planner's salaries, and
one-quarter of the Special Services Administrator's and two-
thirds of the Administrative Assistant's salaries. The balance
of the latter two salaries is included under the line item for
Handi-Ride operating subsidies. The salaries are not broken out
in this way for Fiscal 1980 because Easyride contracted with a

taxi company and a social service agency, at that time, to
deliver service. Easyride began delivering its own service in
Fiscal 1981. Fringe benefits are prorated between Easyride and
Handi-Ride for Fiscal 1981 in the same proportion as the
salaries

.
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The labor costs include the wages of the part-time assis-
tant to the Easyride Planner. The part-time assistant is hired
through the Federal Government's Older Americans Program. The
assistant, paid by the Federal Government, receives the minimum
wage ($3.10 an hour before January 1, 1981, and $3.35 after that
date), and total wages were based on an estimate of 4 hours a

day, 250 days a year.

The marketing costs reflected Easyride's costs for Share-
a-Ride Week, an annual ridesharing promotion, and for Easyride's
billboard advertisements for promoting the survey of the Newport
News Shipyard. Share-a-Ride Week was funded jointly by Pentran
and Easyride during Fiscal 1980, and by Pentran, Easyride, and
TRT for Fiscal 1981.

The computer work, donated by NASA, was estimated to take
one hour of machine time and one-half hour of personnel time
each month to produce the matchlists. Easyride contracts out
for the keypunching, so the figure given is the actual expense.

4. 2. 2. 3 Handi-Ride Costs - The Handi-Ride subsidy costs, listed
as a line item in Table 4-1 (shown earlier), are itemized in
Table 4-2. Also listed in Table 4-2 are the initial capital
expenditures for Handi-Ride.

Initial capital expenditures, totaling $40,215, included
the vehicles used in Handi-Ride service delivery which were pur-
chased with a grant from VDH&T for which Easyride had applied.
Costs of only one of the three lift-equipped vans purchased with
the grant are included here because only one van is used in
Handi-Ride service delivery.

The operating costs are for Fiscal 1981, starting July 1,
1980, even though Easyride began operating its own vehicles to
provide service to the handicapped in August 1980. The $1,500
payment to the social service agency which provided the service
in July was included as an operating expense. The $44,495 in
labor costs included three-quarters of the Special Services
Administrator's salary of $14,750, and one-third of the Adminis-
trative Assistant's salary of $8,500. These figures are propor-
tionate to the estimated time each individual performs work that
is related to Handi-Ride. The Scheduler/Dispatcher's full
salary, starting August 1, 1980, when Easyride assumed service
delivery, was included, as were the drivers' wages. Fringe
benefits, proportioned to the time spent on Handi-Ride, were
also included. Vehicle operating costs totaled $11,109 and taxi
company fees totaling $31,169 were paid to the taxi operator who
supplements Easyride's service.
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TABLE 4-2

HANDI-RIDE INITIAL CAPITAL
EXPENDITURES AND OPERATING COSTS

Initial Capital Expenditures

One Wheelchair lift-
equipped van*

$22,878

Three Handi-Ride
Autos*

$17,337

TOTAL INITIAL CAPITAL $40,215

FY-81 Operating Costs & Revenues-^'
7

(7-1-80 to 6-30-81)

Labor
Social Service $11,063
Administrator*

Administrative Assistant* 2,833
Scheduler /Dispatcher* 7,333
Benefits 3,651
Drivers 19,615

Total Labor $44,495

Vehicle Operating Costs
Fuel 7,962
Insurance 2,321
Maintenance 826

Total Vehicle Operating Costs 11,109

Taxi Company Fees 31,169
Social Service Agency

Fees 1,500
TOTAL OPERATING COSTS $83,273

TOTAL REVENUE (12,086)

OPERATING SUBSIDY $76,187

PASSENGER TRIPS 14,416

VEHICLE TRIPS 13,043

COST PER PASSENGER TRIP $6.12

SUBSIDY PER PASSENGER TRIP $5.28

— Figures were obtained from Handi-Ride financial data. Additional expenses
were added to reflect the costs to Easyride of operating Handi-Ride which
were not included in Handi-Ride 1

s financial statements. These additional
costs are marked with an asterisk (*)

.
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Fiscal 1981 total operating costs amounted to $88,273 less
$12,086 in fares for a subsidy of $76,187 and an operating
recovery ratio of 14 percent. Passenger trips totaled 14,416,
the cost per passenger trip was $6.12, and the subsidy per pas-
senger trip was $5.28.

Easyride uses public and private operators to provide
Handi-Ride service in order to minimize program costs. Figure
4-2 compares total Handi-Ride costs per passenger trip ($6.21)
with that for publicly operated service ($5.76) and taxi service
($6.92). The figures are calculated using statistics from
August 1, 1980, through June 30, 1981, since Easyride began pro-
viding its own service in August 1980. Because of the absence
of estimates for time spent on specific tasks, the Special
Services Administrator's and the Administrative Assistant's
salaries were divided equally between the two types of service.

The figures show that publicly operated service costs per
passenger trip are lower than those for taxi service. Several
factors contribute to the lower public service costs. Easyride
schedules the trips filling its vehicles first, giving the taxi
company those trips it cannot accommodate and the isolated early
morning and late afternoon trips. Easyride pools riders when-
ever possible, while the isolated trips the taxi company serves
limits opportunities for it to pool riders. Easyride and taxi
service average vehicle occupancies during this period of 1.28
and 1.08, respectively, illustrate this point. Also, taxi com-
pany charges to Easyride for service are based on regular taxi
fares which are priced to include capital and overhead costs.
Easyride service costs, on the other hand, include only operat-
ing costs.

The fact that Easyride limits the taxi company to low
mileage trips while Easyride serves the longer trips exerts
downward pressure on taxi service costs per passenger trip
because taxi charges are metered.
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FIGURE 4-2. HANDI-RIDE COST PER PASSENGER TRIP COMPARISONS
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5. EASYRIDE RIDESHARING BROKERAGE ACTIVITIES
AND EFFECTS

5.1 INTRODUCTION

Easyride promotes ridesharing through four major areas of
operation:

. employer-based marketing using select employees as
team leaders and computer matching of potential
r ideshar ers

;

. communitywide ridesharing using a phone-in matching
and information service and an annual ’ r ideshar ing
promotion

;

. vanpool marketing of Tidewater Regional Transit
( TRT ) vans with vanpool maintenance and back-up van
support services; and

. legislative activities including monitoring and sup-
porting legislation which removes legal and institu-
tional barriers to ridesharing.

The four subsections below present these areas of
operation. Following these are two additional subsections which
present Easyride's effects on Peninsula travel behavior and the
characteristics of Peninsula vanpools.

5.2 EMPLOYER-BASED MARKETING

Easyride's primary function is to promote the employer-
based ridesharing program; most of Easyride's time is spent on
this. These activities focus on surveying employment sites to
compile computer matchlists of individuals interested in
ridesharing. When soliciting employer participation, Easyride
first meets with employers to explain the program. Next, if
employers agree to be surveyed, Easyride recommends a survey
format and supplies promotional materials. The employer is
responsible for promoting and implementing the survey. A team
leader approach is used, and selected employees distribute and
collect the survey questionnaires. Easyride processes the
completed questionnaires and compiles the computer matchlists
which, in turn, are distributed to employees by the team
leaders. Easyride then analyzes the data from the question-
naires and makes recommendations to employers as to appropriate
forms of ridesharing. Easyride also uses the data to recommend
to Pentran bus service adjustments.
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5.2.1 Employer Contacts

Easyride currently contacts employers by a letter that
invites them to participate in the program. When Easyride first
began its operations, it invited employers to attend group
meetings at the Pentran offices, and most of the employee
surveys resulted from these first meetings. Subsequent to these
initial meetings, Easyride met individually with company
representatives.

Both the group and individual meetings with employers
typically have been with middle management personnel. Public
agencies were usually represented by the ridesharing coordina-
tors required by General Services Administration (GSA) regula-
tions .

At the meetings, Easyride explains its operations and goals
and informs employers about Peninsula ridesharing options that
are available (carpools, vanpools, buspools, subscription
Pentran service, private subscription service, and Pentran
fixed-route service). Easyride also provides employers with a

brochure (shown in Appendix A) it developed which emphasizes the
social and employer benefits of ridesharing. The brochure
states that participating employers will receive the following
benefits from a ridesharing program:

. reduced absenteeism;

. higher employee morale;

. reduced need for expensive parking facilities;

. improved employee relations; and

. enhanced public image.

Currently, Easyride
with employers. This pre
Easyride along with TRT

.

tising campaign aimed at
slide presentation. This
project among employers.
5-1, were placed in the 1

shows a slide presentation at meetings
sentation was developed in 1980 by
At that time, Easyride ran an adver-
company management that featured the
was done to promote interest in the
Advertisements, as shown in Figure

ocal issues of Time , Newsweek , Sports
and World Report . The advertisingIllustrated , and U . S . News

campaign did not generate significant employer interest

Executive Order 12191.
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TRT and EASYRIDE have a new aucfio/visual pro-

gram to show company presidents and personnel

d rectors. It demonstrates the profitability of getting

more working commuters into fewer vehicles.

The whole idea is ndesharing.

And there's a lot ofmoney riding on

its growing acceptance. Ridesharing

opens up valuable commercial rea|

estate for more profitable uses

than parking lots. It leaves room
for added visitor parking, which

will please your business pros-

pects. it reduces traffic conges-

tion so clients and customers

don't have to dread the trip to

your place of business. It brings

more people into the labor pool -

peoole who otherwise couldn’t

afford commuting costs.

lids
12-minute

businesstrip
could pot you
miles ahead.

Best of all. a ridesharing program helps your

employees recoup a lot of money now being wasted

on single-passenger commuting. The savings on

gas. maintenance, tolls, parking and insurance can

typically add up to more than $1 .000
per year per employee.

Ifyou have 12 minutes to spare,

we'll show you how easily you can

initiate a ridesharing program
atyourplaceofbusiness. It

could put you miles ahead in

terms ofcustomer goodwill,

employee morale and business

savings. To arrange a showing
time, call TRT at 627-9291

.

oronthe CUADE
peninsula. call JnHnC
838 î'dI!

3t A RIDE

• • • +

eosynoe

FIGURE 5 1. 1980 EASYRIDE & TRT MAGAZINE ADVERTISEMENT
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5.2.2 Team Leader Approach

At the request of Easyride, employers who wish to partici-
pate in the program designate a ridesharing coordinator with
whom Easyride works. This is usually the Personnel Director.
The ridesharing coordinator is responsible for organizing and
promoting the survey. The level of effort expended on promoting
the survey is determined by the employer.

The company ridesharing coordinator/ in turn, selects team
leaders who act as Easyride sales representatives. The team
leaders distribute and collect the survey questionnaires, answer
fellow employees' questions concerning ridesharing, and distrib-
ute the matchlists. Easyride recommends that team leaders be
responsible for no more than 25 people and be in some sort of
supervisory capacity, such as line supervisors in factories.

The team leader approach is designed for large employment
sites that would otherwise require numerous, time-consuming
meetings to reach every employee. These meetings would be
costly for the employers in terms of lost work hours. The team
leader approach minimizes work disruption, while still reaching
employees. Also, the informality of peer contact encourages
workers to fill out the questionnaire and consider ridesharing.
Easyride's ridesharing coordinator and team leader approach is
modeled after the Maryland Computeride Program (where Easyride's
first Director was previously employed).

Easyride holds training sessions for team leaders at which
team leader kits are distributed that contain:

. a pamphlet on ridesharing with an explanation of
Easyride and the team leader's role in the survey
process (Appendix B);

. a sample Easyride brochure that each employee will
receive (Appendix C);

. a sample vanpool brochure (Appendix D);

. a sample Easyride questionnaire (Appendix E); and

. an Easyride bumper sticker and a button.

Typically, to demonstrate the employer's commitment to the
program and to motivate the team leaders, the employer's
ridesharing coordinator opens the meeting. The Easyride
Director follows with a brief explanation of Easyride and the
team leaders' role in the survey process. Next, an audiovisual
presentation on ridesharing and Peninsula Transportation
District Commission (PTDC) and Tidewater Transportation District
Commission ( TTDC ) services in the region is
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shown. Questions and answers follow the presentation. A
TRT/Easyride van is displayed outside the meeting for further
effect

.

After orientation, team leaders distribute employee
questionnaires and brochures. The brochures are short and
direct. They emphasize the savings resulting from carpool or
vanpool use, give a short explanation of vanpools, contain a

quick guide to ridesharing, and provide a worksheet for the
employee to figure commuting costs. For this computation,
Easyride provides estimates of the costs of driving to work
which are based on U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT)
figures. 1 These figures use the 1979 cost estimates of owning
and operating a standard-size car.

Following the training session, Easyride operates an
information booth for several days at the site to answer
questions and to distribute additional brochures. The
audiovisual presentation mentioned above on ridesharing is also
shown, if possible.

5.2.3 Data Processing of the Questionnaires

Easyride suggests that
weeks to collect the comple
collecti on, Easyr ide e di t s

in correctly and trans lates
location s into map coo rdina
the ques t ionnai re resu Its

.

The National Aero naut i

Langley Research Cente r in
cards at its computer f acil
is done as a publ ic se rvice
are then given to the r ides
them to the employees, usua
delays are encountered, the
matchlist distribution take

employers allow no more than two
ted questionnaires. After
them to ensure that forms are filled
individuals' residence and workplace

tes. A contractor then keypunches

c and Space Administration's (NASA)
Hampton processes the keypunched
ity to produce the matchlists. This
to the community. The matchlists

haring coordinator who distributes
lly through the team leaders. If no
survey process from questionnaire to

s six to eight weeks.

1 Joseph E. Ullman, Cost of Owning and Operating Automobiles
and Vans 1979 , Department of Transportation, Washington, D.C.,
1979.
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5.2.4 Follow-up Assistance to Employers

After the matchlists are created, Easyride analyzes the
data for similarities in work schedules, trip origins, and trip
destinations to make ridesharing recommendations to the employ-
ers. If only a few workers commute from an area at a particular
time, Easyride will recommend that the employer promote car-
pools. If a large group commutes, Easyride will recommend van-
pools or subscription bus service. (Two employers investigated
subscription bus service as a result of Easyride recommenda-
tions. They decided not to institute the service, however,
because high subsidies were required to make the service
attractive and low ridership was expected.) Easyride also
recommends that employers institute preferential parking for
poolers and flextime to encourage pooling. Ongoing promotion of
ridesharing at each employment site is encouraged by providing
the ridesharing coordinator with a master list of all the names
on the matchlists. The coordinator can then provide names of
interested ridesharers to employees who request them. Easyride
also recommends that the questionnaires and brochures be
distributed as part of the orientation process for new employees
so that the master list can be updated. Easyride does not have
a model for employers to follow for promotional efforts beyond
the maintenance of a ridesharing office. The way in which
promotional efforts are conducted is left up to the employer.

After the matchlists are distributed, Easyride responds to
employer requests for assistance, as needed. At two sites,
Easyride provided companies with proposed routes and estimated
costs of subscription Pentran bus service. Easyride does not
initiate follow-up contacts with matchlist recipients. Easyride
assists individuals who request further information but typi-
cally has little or no contact with recipients after the match-
lists are distributed.

Easyride does not have a standard procedure for maintaining
contact with employers. Easyride stated that it would like to
survey each employment site yearly and has conducted resurveys
at several sites, both on its own and in response to employer
request. Several employers, however, who had their sites
surveyed in the summer of 1979 have not been recontacted. The
only formal mechanism for meeting regularly with employers is
the Easyride Advisory Committee. The committee is made up of
local government officials and ridesharing coordinators from
each site. However, meetings are held infrequently and are not
well attended by employers.
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5.2.5 Analysis of Trip Data for Pentran Modifications

As mentioned above, Easyride analyzes the survey data for
departure times, origins, and destinations. The Easyride
Planner serves on the Pentran Service Planning Committee and
presents recommendations for bus service modifications at the
meetings, based on the analysis of questionnaire responses and
matchlists

.

Based on the results of surveys at Fort Eustis and downtown
Newport News, Easyride recommended changes to the schedules of
buses serving these locations. Despite the service changes,
ridership did not increase, probably because of substantial
differences in travel times between driving a car and riding the
bus. The bus serving downtown Newport News was subsequently
cancelled and the PTDC recently eliminated the bus to Fort
Eustis

.

In a similar Pentran service modification, a route was
extended to serve the Bendix site. This route was also
subsequently cancelled because of low ridership.

5.3 COMMUNITYWIDE RIDESHARING

5.3.1 Ridesharing Services

Easyride's principal communitywide activity is a phone-in
service through which individuals may request information con-
cerning ridesharing and names of individuals interested in
pooling. Easyride uses master lists from its surveys of employ-
ment sites as its source of names and compiles an additional
list of interested ridesharers who have called Easyride. The
names are given over the phone because Easyride does not have
on-line access to a computer from which to print matchlists to
send callers. To make the service more easily accessible and
known, Easyride established a telephone number ending in
R-I-D-E. It also placed four highway carpool information signs
(with the telephone number) at several locations along 1-64, the
Peninsula's main arterial.

Also as part of its ridesharing information services, Easy-
ride has responded to requests from community groups for assis-
tance in finding transportation alternatives. Easyride helped
two parent groups investigate transportation options for
students attending Eaton Junior High School. Even though the
Hampton School Board has a contract with Pentran to provide
service to its schools, service was not provided to Eaton
because, as an experimental school, attendance was voluntary.
School officials and parent groups requested Easyride and
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Pentran to meet with them to discuss several options. These
included chartered Pentran service and Easyride computer
matching of students to help arrange carpools and vanpools.
Because of the cost and impractical ity of the options, Easyride
recommended that the parent group consider private carriers and
gave them a list of companies. As a result, a private operator
now provides the service. Also, the Transportation Committee at
Langley Air Force Base ( LAFB ) contacted Easyride and Pentran
concerning transportation to Eaton from the base. Easyride
again recommended private carriers. LAFB requested bids, and a
contract was awarded.

Easyride worked to identify transportation alternatives for
passengers on a Pentran express bus route to the Newport News
Shipyard that was cancelled because of the loss of a subsidy
from a neighboring county. Easyride notified a private bus
company (already providing service to the Shipyard) of the
service cancellation and its times and routes. Shipyard workers
who called Easyride or Pentran concerning the cancelled service
were then referred to the private bus company. Also, this
private service was advertised in flyers that notified
passengers of the service cancellation. As a result, the
private bus company now provides this service.

Easyride also referred callers to a buspool which formed as
a result of the above service cancellation. A shipyard worker
who leased a TRT van before the route cancellation contacted TRT
about leasing buses to replace the cancelled service. TRT
leased the individual a bus and an additional van, and Easyride
helped the individual to find passengers.

5.3.2 Marketing

To encourage ridesharing on the Peninsula, Easyride
sponsors an annual promotion called Share-a-Ride Week. This
promotion was originally sponsored to ensure media coverage of
the signing of a joint service agreement between the TTDC and
the PTDC . Share-a-Ride Week has evolved from this into an annual
marketing campaign for Easyride and Pentran. The rationale
behind marketing to the general public is:

. to promote ridesharing;

. to improve the image of public transit on the
Peninsula; and

. to inform people of the transportation services
available

.
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For the 1980 Share-a-Ride Week, Easyride and Pentran
sponsored a local radio station promotion in which it gave away

1,800 T-shirts to carpoolers and vanpoolers. A newspaper
advertising campaign featuring the T-shirts (Figure 5-2)

accompanied the promotion. For the 1981 Share-a-Ride Week,
Easyride, Pentran, and TRT joined with Hardees' fast food chain
and sponsored a promotion. A local radio station gave
ridesharers Easyride, Pentran, and TRT travel mugs. For several
weeks, Hardees provided unlimited free coffee to mug carriers.

In addition to this annual at-large promotional effort, the
Easyride staff members have participated in local media talk
shows to discuss the program and topics affecting public
transportation. Easyride and Pentran also have jointly
sponsored information booths at local fairs and events.

5.4 EASYRIDE VANPOOL MARKETING

Easyride acts as a broker for leasing TRT vans on the
Peninsula, and these vans are marketed as part of Easyride's
ridesharing promotion. Easyride distributes vanpool literature
at employment sites, answers telephone inquiries, and sends
information packages, on request.

In 1980, Easyride began managing a van maintenance program
for vans leased from TRT. Service is performed at the Pentran
bus maintenance facility. This program makes van maintenance
and repairs more convenient for drivers who work or live on the
Peninsula, thereby encouraging vanpooling on the Peninsula.
Easyride has six back-up vans which drivers may borrow while
their vehicles are serviced. Twenty-two vans currently are
serviced at the Pentran facility and TRT reimburses Pentran for
the maintenance costs.

The basis for the Easyride and TRT marketing arrangements
is the Joint Service Agreement that the PTDC and the TTDC nego-
tiated in October 1978. The agreement permits each transit
authority to operate service into, out of, or within the other
authority's service area. It also states that each transit
property can maintain leased vehicles, regardless of which
authority leases the vehicles.

5.4.1 TRT Van Lease Arrangements

Individuals who contact Easyride regarding van leasing are
referred to TRT which, in turn, makes the actual arrangements.
TRT performs a credit check on the applicant and meets with this
person to explain the lease. The lease requires a $150 van
deposit and designation of a TRT-approved back-up driver. The
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NEXT WEEK,
DON’T LOSE YOUR SHIRT
DRIVING TO WORK ALONE.

FREE DURING RIDESHARING WEEK
Wmng Riciesharing Week, July 13-19, we’ll be giving some special incentives to get you to try

snaring a ride with a neighbor or two. Or more. Not only can you save yourself a bunch of gas
money, you could drive home with a new shirt on your back.

Listen to WGH-AM or 2WD for details. But the T-shirt can be yours only if you’re in a car,

van or bus with more than one commuter. Give ridesharing a week’s trial. And for more informa-
tion about more permanent ways to save, give us a call at 838-RIDE. «PCftUOA

eosynoe

FIGURE 5 2.1980 RIDESHARING WEEK NEWSPAPER ADVERTISEMENT
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driver and the back-up driver must each obtain a chauffeur's
license which requires an eye examination and a fee payment. In
addition, the driver and back-up driver must view a defensive
driving film, shown at Easyride or TRT offices.

The driver leases the van for a flat monthly fee which
covers depreciation (vans are depreciated over four years), plus
$.07 a mile which covers maintenance costs. The leases range
from $109 a month for a 1977 twelve-passenger van to $216 a

month for a 1980 fifteen-passenger van.

The driver may elect to be covered under TRT ' s umbrella
insurance policy for $68 a month for pre-1980 vans and $74 a

month for 1980 vans. Bodily injury liability coverage under the
TRT policy is $500,000 per person/$500 , 000 per occurrence, and
personal property liability coverage is $50,000. TRT is
protected by a $2-million indemnity policy. There is a $100
deductible clause for damage to the vans as a result of
accidents and a $250 deductible clause for damage to the vans
because of other causes.

If a driver decides to obtain insurance privately, the
minimum coverage is $500,000 per person/$500 , 000 per occurrence
for bodily injury and $50,000 for personal property. Also, the
contract states that if the driver purchases insurance
privately, the TTDC is not liable for any damages incurred
during van use, and the driver is liable for theft or damage to
the van. None of the vanpool drivers has private insurance.

5.4.2 Van Upkeep, Fares, Benefits, and Operators

The driver is responsible for keeping the van clean; TRT or
Easyride is responsible for maintenance. The driver sets and
collects fares (it is recommended that the drivers collect fares
monthly in advance) and, as a benefit, keeps any revenues above
the costs of the van. For an added benefit, the driver and his
spouse have personal use of the van within a 100-mile radius of
their home. (TRT insurance does not cover vans beyond the
100-mile limit.) The lease can be terminated by either party
with a 30-day written notice.

Another current Easyride activity includes assisting the
Southeastern Virginia Vanpool Association in locating private
vanpool operators. Easyride, working through company rideshar-
ing coordinators, uses employer newsletters to promote the
Association

.
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5.5 LEGISLATIVE ACTIVITIES

5.5.1 Commonwealth Legislative Activities

Easyride monitors and supports Commonwealth ridesharing
legislation and works closely with a PTDC member in these
efforts. As mentioned in Section 3, Easyride and the PTDC
member have spoken at public hearings on proposed ridesharing
legislation and testified before the Virginia legislature in
support of two ridesharing bills that passed the legislature.
The first of these, Virginia House Bill 155, was signed in April
1980. This bill allows deregulated pools carrying up to 15
passengers (in addition to the driver) to collect tax-free
passenger payments to recover operating costs, capital costs,
and lease payments. The bill previously in effect deregulated
pools carrying up to 12 passengers and allowed nontaxable fares
to recoup operating expenses but did not explicitly include
depreciation or lease payments. The second bill, House Bill
1091, was based on the Model S^ate Ridesharing Law and was
signed into law in April 1981. The law removes legal
impediments to the use of ridesharing pools and deals with
institutional issues such as workmen's compensation, insurance
rates, and taxes.

Early in the demonstration, Easyride commissioned a study
by an area law student on the legal impediments to ridesharing.
The paper, a general review of existing legislation, did not
provide a basis for ridesharing recommendations.

5.5.2 Local Legislative Activities

As an outgrowth of the legal research mentioned above,
Easyride developed a proposed municipal ordinance. This
ordinance called for instituting a downtown parking fee and for
using city vehicles for ridesharing during an energy emergency.
The ordinance, however, was not acted upon. Easyride also
developed an energy emergency transportation plan at the
direction of the PTDC in response to the threatened 1979 fuel

* The Model State Ridesharing Law was drawn up by the National
Committee on Uniform Traffic Laws and Ordinances under
contract to the Federal Highway Administration for use as a

guide. This model law shows how to remove legal impediments
to the use of pools and deals with institutional issues such
as workmen's compensation, insurance rates, and taxes.
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shortages. The contingency plan was divided into four phases,
with each phase addressing a more severe shortage. One of the
phases, designed for a mild shortage, mirrored the Easyride
program. This plan was adopted by the cities of Newport News

,

Hampton, and Poquoson; the PTDC; and the Peninsula Planning
District Commission. Unlike larger metropolitan areas, however,
the Peninsula did not experience long gasoline lines or severe
shortages, so the plan was never implemented.

In addition, legal action initiated by Mathews County,
Virginia, against a vanpool driver was monitored by Easyride.
The county initiated court proceedings against a vanpool driver
who refused to purchase a county business license. Future
Easyride activities such as this will not be necessary because
the new Model Ridesharing Law (effective July'l, 1981) exempts
pool drivers from local ordinances that discourage ridesharing
(like the Mathews County ordinance).

5.6 EASYRIDE EFFECTS ON PENINSULA RIDESHARING

Easyride's ability to influence an employee to become a

ridesharer depends in part on employer cooperation in the survey
process. This subsection begins with a description of
Easyride's employment site market penetration. Carpools and
vanpools operating at these sites are then analyzed with respect
to Easyride's role in their formation process. Travel charac-
teristics of these carpools and vanpools are also presented.
The latter portion of this subsection looks at Easyride's
influence on and the working characteristics of the TRT-leased
vanpools that are operating on the Peninsula.

5.6.1 Easyride Market Penetration

Total employment on the Peninsula is estimated at 110,000.
As of July 1, 1981, Easyride had distributed questionnaires at
40 Peninsula employment sites having a total of 54,193
employees. These employees completed 14,404 questionnaires.
This represented 13 percent of total employment on the Peninsula
and 27 percent of employment at surveyed sites. The completed
questionnaires were used to generate 19 computer matchlist
runs. (Some of the sites were too small for individual runs.)

Of those completing an Easyride questionnaire, 5,823
(40 percent) requested a matchlist and 8,581 (60 percent) did
not, as illustrated in Figure 5-3.

Easyride's ridesharing promotion was targeted at the
Peninsula's largest employment sites. Four of the Peninsula's
five largest employers participated in the Easyride program.
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These sites (NASA, Fort Eustis, LAFB, and the Newport News
Shipyard) accounted for 67 percent of the employment at surveyed
sites and 32 percent of employment on the Peninsula. Two of the
sites, Fort Eustis and NASA, were surveyed twice. Thus, six of
the nineteen matchlist runs were executed for the largest sites.

Federal Government worksites are well represented among the
sites where Easyride promoted ridesharing. Eight of the nine-
teen matchlist runs were executed for Federal Government sites.
The cooperation of Federal Government administrators may have
been influenced by GSA regulations which require the sites to
promote ridesharing.

5. 6. 1.1 Role of Employer Support in Employee Participation -

One of the reasons Easyride developed an employer-based
ridesharing program was its belief that employer support would
increase employee participation in Easyride's matchlist creation
process. Summary statistics of the employer-based question-
naires support this conclusion. (The statistics from all of the
Easyride surveys are presented in Appendix F.) The percent of
Easyride questionnaires returned as a share of total site
employment was higher for sites with strong employer support
than for sites with limited employer support (Figure 5.4). The
mean return rate for sites with strong employer support was 43
percent compared with a mean of 13 percent for sites with
limited employer support.

Sites characterized as those with strong employer support
typically used team leaders to distribute the Easyride question-
naires and promoted the matchlist process through special
activities or articles in company newsletters. For example, the
Badische Company, which paid its team leaders overtime for
attending team leader meetings, achieved a questionnaire return
rate of 76 percent. During the survey week, Badische also
allowed Easyride to maintain an information booth in the
employee cafeteria, and the firm's executive committee rode
bicycles to work to demonstrate the company's commitment to fuel
conservation.

NASA, at which 44 percent of the employees filled out Easy-
ride questionnaires, did not use team leaders but heavily pro-
moted ridesharing. The first Easyride survey at NASA was part
of a program organized by NASA to promote ridesharing and was
held during work hours. The program included presentations on
ridesharing, Easyride, and leasing programs of private bus and
van services; information booths on NASA's ridesharing services;
and an outdoor display of vans and Pentran buses. Easyride
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questionnaires were distributed at the presentation and also
were mailed to each NASA and contract employee; completed
questionnaires were returned to the ridesharing coordinator
through internal mail. NASA maintains an ongoing commitment to
ridesharing through its ridesharing coordinator who spends
considerable time on ridesharing services and promotion.

In contrast to sites with strong employer support, sites
with limited commitment did not permit Easyride to use team
leaders and did not expend resources to support Easyride
activities. Bendix did not want Easyride to use team leaders.
Instead, Easyride left questionnaires at the personnel office to
be distributed through departmental supervisors and manned an
information booth in the employee cafeteria for three days.
Only 6.4 percent of Bendix's employees returned questionnaires.
Easyride believed that the unstructured way of distributing and
collecting questionnaires contributed to the low response rate.

At the Newport News Shipyard, Easyride personnel were
allowed to distribute questionnaires only at the gates as
employees were leaving. Respondents were to mail completed
questionnaires to Easyride in postage prepaid envelopes that
were provided. Even though Easyride distributed approximately
9,000 questionnaires to 20,000 employees, only 300 (1.5 percent)
were returned.

Team leaders were used at Langley Air Force Base but atten-
dance at the team leader meetings was voluntary. Many of the
team leaders were absent so coverage at the site was incom-
plete. As a result, questionnaires were returned by only 12
percent of the employees. In contrast, management at Fort
Eustis strongly supported Easyride and required attendance at
team leader meetings. As a result, 48 percent of the employees
returned questionnaires.

An apparent contradiction to the results presented above
was the matchlist request rate at sites with strong and weak
levels of employer support. As shown in Figure 5-5, only 38
percent of the employees who returned a questionnaire at three
sites with strong employer support requested a matchlist.
Conversely, 86 percent of Newport News employees and 66 percent
of Bendix employees who returned questionnaires requested
matchlists. The mean matchlist request rate at employment sites
with strong employer support was 44 percent of submitted
questionnaires compared with a mean of 63 percent for sites with
limited support.

Two-fifths of NASA's employment force are contract employees.
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One explanation for this relationship was that returning
matchlists at sites with limited employer support took more
individual initiative than at sites with considerable employer
support. Those who wanted matchlists, therefore, would be more
likely to make the effort than those who did not want match-
lists. For example, workers at the shipyard had to take their
questionnaires home to fill out and then return them to Easyride
by mail. This required more individual effort than completing a

questionnaire at work and submitting it to a team leader.

Because of the timing of the evaluation survey, the project
team was unable to test whether those who completed question-
naires at sites with limited employer cooperation were also more
likely to join carpools and vanpools than those from sites with
strong employer cooperation. Easyride promotions at most of
these sites were held near the time of the evaluation survey and
the questionnaires had not been processed.

The matchlist request rate as a share of total employment
is more important than the percent of returned questionnaires
with matchlist requests. In this respect, sites with strong
employer support averaged a 16-percent matchlist request rate
(as a share of total employment) compared with a 4-percent rate
for sites with limited employer support.

5. 6.1.2 Other Factors Affecting Employee Response Rates - In

addition to strong employer support, it appears that the timing
of Easyride' s site promotions influenced employee participa-
tion. As shown earlier in Figure 5-4, the surveys with the
highest participation rates were conducted in the summer of 1979
during the gasoline shortage. The response rates at Howmet and
Baaische, which were surveyed during the shortages, were 73
percent and 76 percent, respectively. More recent surveys con-
ducted at the Veterans' Administration Hospital and Yorktown
Naval Weapons Station, both with strong employer support, had
response rates of 30 percent and 13 percent, respectively.

The number of surveys at an employment site also affected
employee response rates. As of July 1, 1981, Easyride had com-
pleted resurveys at three sites, and the resurvey participation
rates dropped sharply from the sites' first surveys. In NASA's
first Easyride survey, 44 percent returned questionnaires; in
the second one, 15 percent returned questionnaires. Comparable
figures for Fort Eustis and the Veteran's Administration
Hospital were 48 percent dropping to 41 percent, and 30 percent
dropping to 18 percent, respectively.
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5.6.2 Employee Carpool and Vanpool Formation

To determine if Easyride influenced commuters' work-trip
mode, a telephone evaluation survey (Appendix G) was admini-
stered in March 1981 to a random sample of Easyride question-
naire respondents. The survey results represented the behavior
and attitudes of commuters who completed Easyride questionnaires
between July 1979 and December 1980. The telephone survey
produced 813 usable responses, representing 7.13 percent of the
survey popu lat i on--t he total 11,399 usable questionnaires that
Easyride had in its master file at the time of the survey.

Unlike the master files of other brokerage programs such as
those in Minneapolis and Knoxville, the Easyride master file
contains the names and some work-trip characteristics of all who
completed Easyride questionnaire forms, regardless of whether a

matchlist was requested. (A name was put on a matchlist and the
matchlist then sent to a questionnaire respondent only if it was
requested.) The data were collected for potential use in
planning Pentran routes. All of the people in the master file
who requested matchlists had at least six months between match-
list distribution at their employment site and the evaluation
survey (except 728 people at the NASA site where matchlists were
distributed in February 1982--about one month before the
evaluation survey).

The survey results were generally stratified into two major
groups

:

. persons who on their Easyride questionnaire
requested a ridesharing matchlist; and

. persons who on their Easyride questionnaire did not
request a ridesharing matchlist.

The work-trip data in the Easyride master file lists the
individual's mode at the time of the Easyride promotions. Thus,
the data reported in this study represents both bef ore-Easy r ide
and af t e r-Easy r ide conditions. Some of the observed changes can
be attributed to Easyride project activities, while other
changes reflect individual initiatives in work-trip ridesharing.

5.6.3 Aggregate Mode Changes

During the 22-month period represented in the evaluation
survey, 229 (27 percent) of the 813 respondents changed their
work-trip travel mode. About half of these (108) were previous
drive-alone commuters who became carpoolers. An additional 16

solo drivers switched to the bus or another travel mode (e.g.,



riding a bicycle, or walking). At the same time, 52 previous
carpoolers became solo drivers, started using the bus, or used
other transportation. These changes are summarized in Figure
5-6.

The modal distribution for the entire sample showed an
increase in the rate of carpooling. Figure 5-7 presents the
sample mode split, as recorded in the Easyride questionnaires
and later in the evaluation survey. Statistically, there is at
least a 99-percent probability that an increase in ridesharing
occurred

.

5.6.4 Factors Accounting for Carpool and Vanpool Formation

The work-trip mode changes described above indicate that
more people were ridesharing at the end of the 22-month period
than at the beginning. The fundamental question that this
evaluation endeavors to answer is whether or not these changes
occurred because of Easyride's activities at employment sites or
if they mainly reflect individual initiative, unrelated to the
Easyride project.

To answer the question of how pools are formed, three
groups of ridesharers (i.e., carpoolers and vanpoolers) are
identified in the survey sample:

. persons who used an Easyride matchlist to start a

new carpool or vanpool (or join an existing one);

. persons who believed that Easyride's literature,
presentation, or promotional activities influenced
them to start or join a pool; and

. persons who started or joined a pool on their own
initiative

.

* Non-parametr ic statistics were used to determine if the
level of carpooling increased. Parametric statistical
analysis is based on several assumptions including the
independence of randomly drawn samples. For the data
collected for this study, the "after" measure was directly
dependent on the "before" measure because the same individuals
were observed at two points in time. Parametric analysis
therefore was not used. Nonparametr i c analysis provides tests
appropriate for dependent samples.
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PREVIOUS
MODE

CURRENT MODE

Drive

Alone

Carpool or

Vanpool

Bus or

Other

Drive Alone
//////////////////

108

(13.3)

16

(2.0)

Carpool or Vanpool 52 1

(6.4) (0.1)

Bus or Other 18 8

(2.2) (1-0)

Total Observations = 810; 3 persons did not report current mode.

( )
= Percent of Total Observations

FIGURE 5 6.TOTAL MODE CHANGES
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FIGURE 5-7. SAMPLE MODE SPLIT BEFORE AND AFTER EASYRIDE PROJECT
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1

5.6.5 Ridesharing Resulting From Easyride Matchlists
and Promotions

Easyride's primary technique to foster ridesharing is the
compilation and distribution of computer matchlists. Figures
5-8 and 5-9 present the sample respondents' changes in work-trip
mode choice according to whether or not they requested a match-
list.

In general, the two groups exhibit the same overall pat-
terns of mode changes, with about 12 to 15 percent of total
observations in each group being previous solo drivers who
became ridesharers.

To improve our understanding of Easyride's role in the pool
formation process, previous solo drivers who became ridesharers
were asked if their decision to pool was encouraged or fostered
by Easyride's activities. Previous solo drivers who requested
matchlists were first asked if they used their matchlist and if
not, did Easyride's literature or promotional activities con-
tribute to their ridesharing decision. Previous solo drivers
not requesting matchlists were asked if Easyride's promotional
activities or literature was : a factor in their ridesharing
decision. The results of these questions are tabulated in
Figure 5-10. (Note that sixteen solo drivers from both groups
became temporary ridesharers but reverted to driving alone by
the time of the evaluation survey.)

The majority (52.3 percent) of solo drivers in the sample
who became ridesharers did so on their own initiative. Easy-
ride literature and promotions were cited by 23.3 percent as
having caused their mode switch. Matchlists, however, were
cited by only 13.8 percent of all solo drivers switching to
pools and by less than a third of solo drivers who requested a
matchlist and ultimately became ridesharers. Of the total 239
previous solo drivers in the sample who requested matchlists, 16
(6.7 percent) used their matchlists to become ridesharers during
the evaluation survey period.

Even though matchlists were not widely used by the above
group, matchlist usage by previous ridesharers to find or start
new pools was slightly higher. Of the 73 persons in the sample
who were ridesharers at the time of the Easyride promotions, 15
(20.5 percent) used matchlists to join existing or start new
pools

.

5.6.6 Ridesharing Resulting from Individual Initiatives

The number of carpools and vanpools formed by survey
respondents who did not cite Easyride as a factor contributing
to their mode switch was somewhat greater tha the number who
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PREVIOUS
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CURRENT MODE

Drive Carpool or Bus or

Alone Vanpool Other
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////////////////////////////////

Carpool or Vanpool 33 1
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Bus or Other 4 5
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Total Observations = 357
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= Percent of Total Observations

FIGURE 5 8. WORK-TRIP MODE CHANGES RY MATCH LIST REQUESTORS
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Drive Alone 56 1
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PREVIOUS Carpool or Vanpool 19 0

MODE (4.2)

///////////////////
(0.0)

Bus or Other 14 3 0
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Total Observations = 453
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FACTOR
MATCHLIST
REQUESTORS

MATCHLIST
NOT REQUESTED

TOTAL

Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent

Easyride Matchlist 16 28.1 16 13.8

Easyride Promotion, Literature 9 15.8 18 30.5 27 23.3

Driver's Own Initiative 20 35.1 41 69.5 61 52.3

No Answer 12 21.1 — — 12 10.3

Total 57 100 59 100 116 100

FIGURE 5 10.FACTORS ACCOUNTING FOR SOLO DRIVERS’ SWITCH TO RIDESHARING
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did. To understand how these pools were formed, Peat Marwick
studied their composition with respect to family members,
co-workers, and neighbors. Also, current ridesharers were asked
how they would seek new members.

Among new ridesharers not requesting a matchlist or using
Easyride services, the most common pool partner was a co-worker
(Table 5-1). Similarly, when asked how they would look for new
commuting partners, 58.5 percent indicated they would ask
co-workers, 18.5 percent would ask neighbors, 14.5 percent would
use an Easyride matchlist, and the balance would use some other
technique. By contrast, only 48.5 percent of the Easyride-
influenced ridesharers indicated they would ask co-workers,
while 33.3 percent said they would use a matchlist to look for
new commuting partners. Table 5-2 shows replacement strategies
for the different groups of ridesharers.

5.6.7 Summary of Mode Changes

Figure 5-11 summarizes all mode changes and Easyride'

s

influence on these changes within the two groups of respon-
dents: matchlist requestors and persons not requesting a match-
list. Carpool attrition, or the change in work trip from
ridesharer to solo driver (or another mode) , was an important
component of the total mode changes that occurred during the
survey period. Of the 203 respondents who were ridesharers at
the beginning of this period, 52 (25.6 percent) became solo
drivers by the end. Table 5-3 shows the distribution of
responses when previous ridesharers were asked why they stopped
ridesharing; convenience and work schedule conflicts were most
often cited.

Reasons for Limited Matchlist Usage

One of the reasons for the limited effect of matchlists on
pool formation was the low rate of contacts initiated by
matchlist recipients. Likely factors, examined as contributing
to limited matchlist usage, were number of potential commuting
partners on the matchlists and extent of their distribution.
Even though 358 persons requested a matchlist, the evaluation
survey results indicated that:

. 20.9 percent of requestors did not receive a

matchlist

;

. 4.5 percent of requestors did not know if they
received a matchlist; and

. 5.8 percent of the matchlists had one or no names on
them

.
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TABLE 5-1

PERCENTAGE OF CARPOOLERS SHARING RIDES
WITH NEIGHBORS, FAMILY, CO-WORKERS

New
All Non-Easyr ide

Carpools Influenced Carpools

Neighbors 24.0 % 24.0 %

Family Members 15.7 % 17.5 %

Co-workers 72.3 % 71.5 %
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TABLE 5-3

WHY PEOPLE STOPPED RIDESHARING

Reason
Number of

Respondents

Percent
of

Respondents

Bought Car 2 3 .

8

Changed Work Plan or Residence 1 1.9

Needed Car for Work 1 1.9

Had Rotating Shift 2 3.8

Worked Overt ime 4 7.7

Had Irregular Hours 12 23.1

Thought Inconvenient 12 23.1

Found Pooling Unreliable 5 9.6

Thought Pooling Took Too Long 1 1.9

Did Not Like Ridesharing-mates 0 0

Other 24 46.2



The fact that a number of those who requested a matchlist did
not receive one, or the matchlist they did receive did not
contain many names, partially explains limited matchlist usage.

Of the 267 persons who did receive a matchlist, two-thirds
did not attempt to contact anyone on their list. Only 88
respondents indicated they had tried to contact at least one
person, and 68 (77.3 percent) of these contacted three or
fewer. The distribution of contacts initiated by respondents is
presented in Figure 5-12.

In an attempt to further explain the lack of matchlist
usage we examined matchlist quality in terms of the number of
names on the lists and whether those listed were perceived as
potential commuting partners. Of the 267 persons receiving
matchlists, 27.4 percent reported that their list contained 5 or
fewer names. As shown in Table 5-4, however, only 3.7 percent
indicated that there were not enough names on the matchlist.
Nearly half of the matchlist recipients (44.2 percent) indicated
no problem with the matchlist; about the same number (42.4
percent) indicated that work schedules and locations of commuter
partners were too divergent.

Only .7 percent of matchlist recipients indicated that it
took too long to receive the matchlists. In general, most
matchlists were compiled and distributed within two months of
the respondent completing an Easyride questionnaire. Figure
5-13 shows that 56.3 percent of the matchlists were received
within a month of the request and a total of 81.9 percent were
received within 2 months of the request.

Dissatisfaction with matchlist quality and the number of
undelivered matchlists partially explained the low rate of
matchlist usage. The rate of matchlist usage (33.0 percent),
however, when compared with those who found no problems with the
matchlists (44.2 percent), offers another possible explanation.
It indicates a general reluctance to call strangers rather than
a serious shortcoming in matchlist compilation and distribu-
tion. A comparison of the 92.5 percent of matchlist recipients
who contacted 3 or fewer persons (including those who contacted
none) with the 27.4 percent of matchlists which contained 5 or
fewer names supports this assertion.

Brokerage projects in Minneapo lis and Knoxville had similar
results. In Minneapolis, it was estimated that less than 15
percent of matchlist recipients used their matchlists before
follow-up assistance by the Minneapolis staff. Knoxville
experienced a 22-percent use rate among matchlist recipients.
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TABLE 5-4

MATCH LIST RECIPIENTS' PROBLEMS WITH COMPUTER MATCHLISTS

Number * Percent

None 118 44.2

Not Enough Names 10 3. 7

People Lived Too Far Away 49 18.4

People Worked Too Far Away 19 7. 1

Work Schedules Too Different 45 16.9

Too Long to Get Matchlist 2 . 7

Matchlist Didn't Have Enough
Information

1 . 4

Can't Remember 1 .4

Didn't Know Anyone On List 1 . 4

Other 41 15.4

*The sum of these numbers does not equal 267, the number of people
who received matchlists, because respondents could check more than
one possible response.

**Computed as a percentage of matchlist recipients (267).
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5.6.9 Work Trip Characteristics of Ridesharers

5. 6. 9.1 Travel Times - The average travel time for commuters
was significantly different among the three modes, as
illustrated in Table 5-5. Ridesharers exhibited the longest
average travel times from home to work (26.1 minutes), and they
estimated their drive-alone time to be only 23.0 minutes.

The relatively small difference in ridesharing versus
drive-alone time is probably because of the large number of
pools in the sample that consisted of family and neighbors.
These pools spend little or no extra time collecting passen-
gers. Of all pools, 40.4 percent have at least one family
member or neighbor and 13.7 percent are composed exclusively of
family members or friends. In addition, for 3'3 percent of the
pools, all or all but one of the pool members are family members
or neighbors.

5. 6. 9.

2

Trip Distance and Vehicle Occupancy - Average trip
distances for solo drivers and ridesharers reflected the widely
held belief that ridesharing is more attractive to persons
commuting farther. The average to-work distance of 11.5 miles
for solo drivers was significantly less than the 15.2 miles for
ridesharers. This relationship of trip distance to vehicle
occupancy is summarized in Figure 5-14. (A few respondents with
very long distances to commute probably lived in remote areas
with limited ridesharing opportunities.) The longer average
trip distances for ridesharers than for solo drivers partially
accounts for the longer average travel times experienced by
ridesharers.

The typical carpool has 2 members and travels 15 miles
round-trip a day (modal value). Figure 5-15 shows the fre-
quency distribution of ridesharing pools by vehicle occupancy.

5. 6. 9.

3

Travel Costs - Travel costs were calculated by multi-
plying average travel distance by the operating costs per mile
of an average automobile. Operating costs per mile, rather than
total costs of owning and operating an auto were used. This was
done because the survey indicated that few respondents reduced
the number of vehicles they owned as a result of ridesharing.
(Of ridesharers, 90.8 percent use their own cars to share the
driving responsibilities.) The fixed costs of ownership,
insurance, and depreciation vary little with usage.* Thus,

* In the U.S. Department of Transportation publication Cost of
Owning and Operating Automobiles and Vans 1979 , Joseph E.

Oilman states that depreciation is "the greatest single cost
of owning and operating a car" and that "in the majority of
cases, the age of a vehicle is more important than its mileage
in determining resale or trade-in value."
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TABLE 5-5

TRAVEL TIME DIFFERENCES

Travel
Time

Standard
Deviation t-Statistic*

Drive Alone 18.5 10.64 ^drive/ carpool = 7.9

Carpool 26 .

1

11.77
^carpool/bus = 1.34

Bus /Other 20.0 20.22
^drive alone/bus= 7.0

t-Statistic = - X /
T +
N
1

N
2

t-Statistic for ot.10, one tailed test = 1.32

9 2
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the individual considers the out-of-pocket operating costs of
fuel and regular maintenance when evaluating the cost component
of alternative modes.

The average trip length for a solo driver was 11.5 miles and
the average operating cost for an automobile in 1981 was $.0817
a mile.* Adding the $.01 a trip average toll and parking
fees for solo drivers makes the average operating costs for a

one-way drive-alone commute on the Peninsula:

(11.5 miles/trip x $. 0817/mile) + $. 01/trip = $. 95/trip

Ridesharers' costs were also calculated using average oper-
ating costs and travel distance. This value must be estimated
for most ridesharers as they do not usually exchange money;
instead, they take turns supplying the vehicle and driving. For
ridesharers, the average one-way distance times cost per mile
equals $1.41, plus an average parking and toll cost of $.028,
produces a one-way trip cost of $1,438. When this value is
divided by the average vehicle occupancy of 3.25, the per-person
cost of ridesharing is $.44 a trip:

(17.25 miles/trip x $. 0817/mile) + $. 028/trip = $. 44/trip
3.25 persons/trip

Figure 5-16 illustrates the passenger fares and travel
distance fares for the 21 ridesharers in the sample who made
payments to their drivers (9.2 percent of the total). The
actual weekly fares reported by these ridesharers were somewhat
higher than the average pool fares estimated above. (The
average ridesharer paying a fare traveled 16.56 miles and paid
$.77 a trip. Using the procedures outlined above, the estimated
passenger costs would be $.42 a trip.) This difference may be
because drivers tried to capture some of the fixed costs of
vehicle operation from passengers who did not take turns using
their own car.

5. 6. 9.

4

Personal Savings - The personal savings that accrues
from ridesharing is the difference between estimated costs .for
driving alone and those for ridesharing. Using the cost values
from above and the average of 15.16 miles a trip when
ridesharers drive alone, the average ridesharer saves $.81 on
the average one-way work trip of 17.25 miles.

American Automobile Association, "Your Driving Costs," 1981
Edition

.
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Rid«*h«r*f*' Hypothetical Dnva-Akma Cora — Extimatsd Ridasharinq Cora Carpool Member*' Savings

(15.16 mila/tnp X 108175/mila) + $.01 0/trip - SI .25 / trip

(17.25 mila/trip X S.08175/mil«) + S.028/trip

3.25 paraons/trip

" 5 .44 / trip

$ .81 / trip

Table 5-6 presents the estimated aggregate ridesharer
savings that accrued during the 21-month evaluation survey
period. The savings estimated were grouped into three cate-
gories:

. savings that accrued to all ridesharers during this
period;

. savings that accrued to new ridesharers during this
period; and

. savings that accrued to individuals who became ride-
sharers as a result of Easyride's matchlist distribu-
tion and promotion activities.

The estimated savings in the survey sample were then
extrapolated to the population of persons submitting Easyride
questionnaires. Of the $531,648 savings that accrued to new
ridesharers during this period, Easyr ide-inf luenced ridesharers
accrued 29.1 percent, or $154,560.

5. 6. 9.

5

Travel Circuity - Carpool travel circuity is defined as
the additional miles that a vehicle travels when collecting
passengers compared with traveling the most direct route. Using
the average trip distances for all carpools in the sample and
their hypothetical drive-alone distances, carpool circuity is:

carpool travel distance = 17.25 miles = 1.14
drive-alone travel distance 15.16 miles

This factor is somewhat lower than the values observed in
several other ridesharing projects. The low circuity value is
probably due to the high incidence of family members and
neighbors in Peninsula ridesharing and is consistent with the
small increment in travel time that ridesharers have versus
their estimated drive-alone travel time.
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TABLE 5 6

AGGREGATE COST SAVINGS DUE TO RIDERSHARING
DURING THE SURVEY PERIOD

Length of All Carpools All Carpools Formed Easyride Influenced
Carpool Usage Operating During Survey Period Carpools

Months Trips Persons Person-Trips Persons Person-Trips Persons Person-Trips

21 438 125 54 , 750 25 10,950 6 2 , 628
20 416 1 416 0 0 0 0
18 375 9 3 , 375 2 750 0 0
17 354 1 354 1 354 0 0
14 292 3 876 3 876 1 292
13 271 3 813 3 813 0 0
12 250 47 11 , 750 26 6,500 9 2 , 250
11 229 3 687 3 687 2 458
9 188 3 564 2 376 0 0
8 167 4 668 4 668 3 501
7 146 4 584 3 438 1 146
6 125 11 1 ,375 7 875 3 375
5 104 9 936 8 832 4 416
4 83 4 332 3 249 1 83
3 63 9 567 5 315 2 126
2 42 6 252 5 210 2 84
1 21 21 441 18 378 9 189

Total Sample 78 , 740 25,271 7,548
Person-
Trips Est . Population* 1 , 104 , 348 354,432 105,863

Total Sample $127,559 $37,907** $11,020***
Cost-
Savings * Est. Population $1,789,046 $531,648 $154,560

*

Total cost savings are calculated by multiplying the average savings per trip when
compared to drive alone Savings = ($.81) x (2 trips/day) x (person-trips

)

* *
New carpool cost savings are calculated using New Carpool Average Trip Lengths of

:

13.78 miles for Old Drive Alone Distance and 15.05 miles New Carpool Trip Distance.
Trip savings are $. 75/trip.

Easyride Influenced New Carpools have Average Trip Lengths of: 14.116 miles for Old
Drive Alone Distance and 16.88 miles for New Carpool Distance. Trip savings are
$ . 73/trip

.

**The sample represents 7.13 percent of the population. The population values are
estimated by multiplying the sample value by a factor of 14.025.



5. 6. 9. 6 VMT Reduction and Fuel Savings - In addition to
personal savings, ridesharing's social benefits include a reduc-
tion in vehicle-miles traveled (VMT) which, in turn, reduces
gasoline consumption and number of vehicles on the road. This
calculation resembles the personal savings calculations in Table
5-6, shown earlier, but uses an average VMT reduction value in

place of the cost reduction factor. The estimated VMT reduc-
tions are then converted to fuel savings using the 1980 personal
fleet average of 15.0 miles per gallon.

To calculate the VMT reduction, the average VMT per ride-
sharer was subtracted from the average drive-alone VMT (15.16
miles). To calculate ridesharers' average VMT required that
ridesharing access (by persons driving and parking) be included
together with the average travel distance of the driver (17.25
miles ) .

Of the 226 persons currently participating in ridesharing,
60 drive an average of 3.27 miles one way to a meeting place.
In addition, three persons are dropped off 1.25 miles from their
home by a person who otherwise would not travel that way.
Therefore, the weighted average access distance for these 63
ridesharers was:

60(3.27 miles) + 3(1.25 miles) = 3.174 miles/person
63 persons

The average access distance for all ridesharers was:

63 persons (3.174 miles/person) = .75 miles/person
266 persons

Thus, the total VMT per pool was the driver's distance, plus the
average access distance, times the average carpool size:

17.25 miles + 3.25 persons (.75 miles/person) = 19.69 miles

Subtracting this value from the estimated VMT that would
have been traveled if the ridesharers drove alone produced a net
reduction of 29.58 miles per pool:

drive-alone VMT 3.25 persons (15.16 miles/person) = 49.27 miles

riaeshare VMT miles - 19.69 miles

net VMT reduction per pool 29.58 miles

* Source: NCHRP 229, "Methods for Analyzing Fuel Supply
Limitations on Passenger Travel," Transportation Research
Board, Washington, D.C., December 1980.
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This value, as shown in Table 5-7, produced an aggregate VMT
reduction for the survey population of 20,102,537 miles for all
pools operating during the 21-month period; 5,954,458 miles for
pools formed during this period; and 1,730,257 miles for pools
that Easyride influenced.

The 1980 personal fleet average of 15.0 miles per gallon
was used to estimate the following fuel savings from use of
ridesharing for the survey population:

. 1,340,169 gallons for pools operating during the
survey period;

. 396,964 gallons for pools formed during the survey
period; and

. 115,350 gallons for pools that Easyride influenced.

The workforce on the Peninsula was assumed to be 110,000.
Of this, 69.2 percent drive alone and 27.0 percent participate
in a carpool or vanpool. As a result, reductions in survey
population fuel consumption, as percentages of total Peninsula
commuter fuel consumption, are:

. 2.2 percent for survey population pools operating
during the survey period;

. 0.7 percent for survey population pools formed
during the survey period; and

. 0.2 percent for Easyr ide-inf luenced pools.

5. 6. 9.

7

Ridesharers Attitudes - When ridesharers were asked why
they began using ridesharing, the most important reason was to
reduce commuting costs (74.8 percent). Energy conservation was
next (12.1 percent), followed by a preference for companion-
ship (7.5 percent).

* U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Selected
Characteristics of Travel to Work in 21 Metropolitan Areas :

1975, 1978.
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When asked what was least attractive about carpool use,
21.1 percent cited dependence on others, and 10.2 percent cited
the degree of commitment required; 40.8 percent, however, did
not express any dissatisfaction.

5.7 CHARACTERISTICS OF PENINSULA VANPOOLS

Easyride's vanpool promotion began in October 1980. At
that time there were 24 TRT-leased vanpools serving residences
and employment sites on the Peninsula. By June 1981 there were
43 TRT-leased vanpools operating within the PTDC's jurisdic-
tion. In addition, three buspools were leased from TRT— two of
the buspools were formed from five vanpools.

A self-administered, mail-back survey form was distributed
to the 43 vanpools to gather information about their operating
characteristics and the process by which they were organized
(Appendix H—Vanpool Evaluation Survey Form). Of the total, 19
drivers (44.2 percent) returned their surveys, with 208
completed questionnaires from their passengers (representing
approximately 40 percent of total passengers).

5.7.1 Vanpool Formation

When drivers were asked how their vanpools originally got
together, 94.7 percent identified personal contacts with fellow
workers, friends, or neighbors. Of the passengers that were
surveyed, 86.1 percent joined vanpools because of these contacts
(Table 5-8). The importance of carpools as an initial step in

the vanpool process was also e vident--3 6 . 8 percent of the
drivers and 10.6 percent of the passengers were former carpool
members

.

A similar pattern was seen with the eight respondents to
the telephone survey (described earlier) who became members of
vanpools not leased from TRT. Four vanpool members previously
belonged to a carpool, and none of the respondents used a

matchlist when their vanpool was formed.

To provide more information on the vanpool formation
process, drivers were also asked how they would look for addi-
tional vanpool members if they needed them. The majority (68
percent) indicated they would use personal contacts with
co-workers, friends, and neighbors, while 12 percent indicated
they would use the Easyride office. Another 12 percent said
they would use the company bulletin board or newsletter.
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Vanpool members became familiar with vanpool use through a

variety of sources, as illustrated in Table 5-9. Word of mouth
was the most common means of exposure, but the range of
responses to this question indicated that drivers became
acquainted with vanpool use through many promotional and media
techniques

.

5.7.2

Vanpool Trip Characteristics

5. 7. 2.1 Travel Times - The average vanpool passenger's
work-trip travel time was 44.4 minutes, which is 9.6 percent
longer than the vanpool passengers' estimated drive-alone travel
time of 40.6 minutes. This relatively small difference,
although statistically significant, is probable because most
passengers drive or walk to a meeting point, as illustrated in
Figure 5-17. Only one-third of the passengers are picked up at
home, which reduces the amount of time the van spends collecting
passengers

.

When the ratio of vanpool passenger travel time to drive-
alone distance was plotted against estimated home-to-work travel
distances, it appeared that the added time of traveling farther
was smaller on the margin (Figure 5-18). That is, living twice
as far from work did not necessarily imply twice the travel
time. This relationship was because of the spreading of
relatively low passenger pickup speeds over more high-speed
highway miles.

5. 7. 2. 2 Travel Distances - As expected, most vanpool passengers
lived substantially farther from work than persons who drove
alone or used a carpool. The mean to-work trip distance for
vanpool passengers, if they were to drive to work, was 44.4
miles. This was nearly four times greater than the 11.5 miles
for solo drivers and approximately three times greater than the
15.2 miles for carpoolers.

Vanpool passenger trip lengths averaged 25.6 miles,
substantially less than the 44.4 mile home-to-work average
distance. The difference results from a high percentage of
vanpool passengers driving or being driven to a meeting point
rather than being picked up at home.

5. 7. 2.

3

Cost Savings - The average vanpool passenger pays $1.13
per trip for the 25.6-mile ride. Because half of the riders
drive to a pickup point, the fare does not account for the total
work-trip cost. The cost savings for the shared ride portion of
the trip are calculated below. The data needed to compute
access travel costs were not collected by the vanpool passenger
survey

.
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FIGURE 5-17. MEANS OF ACCESS FOR VANPOOL PASSENGERS
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FIGURE 5-18. THE RATIO OF VANPOOL PASSENGER TRAVEL TIME AND
DRIVE-ALONE DISTANCE AS IT RELATES TO DRIVE-ALONE DISTANCE
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Using the average vanpool trip length and cost in the
marginal cost formula discussed previously, a savings of $1.96
per trip is realized for vanpoolers. This is equivalent to a

$ . 08-per-mi le average savings. In comparison, carpoolers
averaged a per mile savings of $.05.

5. 7. 2. 4 Previous Travel Mode - Most of the current vanpool
passengers were previously carpool passengers, and 62.5 percent
used some type of ridesharing mode. Figure 5-19 presents the
previous work-trip modes represented in the sample. This
explains why, as a result of joining a vanpool, less than half
of the vanpool participants left a car at home they previously
had driven to work, and only 12.5 percent delayed purchasing or
sold a car.

The Minneapolis brokerage program evaluation reported
similar findings on vanpool members' previous travel modes.
Former carpool users compose 54 percent of its vanpool members.

5. 7. 2. 5 Vanpool Riders Demographics and Attitudes - In the
survey, vanpool members were predominantly male, were aged 21 to
40, and did not have a dominant job classification (as shown in
Table 5-10). Riders did, however, have an even household income
distribution (Table 5-11). Most riders worked overtime an
average of less than three times a month, and did not work a

rotating shift. These factors enabled them to meet vanpool
scheduling requirements.

Most vanpool riders joined vanpools to reduce commuting
expenses (85.6 percent). Roughly half said that alleviating
parking problems at work and reducing stress were important
considerations (Table 5-12). Energy conservation was also a
significant reason.

Just as most vanpool riders joined pools to save money, the
feature most liked in using a vanpool was the cost savings
(cited by 69.2 percent). The second and third most liked
features were the convenience of the vanpool (14.4 percent) and
reduced driving stress (8.2 percent). Vanpool members also
stated that their vanpools stayed on schedule. This is an
important consideration, as most (73.8 percent) have little work
schedule flexibility (less than 15 minutes).

* Savings = ($. 08175/mile ) x( 25 . 6 miles/trip) - $1.13 = $1. 96/trip
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FIGURE 5-19. VANPOOL PASSENGERS ’PREVIOUS WORK-TRIP MODE
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TABLE 5-10

VANPOOL PASSENGERS’ JOB DESCRIPTIONS

Job Classification Percentage of Responses

Executive 0.5

Professional 10.4

Shop/Factory Worker 19.8

Clerical-Office 18.8

Craftsman-Foreman 14.1

Service Worker 5.2

Manager 5.2

Other 26.0

TABLE 5-11

VANPOOL PASSENGERS’ HOUSEHOLD INCOME DISTRIBUTION

Income Range Percentage of Responses

Less than $10,000 2.5

$10,000 to $15,000 20.3

$15,000 to $20,000 22.8

$20,000 to $30,000 31.6

Over $30,000 22.8
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TABLE 5-12

FACTORS CONSIDERED IMPORTANT IN

CHOOSING TO JOIN A VANPOOL

To Reduce Commuting Expenses

Because of Parking Problems at

Work

To Make Car Available for
Another User

To Avoid Auto Purchase

Do Not Own Automobile

To Obtain Relief From
Driving Stress

Do Not Drive

Do Not Like the Bus

For the Companionship

Because of Employer
Encouragement

To Conserve Energy

Other

Important Mode Choice Factors

Number Percentage

178 85.6

107
i

—1lO

57 27.4

32 15.4

6 2.9

106 51.0

8 3.8

37 17.8

36 17.3

16 7.7

157 75.5

6 2.9
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6 EASYRIDE SPECIAL SERVICES TRANSPORTATION BROKERAGE

Easyride's special services transportation activities con-
sist of managing Handi-Ride, implementing the Peninsula Trans-
portation District Commission's (PTDC) 16(b)(2) procurement
policy, and arranging leases of PTDC vehicles to social service
agencies. These activities, their role in Peninsula special
services transportation, and Handi-Ride development are dis-
cussed in this section.

6.1 HANDI-RIDE

Handi-Ride is a demand-responsive transportation service
provided for the handicapped by the PTDC. Handi-Ride was
initially conceived and is currently operated in compliance with
U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT) Section 504 require-
ments .

Handi-Ride's present form is a product of changes made
during three distinct operating periods labeled "phases" by its
administrators. In the first phase, the PTDC subsidized handi-
capped tripmaking with Section 5 funds. The PTDC contracted
with two local taxi companies to provide the service. This
program started before Easyride was initiated. After Easyride
began, the PTDC transferred Handi-Ride management to Easyride
from Pentran. In the second phase, Easyride administered the
program, using PTDC Section 5 funds to subsidize service. This
service was provided by a social service agency using PTDC
vehicles in addition to the subsidized taxi service. Under the
third (and current) phase, Easyride offers its own transporta-
tion service which is supplemented by taxis and is subsidized in
part by PTDC Section 5 funds.

Discussed below are service delivery arrangements for all
three Handi-Ride phases as well as details of current program
operations such as eligibility, user cost, and service hours.

6.1.1 Planning of Special Services before Easyride Initiation

Planning for the transportation needs of the handicapped
began in 1977. At that time Easyride had not been initiated,

* See footnote on page 25.
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and the PTDC had not provided any special services for the
elderly and handicapped. Those in need of transportation had to
rely on local taxi service or transportation provided by one of
the numerous social service agencies on the Peninsula. A 1978
survey of 22 agencies conducted by the Human Services Integra-
tion Project of Hampton showed that the agencies spent an aver-
age of $93,800 a year on transportation. According to the
survey, the 22 social service agencies operated 52 vehicles,
including 24 vans, 19 buses, and 9 cars.

A group called Handicaps Unlimited exerted local pressure
on the PTDC to initiate service to the handicapped. As special
services were developed, the group became important in the
decisionmaking process. Led by the group's founder,* Handi-
caps Unlimited was consulted frequently and played an integral
part in making the desires of the local handicapped community
known to the PTDC.

Despite the advocacy group's involvement in planning
transportation to the handicapped, the PTDC did not have an
estimate of ridership for this type of service. To forecast
ridership to aid in service planning, the PTDC tried a

self-identification survey which was published in the morning
and evening papers serving the Peninsula. Handicapped readers
were requested to fill out the survey (which detailed the
individual's address, transportation needs, and transportation
problems) and mail it to the PTDC. The PTDC received only 70
responses out of a combined circulation of approximately 97,000.

Although the PTDC owned several lift-equipped buses at the
time, it chose not to use them in a special program. The
reasons for this were unknown demand, labor cost considerations,
and concerns over whether buses with lifts would provide
adequate service. The PTDC, as required at the time by U.S.
DOT, had set aside 5 percent of its operating subsidy to provide
interim service to the handicapped.** Even though the funding

* John Chappel, Jr. founded Handicaps Uni
years before Handi-Ride was initiated.
Hampton group gave rise to a Commonweal
Virginia that has 12 local chapters and

**The 5 percent
2 percent.

set-aside req ui rement was

imited in 1974, four
The Newport News/

th-wide organization
2,500 members.

later lowered to

in
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amounted to $68,273, the PTDC desired to keep costs down because
the spending requirements were seen as ceilings instead of
guidelines. (To emphasize that its requirements are guidelines,
U.S. DOT allows transit operators to spend less than the
required amount if the level of service is adequate.)

To meet its objective of providing flexible, low-cost
service responsive to the needs of the handicapped, the PTDC
offered a demand-responsive service, using available private
transportation providers. Thus, the Handi-Ride concept of user
subsidies was developed before Easyride's inception.

6.1.2 Phase I

The PTDC contracted with two local taxi companies--Mathis
Cab Company in Newport News and Langley Cab Company in Hampton--
to provide door-to-door service to the physically and mentally
handicapped who were unable, without special assistance, to use
the bus system. Through this service, the PTDC fulfilled its
interim service requirements. Initially, the service was called
"Handi-Transit," which stood for transit for the handicapped.
Service began in June 1978 and was originally scheduled for a

90-day trial period. Because high ridership demonstrated a

substantial need, service was extended through June 1979.

6. 1.2.1 Transition to Easyride - In September 1978, Handi-
Transit was transferred by the PTDC from Pentran management to
the Easyride project. The move was consistent with the stated
objective of the Easyride planning grant to "prove the feasi-
bility of paratransit for providing transportation for the
young, old, handicapped, and poor." After the move, Handi-
Transit was renamed "Handi-Ride" to reflect its new association
with Easyride.

At that time, Easyride submitted a budget revision to the
Urban Mass Transit Administration (UMTA) for permission to hire
a special services administrator to oversee the Handi-Ride pro-
gram and to investigate and coordinate special transportation
services on the Peninsula. UMTA approved the revision. The
Special Services Administrator hired was the Pentran Planner who
had developed Handi-Transit. No additional funding for the
position was requested. PTDC funds continued to subsidize the
taxi service.

After Easyride assumed Handi-Ride management, the Easyride
Director proposed that the PTDC formalize communication channels
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with Peninsula social service agencies concerning special ser-
vices transportation issues. As a result, the Peninsula Asso-
ciation of Special Service Agencies was founded. This group
consists of representatives from Peninsula organizations that
deal with problems of the elderly and the handicapped.
Constituent transportation needs are brought before the PTDC by
this group.

6. 1.2.

2

Ridership and Costs - In June 1978, Phase I service
began with 38 accepted applicants. Ridership started with about
250 passengers in the first month, peaked at about 1,000 passen-
gers in February 1979, and stabilized at about 600 in June
1979. (Handi-Ride ridership statistics will be discussed in
more detail in Section 6.2.) By the end of Phase I, a total of
355 IDs had been issued. From July 1, 1978, to June 30, 1979,
Handi-Ride transported about 6,850 passengers at a cost to the
PTDC (normal taxi fare minus ticket revenues) of about $21,200.
(The cost figures do not include administrative costs of the
Easyr ide staff . )

As the program became more popular, costs began to climb.
Monthly Handi-Ride subsidies rose from about $340 during the
first month of operation (June 1978) to about $2,240 during May
1979. Simultaneously, the Handi-Ride budget was reduced because
of UMTA's revision of the interim service funding guideline from
the earlier 5 percent to 2 percent.

6. 1.2.

3

Transition to Phase II - At the time of the reduced
Handi-Ride funding, the Peninsula Agency on Aging (PAA) , a ser-
vice organization for the elderly, was considering a severe
reduction in its transportation services because of budget con-
straints. A meeting between PAA and Easyride led to the dis-
covery of a 60-percent overlap of the client lists of Handi-Ride
and PAA. As a result, the two agencies decided to join efforts
to provide service. This agreement established the groundwork
for Phase II.

6.1.3

Phase II

To reduce the growing costs of subsidized taxi service, the
PTDC contracted PAA to provide, through June 1980, services
similar to those of Phase I. Under the terms of this agreement,
PAA scheduled and dispatched three PTDC cars and a lift-equipped
PTDC minibus as a demand-responsive service. The agreement
proved mutually beneficial for PAA and the PTDC because PAA
needed the funding and Handi-Ride's costs per trip were reduced.
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Langley Cab's contract also was extended to fill PAA '

s

service gaps. Langley serviced riders that PAA could not accom-
modate, as well as last minute callers, and continued its origi-
nal subscription service. Easyride discontinued use of Mathis
Cabs. The reasons cited by Easyride for this were that Mathis
Cabs had been insensitive to the special needs of the elderly
and handicapped and had failed to meet Easyride's service stan-
dards. Easyride had received numerous service complaints from
Handi-Ride patrons concerning Mathis Cabs.

6.

1.3.1

Cost-Sharing Arrangements - During the first few months
of Phase II, the PTDC funded or provided the Administrator
(through Easyride), the vehicles and vehicle operating costs
(including gas and maintenance); PAA provided the dispatchers,
drivers, schedulers, and operations supervision.

PAA hired its Handi-Ride personnel through the Federal
Government's Older Americans Program. The program encourages
the employment of persons over 60 by paying their wages. PAA
also received a Commonwealth grant to set up a pilot transporta-
tion program for elderly persons, which it used to fund Handi-
Ride operations. When the grant money was expended, the PTDC
agreed to pay PAA $1,000 a month to cover that portion of costs
due to the handicapped service. The taxi service subsidy con-
tinued to be funded by the PTDC.

6. 1.3.

2

Special Interest Group Dissatisfaction - Handicaps
Unlimited became increasingly dissatisfied with Handi-Ride ser-
vice under Phase II. The reason for this was a belief that too
much emphasis was placed on service for elderly persons. Even
though elderly persons were not included in the Handi-Ride pro-
gram criteria, many qualified for the program because of physi-
cal disabilities. PAA, whose clients were elderly persons,
tried to obtain increased participation in the program for its
clients. It sponsored an outreach program in which application
forms were distributed and collected at the homes of potentially
eligible elderly persons. Because of the limited resources
available to PAA for Handi-Ride, Handicaps Unlimited accused PAA
of giving preference to elderly persons. In spite of its
reservations, however, Handicaps Unlimited believed that,
overall, the program was meeting the needs of the handicapped
community

.

6. 1.3.

3

Taxi Operator Participation - Langley Cabs believed its
involvement in the program with Easyride to be mutually bene-
ficial. Langley's only complaint related to scheduling. PAA
filled its vans first and then serviced the rest of the custom-
ers by using Langley Cabs. The taxi company indicated that
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because this did not allow it to pool riders, its service was
more expensive than necessary. Langley indicated that it
believed it could provide service at a lower cost if it had more
control over scheduling.

Overall, Langley's role was diminished from that of a pri-
mary provider during Phase I to a supportive position in Phase
II. The growth in ridership allowed Langley to increase the
total number of passengers carried almost every month, however,
even while its percentage of Handi-Ride trips decreased. During
Phase II, in all but two months, Langley served more than half
the total trips.

6. 1.3. 4 Transition to Phase III - Ridership of Handi-Ride con-
tinued to grow. During the last four months of Phase II, rider-
ship exceeded 1,000 trips a month, and in May 1980 it reached a
peak of 1,500 trips. In June 1980, the number of program regis-
trants grew to over 600. Because of the increase, PAA concluded
that a payment of $1,000 a month from the PTDC was inadequate to
compensate it for the costs of service to the handicapped. PAA
therefore asked the PTDC for increased funding and projected it
would need between $2,000 and $3,000 a month by January 1981.

Easyride also was disturbed by the increasing percentage of
trips served by Langley. Langley and PAA each served roughly
half the calls. During the last few months of Phase II, how-
ever, the percentage of trips served by Langley increased, and
Handi-Ride experienced rising costs.

These increased costs prompted Easyride to consider alter-
native service arrangements. Easyride concluded that the best
way to contain costs was to provide its own service. Easyride
believed that growth in demand warranted the change, and with
careful management, the number of taxi trips could be mini-
mized. At that time, Easyride explored the possibility of
installing radios in the vehicles to improve service. It would,
however, have been prohibitively expensive to install receiving
equipment at PAA. Because Pentran already had receiving equip-
ment that Handi-Ride could use, the purchase of the radios for
Pentran was relatively inexpensive,
contract through July to allow time
the Handi-Ride program.

The PTDC
to set up

extended the PAA
the third phase of
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6.1.4 Phase III - Current Handi-Ride Operations

Current Handi-Ride operations began in August 1980. Easy-
ride provides its own service, using three cars and a lift-
equipped van, and contracts with a taxi company to supplement
the service.

6. 1.4.1 Eligibility Requirements - The Handi-Ride program is
offered for the physically and mentally handicapped who are
unable, without special assistance, to use the Pentran bus
system. Even though service is provided only for the handicap-
ped, over half of its users are elderly persons who qualify
because of physical disabilities.

Acceptance to the program is decided by the Handi-Ride
Director on the basis of a questionnaire (Appendix H) which is
completed by the applicant and the applicant's physician.
Applicants are asked to detail their disabilities, their present
means of transportation, and the nature of their trips (e.g.,
work trip or medical trip). They are also asked whether they
are confined to wheelchairs, use canes or crutches, are able to
board cars unassisted, or must be accompanied by an attendant.
Applicants are required to sign a release form that discharges
the PTDC or its employees from any liability for any bodily
injury or property damage sustained during participation in the
program (Appendix I).

The applicant's physician is asked to verify the nature of
the patient's disability and whether the applicant is physically
or mentally able to use the bus system. The physician also
answers a list of questions, such as whether the applicant can
walk a quarter of a mile, stand for a period of ten minutes, or
negotiate steps.

Accepted applicants receive a picture ID which must be
displayed at the time of fare payment. Senior citizens' cards
are stamped with a special logo in lieu of issuing an ID. If a
user requires assistance to use the service, an "escort" (as
he/she is called) also receives an ID and is eligible for the
reduced fare. For verification purposes, a list of qualified
individuals is given to the taxi company that provides supple-
mentary service.

6. 1.4. 2 Service Hours and Scheduling - Handi-Ride operates
during the same service hours as the fixed-route bus system:
6 a.m. to 6 p.m., Monday through Saturday. No service is
offered on Sundays by either Handi-Ride or Pentran. Eligible
users schedule rides a day ahead by calling Handi-Ride between
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8 a.m. and 5 p.m. Handi-Ride employs a scheduler/dispatcher to
receive the calls; record the time, origin, and destination of
the initial and return trips; and schedule the trips.

Handi-Ride also operates on a subscription basis for
regularly scheduled service, such as routine work, education, or
medical trips. Subscription service is arranged when trips are
repeated at least three times a week.

Handi-Ride contracts with Langley Cab Company to supplement
its own services. When scheduling trip requests, Handi-Ride
utilizes its own vehicles first and then forwards the balance of
the requests to Langley. Handi-Ride also attempts to schedule
Langley's trips in Hampton to keep the taxi operator's deadhead-
ing to a minimum and to minimize the PTDC subsidy. If there are
only a few trips in the late afternoon, Handi-Ride sends its
drivers home and assigns the trips to Langley. Langley also
services the early morning calls.

6. 1.4.3 User Costs - One-way fares, as of June 13, 1981, are
$1.50 for an exclusive ride and $.75 for a shared ride. When
Handi-Ride was initiated, fares were $1 a person for each trip
whether or not the ride was shared. Later, to encourage
pooling, fares were changed to $1 for an exclusive ride and $.50
for shared rides. The current fare schedule reflects Fiscal
1981 PTDC fare increases.

Payment is made to the driver with tickets which are sold
in $.75 increments. These can be purchased at several area
hospitals, social service agencies, and the Pentran office.
When the taxi company provides the trip, the passenger pays the
taxi driver $1.50 in Handi-Ride tickets ($.75 for shared rides)
and Handi-Ride pays the balance of the regular taxi fare up to a
maximum of $12.00. Peninsula taxi operators use a meter to
calculate fares.

6. 1.4. 4 Marketing - Easyride publicizes the program with the
brochure presented in Appendix J. This brochure is distributed
in area hospitals, nursing homes, and social service agencies.
It explains Handi-Ride and details its service hours, costs, and
application process. Handi-Ride also uses a short slide presen-
tation for marketing to Peninsula social service organizations,
especially senior citizen groups. In spite of limited adver-
tising, the program has experienced tremendous growth since it

began; the Easyride Director attributes this to knowledge of the
program being spread by word-of-mouth.
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6. 1.4. 5 PTDC Service Contract With Langley Cab Company - PTDC
contracts with Langley Cabs to supplement the service which
Easyride provides. Langley services last-minute callers and
trips that Easyride cannot accommodate. When return trips
cannot be readily scheduled, Langley serves the trip if a

Handi-Ride driver is not in the vicinity. Because Langley
operates 24-hours a day, it is given the isolated early morning
trips and the late afternoon trips.

When Easyride first assumed service delivery responsibili-
ties, Langley serviced roughly half the trips. In the last
months of Fiscal 1981, Easyride endeavored to schedule trips
more effectively to lower subsidies. As a result, Langley's
share of the monthly total trips has dropped to approximately 30
percent.

The PTDC/Langley service contract details billing and moni-
toring procedures, insurance requirements, operating standards,
PTDC liability, and a discount schedule for varying trip vol-
umes. Monthly bills are discounted as follows:

. 3 percent if 200 trips are made a month;

. 5 percent if 350 trips are made a month; and

. 7 percent if 450 or more trips are made a month.

Langley charges a flat metered fare regardless of the number of
passengers (i.e., a group of riders pays the same total fare as
a single rider); the contract requires that Langley attempt to
pool riders. A copy of the contract is presented in Appendix J.

The contract calls for Langley to bill the PTDC on a

monthly basis and establishes monitoring procedures to ensure
proper billing. At the end of each ride, the driver is required
to fill out the amount of the trip on the ticket and have the
passenger or escort sign the ticket to verify the charge. The
tickets are then collected by Langley and submitted to Handi-
Ride .

From the driver's manifiest (the log that taxi drivers com-
plete) Langley records the:

. date;

. name of driver and passengers;

. origin and destination;

. pickup and drop-off time;
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. trip cost; and

. mileage.

If the caller fails to appear for the scheduled ride, the
trip is labeled a "false call." The PTDC is billed $2 for
Hampton false calls and $4 for Newport News False calls. The
lists are then compiled and sent to Easyride with the bill and
the tickets. Easyride then cross-checks the lists with the
tickets and the dispatcher's schedules to ensure their validity.

The PTDC also included managerial and legal standards in
its contract with Langley Cab Company. Langley is required to
comply with all local laws and licensing requirements, keep fi-
nancial records "in accordance with reasonable accounting prac-
tices," and comply with the Civil Rights Act. The contract also
specifies that each taxicab be insured for liability against
bodily injury and property damage. The contract releases the
PTDC from any liability resulting from injury to program
participants or Langley employees, or any property damage
incurred while providing services.

6.2 HANDI-RIDE RIDERSHIP

Handi-Ride ridership has experienced steady growth since
service was initiated. Service began in June 1978 with 82
monthly passengers. In June 1981 there were 1,373 monthly
passengers, as illustrated in Figure 6-1. Mean monthly
ridership for Handi-Ride's first year (June 1978 to June 1979)
was 533 compared with 959 for its second year (July 1979 to June
1980), and 1,201 for its third year (July 1980 to June 1981).
The unusually high ridership in the period from March 1980
through June 1980 was because of a temporary subscription ser-
vice organized by Handicaps Unlimited, an advocacy group for the
handicapped. It was used for a group attending a class at a
local college.

6.2.1 Vehicle Occupancy

Handi-Ride encourages ridership by offering reduced fares
for shared rides. During Phase I, the two taxi companies with
which Handi-Ride contracted for all services lacked centralized
scheduling and dispatching. They also lacked taxi-operator
ridersharing incentives and had lower overall demand. This
resulted in a mean average monthly vehicle occupancy of only
1.02 passengers per trip (Figure 6-2).
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During the first half of Phase II, increased trip volume
and centralized scheduling activities by the PAA (the social
service agency which provided the service during this phase)
raised the mean average monthly vehicle occupancy to 1.17 pas-
sengers per trip. The unusually high vehicle occupancies for
the months of March through June 1980 were the result of the
special Handicaps Unlimited subscription service mentioned
above. This group was rather large and trips were made using a
PTDC minibus. Phase III operations through June 1981 had a mean
average monthly vehicle occupancy of 1.21.

During Phase III, Easyride assumed responsibility for
Handi-Ride operations and further increased vehicle
occupancies. Phase III began in August 1980 with an average
monthly vehicle occupancy of 1.24 which, after -dropping to a low
of 1.10, rose to 1.33 in June 1981. Higher ridership levels
aided Easyride in these efforts.

6.2.2 Program Registrants

As of June 1981, 787 individuals were registered wi
Handi-Ride all of whom were handicapped, except for esco
over half were disabled elderly persons. Separate figur
the number of escorts were not available. During Fiscal
Easyride received an average of 22 applications a month
accepted an average of 14 a month. The number of trips
program registrant averaged less than two trips a month.
Handi-Ride Director estimated that only half of the prog
accepted applicants were active users of the service.
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6.3 SPECIAL SERVICES TRANSPORTATION BROKERAGE ACTIVITIES

In addition to managing Handi-Ride, Easyride coordinates
Peninsula special services transportation by implementing the
PTDC ' s 16(b)(2) procurement policy and by leasing PTDC vehicles
to area social service agencies.

6.3.1 16(b)(2) Procurement Policy

Easyride developed a 16(b)(2) procurement policy for the
PTDC (described in Section 3). This program, officially titled
the "Specialized Service Policy," calls for Easyride review of
16(b)(2) applications in light of agencies' needs and finan-
cial capabilities and available public and private resources.
Service alternatives are suggested, if appropriate. The
applicant reviews the proposed alternatives and responds to
each. If the agency agrees to some combination of proposals,
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Easyride will work as a broker for the agency by arranging the
alternative service. If it rejects the alternatives with accep-
table arguments, the PTDC will endorse the application and the
agency is given the option of transferring the title to the PTDC
which will service and coordinate use of the vehicle. If the
agency's arguments are rejected, the PTDC forwards the applica-
tion to the Commonwealth with negative comments. Even though
Easyride has no statutory power to accept or reject applica-
tions, Virginia acknowledges Easyride's role as the Peninsula
broker and relies heavily on Easyride's recommendations.

16(b) (2)6 . 3 . 1.1
16(b) (2)
Service Policy,
wealth with endorsements

Policy Results - Easyride has reviewed three
applications since the PTDC adopted the Specialized

The first two were forwarded to the Common-
because no alternatives were found. An

alternative was found and accepted for the third application
from Patrick Henry Hospital, a nursing home for the chronically
ill. Easyride recommended that the hospital lease an unused
lift-equipped minibus from the PTDC. The hospital agreed to the
lease because the lease rate was favorable, the 16(b)(2)
application process was seen as cumbersome, and the chances for
grant approval were poor because of the availability of a PTDC
vehicle. Later, use of this minibus was coordinated by Easy-
ride between Patrick Henry Hospital (which needed the bus only
once a week) and the PAA (which needed it in the Handi-Ride
program) . Easyride recently negotiated a new lease with the
hospital. This lease permits the hospital to increase its use
of the minibus.

Easyride's offers to assume the title and maintenance
responsibilities for the 16(b)(2) vehicles acquired by the other
two applicants were declined. The Special Services Administra-
tor, who is responsible for implementing the policy, believed
that the organizations declined because they wanted the
independence and freedom of operation that ownership and control
of vehicles allowed. This attitude may hinder future efforts to
coordinate 16(b)(2) vehicle use.

6.3.2 PTDC Vehicle Leasing

Easyride efforts to implement the 16(b)(2) procurement
policy and to coordinate Peninsula special services transporta-
tion focus on leasing PTDC vehicles to social service agencies
for use in providing service to clients. The program's ration-
ale is that centralized leasing gives Easyride the control to
coordinate vehicle use and to maintain the vehicles properly.

6. 3. 2.1 Leasing Program Results - In addition to the PTDC mini-
bus lease to Patrick Henry Hospital, Easyride has arranged
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leases of two PTDC lift-equipped
tional PTDC lift-equipped minibu
Center. The PAA uses the vans f

Convalescent Center uses the min
recently received UMTA capital g
additional lift-equipped vans to

vans to the PAA and an addi-
s to the Hampton Convalescent
ull time and the Hampton
ibus part time. The PTDC
rant funds to purchase four
expand the program.
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7. CONCLUSIONS

7.1 EASYRIDE GOALS AND OBJECTIVES

When the Peninsula Transportation District Commission
( PTDC ) submitted its Service and Methods Demonstration (SMD)
grant application to the Urban Mass Transportation Adminis-
tration ( U MTA ) , the brokerage concept had only recently been
introduced to the transportation community, and the many
possibilities for its application had not yet been fully
explored. Despite its lack of definition, however, brokerage
articulated the PTDC's service needs. The PTDC believed
brokerage to be a means of meeting its transportation service
goals and objectives. These it enumerated in the grant appli-
cation (as presented in Section 1). Easyride's task was to
develop and implement a work program to attain these PTDC goals
and objectives.

Easyride's focus in its work program was divided into two
major program elements:

. employer-based ridesharing promotion; and

. special services brokerage activities.

In addition, it undertook a limited number of other brokerage
activities. This focusing of Easyride on selected activities
was logical, given the capabilities and resources available to
Easy r ide

.

This section will address whether Easyride accomplished its
chosen goals and objectives. It will also present conclusions
regarding Easyride's techniques and experience, and will assess
the prospects for Easyride and future brokerage programs.

7.2 EMPLOYER-BASED RIDESHARING ACTIVITIES

The goal of Easyride's employer-based promotions, as stated
in the grant application, was:

To reduce auto use for the work trip,
especially in the major corridors of the
lower Peninsula and their feeder arteries
by designing and promulgating shared ride
alternatives. Specifically: to establish
the feasibility of alternative methods of
ridesharing for the five major employers on
the Peninsula.
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Specific objectives addressing this goal were to:

. induce at least one of the Peninsula's five major
employers to establish a ridesharing program for its
employees; and

. identify Peninsula travel patterns and promote
appropriate ridesharing alternatives through use of
a computer matching system.

Easyride has accomplished these two specific, albeit
limited, objectives. For the first objective, Easyride solic-
ited participation, with varying degrees of commitment, from
four of the Peninsula's five major employers. Two of these
employers. Fort Eustis and the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA), designated ridesharing coordinators.
These coordinators now provide ridesharing services at their
sites. To satisfy its second objective, Easyride implemented
its computer matching ridesharing program.

7.2.1 Easyride Effects on Travel Behavior

The evaluation survey indicated that 5 percent of program
participants were influenced by Easyride to transfer from solo
driving to ridesharing. As shown in Table 7-1, which compares
Easyride with Minneapolis and Knoxville brokerage programs,
Easyride's rate of transfer from solo driving to ridesharing was
similar to Knoxville's and lower than Minneapolis. (The rate of
transfer for Minneapolis may be overstated because it did not
separate those who initiated ridesharing on their own from those
who were broker-influenced.)

Several factors contribute to explaining why Easyride's
effects on Peninsula ridesharing were not greater. These
include

:

. Usage of Easy r ide-generated matchlists was low.
Only a third of the persons receiving a matchlist
initiated or received a contact about ridesharing.
Despite the fact that usage was higher than
experienced in Minneapolis and Knoxville, it was
still low in absolute terms. In the sample survey,
matchlists accounted for about one eighth of the
solo driver to ridersharer changes.

. The wide separation of employment sites on the
Peninsula diminished the potential effectiveness of
the computer matchlists. The applicant pool size
for a computer-matchlist run is restricted to the
number of employees submitting matchlist requests at
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TABLE 7-1

COMPARISON OF SELECTED BROKERAGE PROGRAMS

CHARACTERISTICS BROKERAGE PROGRAMS

Newport News
(Easyride)

Minneapolis Knoxville

Organizational placement Within transit

authority

Within transit

authority

City project closely

associated with

the University of

Tennessee

Staff size (includes part-

time staff)

5 9 11

Major activities • Employer-based

matching services

• Employer-based

matching services

at surburan multi-

employer industrial

parks

• Employer-based

matching services

• Elderly and

handicapped

transportation

coordination

• Lobbying to

remove institutional

barriers to ridesharing

• Vanpool program • Vanpool program • Vanpool program

Matchlist usage 33 percent of

matchlist recipients

15 percent of

matchlist recipients

22 percent of match-

list recipients

Program-influenced ride-

sharers (as percentage

of former solo drivers who
now ridershare)

5 percent of

program participants*

14 percent of

matchlist recipients**

2-4 percent of match-

list recipients

* Includes those who requested matchlists and/or received Easyride promotional literature.

** This increase may be overstated because the Minneapolis evaluation did not separate those who started

ridesharing on their own initiative from those who were broker-influenced.
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that one site. Thus, the potential pool size for
each of the 19 separate matchlists was never greater
than 910 and typically ranged from 200 to 400 people.

. There were and are relatively few incentives to
rideshare on the Peninsula—aside from cost
savings. Parking is plentiful and free at all of
the surveyed sites except the Newport News Ship-
yard. Traffic congestion on Peninsula roadways is
not severe. And there are no high occupancy vehicle
(HOV) lanes in which those sharing rides could enjoy
higher travel speeds than those driving solo.

. Cost savings resulting from ridesharing may not have
been high enough to warrant joining a pool unless
the individual could readily join without major
inconvenience. The average cost savings for a car-
pooler in the survey sample was estimated at $300 a
year. Because more than 80 percent of the evalu-
ation survey respondents reported an annual
household income of more than $20,000, these mar-
ginal cost savings did not appear large enough to
produce changes in travel behavior— if these changes
also entailed a somewhat greater travel time and
some loss of personal mobility.

. The Peninsula may have already been near its satura-
tion point for ridesharing. The Peninsula already
experiences a high rate of ridesharing relative to
areas of similar size and U.S. averages. As noted
in Section 2, 27 percent of the commuters on the
Peninsula use carpools. This compares with
23 percent for Transportation Group D* and
21 percent for the United States. A larger increase
in ridesharing, therefore, may not have been
possible, given the Peninsula environment.

7.2.2 Conclusions on Easyride Ridesharing
Promotional Procedures

Easyride' s employer-based ridesharing promotion focused on
the matchlist generation process. At that time literature was
distributed, meetings with team leaders were held, and vans were
displayed. After providing employers with matchlists, Easy-
ride's services were limited. Easyride recommended that the
site's ridesharing coordinator maintain a master list (which
Easyride provided) of all the names on the matchlists. The

* See footnote page 13.
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coordinators then could provide employees with the names of
potential ridesharing partners. Easyride also recommended that
employers designate preferential parking for poolers and
institute flextime to facilitate pooling. Beyond these
recommendations, however, Easyride did not assist employers in
implementing an employee ridesharing program. Easyride left
follow-up activities to the employers.

Easyride and the programs in Minneapolis and Knoxville
experienced low rates of matchlist usage (see Table 7-1). These
findings demonstrate the need for extensive matchlist distribu-
tion follow-up procedures.

Minneapolis attempted to address the problem of low match-
list usage with telephone brokerage activities? however, as
this was time-consuming, these efforts were soon reduced.
Because of high costs, it is unclear at this time whether such
follow-up procedures performed by the broker increase the level
of ridesharing sufficiently to warrant their use. Future
brokers may want to assist employers in developing and imple-
menting follow-up promotions to matchlist distribution. This
assistance may increase matchlist usage and ridesharing at
minimum public cost.

Easyride procedures for updating its matchlist request
files need to be assessed. Easyride updates these files by
resurveying employment sites and then producing matchlists from
the most recent request forms. This process is somewhat cumber-
some as it collects the same data repeatedly from an individual
whose schedule and work trip have not changed. It also dimin-
ishes the pool of commuters available for matching as resurveys
at employment sites have produced consistently lower matchlist
request rates. A possible alternative arrangement is a

mechanism whereby the employer maintains its master list and
transmits this information to the broker to use to update its
files. New matchlists could be generated from the updated files
without a resurvey.

7.2.3 Brokerage Economics

To assess the cost-effectiveness of alternative transporta-
tion services, it is necessary to have a common basis for com-
parison. This subsection compares Easyride costs with observed

Telephone brokerage activities entailed calling matchlist
recipients to encourage pool formation. The telephone broker
would arrange conference calls for matchlist recipients to
discuss possible pool arrangements.
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effects on travel behavior. The calculations are based on the
number of former drive-alone individuals who identified Easy-
ride as a factor in their decision to become ridesharers. This
estimate may be low as survey techniques may not have captured
persons Easyride indirectly influenced. Similarly, this
estimate may be high as it was not possible to determine how
many would have changed commuting modes in the absence of
Easy r ide

.

Based on the evaluation survey sample, it was estimated
that between June 1979 and March 1981 about 639 people* became
ridesharers as a result of Easyride. As of March 1981, total
Easyride project costs were estimated to have been $322,622
(this estimate excludes expenditures for Handi-Ride). Total
costs included initial start-up costs of $166,991; Fiscal 1980
operating costs of $88,912; and prorated Fiscal 1981 operating
costs of $69,520 (prorated to coincide with the evaluation
survey period). The start-up costs included the costs incurred
during the planning grant as well as capital expenditures that
were made during Fiscal 1980 and 1981.

The estimated total program costs per new ridesharer were
$505 ($322,622 -r- 639 = $505 ). Total operating costs per new
ridesharer were $248 ($88,912 + $69,520 -r- 639 = $248 ).

7.2.4 Private and Public Sector Roles in Employee
Transportation Services

The need for and the high cost of follow-up promotion to
matchlist distribution suggest a need to carefully consider the
roles of the public and private sectors in promoting ridesharing
at employment sites. As Easyride has done, it should be recog-
nized that the employer is in a unique position to organize,
implement, and operate an employee ridesharing program.

* The survey sample identified 43 Easyr ide-inf luenced
ridesharers. The sample was 7.13 percent of the popu-
lation of persons completing Easyride questionnaires;
expanding the sample to the population yields an estimate
of 603 ( 43 -T- .0713). An additional 36 vanpoolers were
added to this total as 3 TRT van lease applications were
originally forwarded to TRT by the Easyride office. This
adjustment was made even though the 19 drivers responding
to the vanpool survey did not identify Easyride as a

factor in their formation.
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Ideally, an organization should consider and integrate four
major elements in developing its ridesharing program:

. ridesharing;

. parking management;

. flexible work hours; and

. transportation fringe benefits.

In our opinion, it is preferable that the implementation
and operation of an employee ridesharing program be conducted by
the employer rather than by a public sector brokerage agency.
There are two major reasons for this approach:

. The employer is in a unique position to design,
implement, and operate a ridesharing program which
is fully integrated with the firm's operational
requirements and overall personnel program. Such
integration is vital to the success of an employee
ridesharing program.

. The costs of the program are predominantly borne by
the principal beneficiaries—the employer and the
employees--rat her than by a public sector brokerage
agency

.

Marketing within the organization of ridesharing (and other
employee transportation services) should be the responsibility
of an employer-appointed coordinator, not the responsibility of
a public sector brokerage agency. Similarly, this coordinator
should be responsible for maintaining a data base on current
employees suitable for updating matchlists. New employees
should automatically be added to the data base when they join
the organization and terminating employees should automatically
be removed from the data base. This information, then, could be
given to the broker to update its files.

It should be recognized, however, that there are important
and legitimate public sector responsibilities with regard to
employee ridesharing programs. These include:

. Encouraging employers to initiate a ridesharing
progr am— such a program should be marketed to
employers on the basis of hard financial and
personnel performance data. These considerations
may be more important to the employer than broader
social objectives (such as reducing congestion) with
benefits to the individual employer that are
extremely difficult to quantify.
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. Working with site ridesharing coordinators—support
materials, training programs, promotional materials
and computer matching services can be provided to
site ridesharing coordinators. Institutional and
regulatory barriers to ridesharing programs can be
identified and efforts made to reduce their effects.

. Encouraging multi-employer ridesharing programs
among smaller employers—smaller employers encounter
special problems in implementing ridesharing
programs. To some extent, these problems can be
surmounted by creating a multi-employer ridesharing
program. Such a program could be managed by a
not-for-profit organizat ion--f or example, the
Tyson's Transportation Association, which was
recently organized by employers in a congested area
of the Northern Virginia suburbs of Washington, D.C.

Public sector brokerage agencies can contribute to
providing cost-effective transportation services in a variety of
environmental settings. The roles of the private and public
sectors, however, need to be carefully defined so that they
complement one another.

7.3 SPECIAL SERVICES BROKERAGE ACTIVITIES

The grant application stated that the goal of Easyride's
special services activities was:

To prove the feasibility of paratransit
for providing transportation for the
young, old, handicapped, and poor.
Specifically: to select a significant
destination such as a hospital, health
center or shopping center, delineate a

service area, design and rank alternative
paratransit methods and develop financial
avenues for services.

Program objectives consistent with this goal were to:

. identify the transportation needs of the Peninsula
transportation dependent;

. identify and coordinate the transportation activi-
ties of Peninsula social service agencies; and
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. demonstrate the feasibility of a taxi loop or jitney
service from neighborhoods with concentrations of
transportation disadvantaged to key destinations so
that a social service agency will assume service
delivery responsibility for one such loop.

Easyride's special service brokerage efforts concentrated
on

:

. providing transportation service to the handicapped
(including handicapped elderly persons) through
Handi-Ride; and

. coordinating special services transportation vehicle
use through a 16(b)(2) procurement policy and a

vehicle leasing program.

7.3.1 Handi-Ride

Handi-Ride is a demand-responsive transportation service to
the transportation handicapped which is operated in compliance
with U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT) Section 504
requirements.* The service is provided to individuals who can-
not, without special assistance, ride Pentran buses.

Easyride, through Handi-Ride, was successful in providing
service to a population segment previously unserved by public
transportation. The service's consistently high ridership
demonstrates the need for such service on the Peninsula.

Easyride exhibited flexibility in its management of Handi-
Ride. Service arrangements were altered twice in attempts to
reduce costs while, at the same time, meeting increased service
demands. Service delivery by two taxi operators was replaced
with service delivery by a social service agency supplemented by
a taxi operator. This change was made to permit centralized
trip scheduling. This, in turn, increased pooling among riders
and thereby reduced costs. It also permitted Easyride to use
social service agency personnel to provide the service. Then,
Easyride assumed service delivery responsibility. This was done
because of ridership increases, and Easyride believed it could
provide the service at a cost lower than that of the social ser-
vice agency. To supplement this service, Easyride contracted
with a taxi operator to serve peak-period trips which it could
not accommodate and to serve isolated early morning and late
afternoon trip requests.

*
See footnote page 25.
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Easyride successfully combined public and private operators
to provide Handi-Ride services. The supplemental taxi service
enabled Easyride to use its own drivers only at times when there
were enough trips to make it worthwhile. This arrangement
optimized the utilization of Handi-Ride staff and vehicles and
helped to contain program costs.

A comparison of the costs of the two types of Handi-Ride
services revealed that costs per passenger trip for Easyride-
provided service ($5.76) were lower than those for taxi
company-provided trips ($6.92). The cost per passenger trip for
the combined service was $6.21. Several factors contributed to
the higher taxi company costs. The factors included lower taxi
company vehicle occupancies because of Easyride scheduling
arrangements, and higher costs because capital and overhead
costs were added to taxi company trips. It is unclear whether,
if cost differences resulting from these factors were accounted
for, taxi service costs would still be higher. It may be that
the peak use of public service combined with the flexibility of
taxi service, as Easyride has done, is cheaper than wholly
publicly or privately provided service.

It is desirable to periodically compare the relative costs
of Easyride providing the Handi-Ride service with an alternative
organization providing the service. When the comparison is
made, it is necessary to include the indirect Handi-Ride costs
borne by Easyride, Pentran, and outside sources, as was done in
this evaluation. The actual costs of Handi-Ride service
provided by Easyride are heavil.y dependent on the allocation of
external subsidies to this service.

7.3.2 16(b)(2) Procurement Policy

Easyride reviewed the applications for 16(b)(2) vehicles in
efforts to coordinate the purchase and use of social service
agency vehicles. If opportunities for coordinated use of
existing vehicles existed, Easyride offered to act as an
agency's broker to arrange alternative service. If not,
Easyride offered to assume the titles of the 16(b)(2) vehicles
so that it could coordinate the vehicles' use.

Easyride has reviewed three 16(b)(2) applications to date.
No alternatives were identified for two of the applications.
Easyride offered to assume the vehicles' titles from the two
applicants. Both applicants declined Easyride's offer.
Easyride offered the third applicant an alternative to purchas-
ing a new vehicle and this alternative was accepted.

9 >
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Easyride's experience with its 16(b)(2) procurement policy
indicates that similar review programs can be effective coordi-
nation tools if the broker can offer alternatives to 16(b)(2)
vehicle purchase. Easyride undoubtedly was aided in its imple-
mentation of this policy by Virginia's reliance on Easyride's
recommendations. Brokers considering similar programs should
secure state cooperation.

Title (ownership) transfer of new 16(b)(2) vehicles from
social service agencies to the broker, a central element of
Easyride's 16(b)(2) review program, did not prove as useful in
achieving coordination as did offering alternatives. Vehicle
ownership is not necessary for brokering vehicle use. Offers to
assume ownership may appear threatening to an agency, thereby
creating distrust and undermining future opportunities for coor-
dinating vehicle use.

7.3.3 Vehicle Leasing Program

Easyride instituted a vehicle leasing program whereby PTDC
vehicles are leased to Peninsula social service agencies. The
program's objective was to combine and coordinate services under
a "unified public transportation system" to eliminate service
duplication and, as a result, reduce total public expenditures.

A central public leasing program may prove a useful tech-
nique in coordinating special transportation services

—

especially when the leasing agency is the same as the coordinat-
ing agency. Leasing vehicles in and of itself will not ensure
that special transportation services are coordinated. It does,
however, provide the coordinating agency with a certain amount
of leverage.

It is suggested that brokers implementing leasing programs
only lease to agencies that need vehicles on a part-time basis.
This will encourage fuller use of a smaller fleet of vehicles.
Also, for agencies that cannot afford to purchase and maintain
vehicles, this may enable them to provide service to their
clients. Leasing vehicles on a full-time basis to a social
service agency does not necessarily encourage the coordination
of special transportation services. Brokers with limited funds
may also want to broker special services transportation by coor-
dinating existing services and vehicles instead of or in addi-
tion to introducing a new supply of vehicles.
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7.4 ADDITIONAL EASYRIDE BROKERAGE ISSUES

Another major goal of the demonstration project was:

To coordinate all transportation providers on the
Peninsula, both public and private, in an attempt to
maximize service, and to include the design of new
or altering of existing modes.

To achieve this goal, Easyride:

. referred service to private bus operators which
Pentran (the fixed-route bus operator) could not
provide

;

. recommended Pentran bus schedule adjustments based
on employment site survey results in an effort to
improve bus productivity; and

. marketed Tidewater Regional Transit ( TRT ) vans on
the Peninsula.

Conclusions pertaining to these three activities are pre-
sented below.

7.4.1 Private Carrier Participation

Easyride was unable to solicit strong support and active
involvement from most private carriers serving the Peninsula.
Easyride, as a part of the PTDC, may have been viewed as a
threat by the private operators. Subsidized Pentran (PTDC)
service did and does compete with private operators for service
to the Newport News Shipyard. Private operators may have viewed
Easyride' s overtures as an attempt by the PTDC to learn more
about their markets with a view toward substituting Pentran
service for private service.

Further, private operators may have perceived limited bene-
fits from cooperating with Easyride. To remedy this, brokers
could identify the market for private bus service before seeking
private carrier participation. In this way, a broker could
demonstrate that cooperation would be profitable to the private
carriers when enlisting their participation.

Despite the problems associated with obtaining the coopera-
tion of most private carriers, Easyride's limited contacts
proved useful in serving Peninsula transportation needs.
Easyride was able to refer two school groups to private
operators who now provide service. Also, a private operator
replaced a cancelled Pentran bus run as a result of Easyride
efforts.
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7.4.2 Brokerage and Fixed-Route and Fixed-Schedule Transit

Easyride used the data from its survey sites to recommend
service adjustments to Pentran bus routes. Schedules of two bus
trips were altered and a route of one bus trip was extended,
based on Easyride recommendations to improve bus productivity.

Even though these changes had little effect on the bus
tr ips' productivity, the approach may

;

prove valuable to other
br okers and transit operators. Survey data can be used to
re fine or ex tend exi sting routes, to assess the f easibil i ty of
new routes, and to i dentify existing service s which are not
CO st-ef f ect

i

ve

.

Two maj or benef its of a brokerage progr am- housed in a
tr ansit oper ating ag ency are to:

. provide a service alternative to extending conven-
tional fixed-route and fixed-schedule transit ser-
vice to new areas where such service extensions are
not financially warranted; and

. provide a service alternative when it is necessary
to curtail or eliminate existing fixed-route transit
services which are not cost-effective.

Both of these benefits are of potential major importance to
transit agencies, as public sector contributions to their
operating budgets are curtailed while operating costs continue
to rise.

Although these potential benefits were identified by the
PTDC in the SMD grant application, the demonstration did not
focus on achieving the second benefit noted above. The
potential cost containment benefits of a brokerage program
lodged in a transit agency do exist, however, and may be of
increasing importance to transit agencies confronted with
increasing costs and decreasing public subsidies.

7.4.3 Vanpool Issues

Visual inspection of Newport News Shipyard parking lots
suggested that numerous private vanpool operators serve the
shipyard; no quantitative data are available. Vanpooling to the
site is encouraged by:

. relatively long commuting distances;

. scarce parking at the Shipyard;

. a large work force (about 20,000 employees);
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. traffic congestion in the vicinity of the Shipyard;
and

. uniform and regular shifts.

Almost all of the TRT-leased vans operating on the Peninsula
serve the Shipyard.

Peninsula experience suggests that if the incentives are
great enough, private vanpooling will occur. Vanpooling involv-
ing vehicles leased from public agencies may encourage
additional vanpooling in some cases where the incentives for
vanpooling do not outweigh the risks of van ownership.

7.5 PROSPECTS FOR FUTURE PTDC FUNDING OF EASYRIDE

Federal funding for the Easyride demonstration expires in
June 1982. At this time, the PTDC has not decided whether to
assume Easyride funding. This decision ultimately depends on
whether the PTDC perceives Easyride to be an effective program.

Easyride has, to date, proved useful to the PTDC in several
respects. First, it has enabled the PTDC to provide service in
a less costly manner than expanding fixed-route bus service.
Easyride provides service to many suburban Peninsula employment
sites that cannot be served by Pentran in a cost-effective
manner

.

Second, it has enabled the PTDC to provide an alternative
to traditional fixed-route bus service. For example, the
developers of the Oyster Point Industrial Park asked the PTDC to
provide them with bus service. Even though the PTDC could not
extend bus service to the site, it was able to serve the site
through an Easyride survey.

Recent discussions with PTDC members indicated that the
PTDC perceived Easyride as having successfully completed the
first phase of its operations—the identification of Peninsula
transportation needs and available supply. The PTDC has yet to
direct Easyride to focus its efforts on one of the other major
goals identified in the SMD grant application, namely:

To investigate and promulgate the feasibility
of paratransit service as a substitute for, or
feeder to, fixed-route bus service. Specifi-
cally: to develop and analyze alternative
paratransit methods to turn around or replace
uneconomical bus service, to recruit sponsors
for such paratransit, and to provide technical
assistance for establishing the alternatives.

I
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This question has become crucial because the PTDC is faced
with: (1) local opposition to increased funding; (2) reduced
Federal operating subsidies; (3) no operating subsidies from
Virginia; and (4) rising transit deficits. The PTDC may be
forced by these financial exigencies to curtail fixed-route bus
service and to use Easyride to provide an alternative service.

Another factor influencing the PTDC decision whether to
fund Easyride is that the brokerage demonstration has broadened
the PTDC view of its role in the community from that of a

transit operator to that of a "mobility facilitator." Because
of this change in self-image, the PTDC may elect to substitute
alternative transportation services provided by Easyride in
those situations in which existing bus services are no longer
cost-effective.

One proposal currently being discussed on the Peninsula is
to combine the Easyride and Pentran planning and marketing
staffs into an Office of Brokerage. This reorganization would
allow the PTDC to integrate and coordinate bus and alternative
service planning and to continue Easyride functions at little
added expense.

7.6 FUTURE BROKERAGE APPLICATIONS

The Easyride demonstration suggests that there are several
factors, in addition to the brokerage program itself, which
affect participation in brokerage programs and the increase in
ridesharing resulting from the brokerage program. These are:

. the size, number, and proximity of an area's employers
which affect the pool of potential ridesharing partners;

. the number of ridesharing incentives, such as long
commute distance, a limited parking supply, and HOV
facilities, which operate to encourage ridesharing; and

. the willingness of area employers to commit resources
to employment site promotional efforts.

Communities considering whether a similar brokerage program
would be appropriate for them should take these factors into
account

.

The Easyride demonstration also suggests that a transporta-
tion broker can perform a valuable function as part of a transit
authority. This assumes the brokerage function enables the
transit authority to provide service in those situations in
which conventional fixed-route bus service is not cost-effective.
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Start-up problems experienced by Easyride within the PTDC
underscore the need for strong transit board leadership when
instituting a brokerage program in a transit authority. The
broker's functions within the transit authority must be clearly
defined by the board so that the complementary role of the
brokerage activity and conventional fixed-route transit services
are understood.

Easyride's experience also emphasizes that brokerage pro-
grams require early definition and focus. Brokerage offers a
wide range of opportunities. A realistic course of action must
be defined when the program is initiated to avoid overextending
staff and resources and to help ensure that program goals are
accomplished.
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The Problem Mass transit is obviously the best

way to get to and from work eco-

nomically. Except that trends created over the last 30years, or so, have made it

difficult for traditional mass transportation systems to efficiently handle the

commuter load. Increasing numbers ofAmerican workers, with the freedom
and mobility allowedby the automobile, have moved to housing developments

in the suburbs. As people pursued the American
“dream” ofhome ownership, transit systems

faced the relativelylow density ofscattered

suburbia. These newpopulation patterns

made it virtuallyimpossible to provide

acceptable service levels.

The Bigger
» mm until

Problem
Until the dual problems ofinflation and

rapidly rising fuel pricesbegan squeezing

budgets, few gave much thought to riding the

bus. That was for the other people. Then the energy crunch hit. Not only were
commuters paying more for gasoline; but in many instances they found them-
selves waiting in line tobuy it. But still they found bus service lacking in

many suburbs.

The Solution So enter ridesharing. Systems

like Easyride were created to

come up with viable alternatives to the inefficiencies ofsingle-occupant vehicles

and the costs ofproviding adequate suburban commuterbus service. On the

Peninsula both Easyride and Pentran operate under the Peninsula Transporta-

tion District Commission to create the most effectiveand efficient transportation

system possible. Pentran studies have resulted in better service to more people

through new routesand schedules. But the complexities ofthe Peninsula’s trans-

portation problems cannot be solved bybus service alone.

Easyride has the awesome responsibility offilling the gap. Our onlymeans
ofachieving our objectives— reducing traffic congestion, lowering pollution

levels causedbyhydrocarbon emissionsand conservingvital energyresources

—

is to change the driving habits ofa large number ofPeninsula commuters. To do
that, we needyour help.

nc

tic

er;

ri(
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We are scheduling extensive

surveys at major employing
units which, when fed into our computer, will match workerswho are potential

ridesharers. Your help is needed to encourageyour employees to fill out ques-

tionaires, then to urge them to form carandvan pools from the match lists gen-

eratedbv the survey. To create a workable
ridesharing program requires man-
agement commitment and leadership

.

Though the exact methodology dif-

fers at each work-site surveyed, the basic

elements remain much the same. Man-
agement is asked to provide Team Lead-

ers— usually first line supervisors—
who will serve as our direct link to the

individual worker. The}7 are briefed by
Eas\Tide personnel, given ridesharing

promotional literature and questionaires tobe filled outby each worker. After
computer processing, they distribute the match lists to individuals who may
then readilyform car orvan pools. Most surveys, from the initial meeting to final

matching, take about six weeks, but vary according to the number of employees.

Everyone
Benefits *

Besides being an important effort on a

broad national basis, with the attendant

social benefits, there are also direct benefits for

all participants. Including the employer.

First, ifa single driver gets in a four-

passenger pool, there’s an automatic savings of75% ofcommuting costs. For the

typical American worker, that translates into the equivalent ofan annual pay
raise ofover $1,000. And that makes for a happier employee.

Experience also has shown that car and van pooling reduces absentee-

ism, boosts general employee moral,

and— not inconsequentially—
reduces the need for parking spaces.

Many employers have even found

that a successful ridesharing pro-

gram improves union relations.

What’s more, employers actively

supporting ridesharing enhance

their public image.

A-

3



TheGiOup
S^5igsci

Plarii

Weknowridesharingworks.Whatweneed
isyour support to make Easyride’s Group
Savings Planwork foryour employees. Get

startedby calling Easyride at 838-RIDE to schedule a meeting to discuss your

particular situation. We’re both part ofthe solution to a problemwe all face.

eosynoe
3400 Victoria Boulevard Hampton, Virginia 23661

838-noe
A-
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APPENDIX B

SAMPLE PAGES FROM EASYRIDE TEAM LEADER BROCHURE





Team Leaders bring
it all together.
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Selling
the idea

Example Your Cost

10 Distance to Work
X 2 THps per Day X

20 Miles pier Day
X 5 Days per Week X

100 Miles per Week
X 25C Cost per Mile x c

( Federal Estimate

)

$ 25.00 Cost per Week $
X 50 Work Weeks per Year X

= $ 1250 COST PER YEAR = $

Depending on your employer’s

particular organization structure,you will

probably be responsible for working with
about 25 workers. Ifyour team is too large,

we suggest that you designate responsible

subordinates to act as sub-Team Leaders
to get the ratio down to no more than 25
tol.

Each Team Leader is, in effect, an
Easyride salesman. It is your job to

thoroughly explain the benefits ofride-

sharing and convince your team members
that pooling benefits not only the

indiridual worker, but vour community
and that big world we all live in, as well.

Materials wall be provided so that every
team member wall have a brochure
explaining all the individual benefits, plus

a chart so they can calculate their own
commuting costs. (An example is

reproduced on this page.)

Computer matching
At major Peninsula work sites like individual worker.

yours, the biggest part ofourjob is to use

our computer to match up workers who
may potentially form wan or car pools.

Consequently, it is extremely important
that all Team Leaders, as part of their
effort to push the idea ofpooling, make
certain that every worker fill out and
return a confidential questionnaire.

Be sure to stress that each questionnaire

needs to be as complete and accurate

as possible.

Even those w'ho have no interest in

getting in a pool should till out a form,
because the match list we pro\ide could

even help them somedaywhen their car

breaks down.
The actual computer-matching

process wall take from two to six w'eeks. At
the end ofthat time Eas\Tide personnel

will distribute match lists to Team
Leaders, who will then give them to each

These match lists will contain the

name, address, home phone, work
location, work phone and working hours
ofevery other worker living in the same
general neighborhood. It will thenbeup to

the individual worker to contact the others

on the match list to start their own car or

van pool.

In addition to generating match lists,

the questionnaires will also help us

identify a number oftransportation
alternatives, including subscription bus
serrice, car and van-pooling and Park &=

Ride lot service.

Because these questionnaires are so

important, be sure that every single

wurker fills it out and gets it back to

vou on time. Without the personal

information they provide, we could never

do ourjob—matching the system to the

people.
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APPENDIX D

EASYRIDE VANPOOL BROCHURE
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APPENDIX E

EASYRIDE MATCHLIST SURVEY TEAM





w w w w
^ A #1

0000 33 Q-03

eosynoe PENINSULA TRANSPORTATION
DISTRICT COMMISSION

838-noe

~cp ;f~ch js£

1

-

First

Name !

! I

Home
Adaress

Number Street

City

Countv in which ! live:

\3 Nearest maicr intersection:

Last

State d Code

-
I

23

A2

Wl AS

y

53

^ \=L

4 Vly empiover is:

Worn Numcer

Accress

Street

nuiidind cr Sect. 3ccm jATE 4

How I usually get to work: z Carcooi with

Z Drive Alone Z Ride Bus Z Walk or Bike Z Other.

.others

Reporting Time Departing Time
! • i

• 1

I

6 My usual working hours are:

(If you worn other snifts. fill out a separate

questionnaire for each shift you are likely to work.) _a.m. _p.m. _ a.m._ p.m.

Are your hours flexible by more than 15 minutes? Z Yes z No

7 I want to be included for carpool matching, z Yes Z No

8 I am mterestea in vanpooling, z Yes Z No

My phone number is: L Extension:!

_ Home _ Work

10 You may print my home address on other employees’ lists.

Z Yes Z No

PLEASE
NOTE:

The information requested on this form is voluntary. If you check “no" on question #7, all

data will remain strictly confidential and will be used for planning purposes only. If you

check "yes" on question #7, your data will be made available to other employees interested

in ridesharing and may be given to commerical transportation providers interested in set-

ting up service for you.

E-l



SAVE MONEY BY SHARING A RIDE TO WORK

Are you interested in reducing your costs of getting back and forth

to work? If so please read this information.

EASYRIDE is a project of the Peninsula Transportation District

Commission whose job it is to help people find alternatives to driving their

own cars to and from work each day. EASYRIDE provides computer matching for

those employees interested in carpooling.

Think of the money you could save each month if you were a member of

a carpool. Even if you carpooled only 2 or 3 days a week you could save

substantial money each month.

This program is not mandatory, that is if you are not sure about

carpooling there is no obligation on your part to participate in a carpool.

After you have completed the questionnaire, place it in the attached

business reply envelope (no postage necessary) and drop in any mail box.

The information will be fed into a computer and your name will be matched

with others living in your area who work at the same place with the same hours

as yours and who also are interested in carpooling.

If you checked yes to question #7 you will receive a list of names and

telephone numbers by mail of people who live near you and are interested

in carpooling. At your own convenience, you can contact them to form a carpool.

So complete the questionnaire and mail it as soon as possible, you lose

nothing but can save big bucks.

EASYRIDE, acting as a transportation broker, can also match your

needs with available vans or large buses upon request.

FOR RIDESHARING INFORMATION CALL EASYRIDE 838-RIDE

E-2



APPENDIX F

EASYRIDE SURVEY STATISTICS

RETURNED SURVEYS MATCH LIST REOUESTS

SURVEY NUMBER OF NUMBER
PERCENT OF

SITE NUMBER
PERCENT OF

SITE EMPLOYMENT
PERCENT OF

RETURNED SIJPVEYS
SITE EMPLOYEES

MEAN
EMPLOYMENT
= 34 MEAN = 1? MEAN = 47

Sadi sche 882 670 76 256 29 38
Surroundi ng
Sites 614 184 30 BO 13 43

Bendi

x

1,000 64 6.4 42 4.2 66

Surroundi ng
Si tes 268 - - - - -

Willi amsburg
8usi nesses
- College of

William &

Mary
- Eastern State

Hospi tal

1,200 46 4 16 1.3 36

1,500 1,170 78 449 30 38
- Additional

Sites 625 158 25 91 .5 46

Ft. Eustis 2

First Survey 5,000 2,398 48 900 .2 38

Second Survey 5,000 2,056 41 616 .1 30

Hampton Downtown 2,200 941 43 263 12 28

Howmet 994 722 73 266 27 37

Langley Air
Force Base 6,000 741 12 260 4.3 36

Mary Immaculate
Hospi tal 200 63 32 43 22 68

NASA
First Survey 5,000 2,213 44 910 18 41

Second Survey 5,000 728 15 462 9 63

Newport News
Downtown 1,324 605 46 203 15 34

Newport News
Shipbuilding &

Drydock Company 20,000 300 0.2 257 0.1 86

Patrick Henry
Hospital i

Peni nsul a

Hospital Services 381 201 53 70 18 35

PTDC 185 66 36 37 20 56

Thomas Nelson
Community College N/A 169 N/A 112 N/A 66

Veterans Admi ni strati

o

Hospital
First Survey

1

1,200 361 30 250 21 69

Second Survey 1,200 213 18 128 11 60

York town Naval
Weapons Station 2,600 335 13 112 4.3 33

N/A = Not Readily Available

1 The numbers for Eastern State Hospital are inflated because many of the staff work rotating shifts and
were instructed to fill out a questionnaire for each shift worked. Numerous employees completed two or
three questionnaires.

2 Ft. Eustis employs 9,000 individuals; the base ridesharing coordinator, however, estimates that of these,
approximately 5,000 are a market for ridesharing due to the number of students at the base onlv for a short
period of time, and the number of military personnel who live on base.
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APPENDIX G

EV ALUATION TELEPHONE SURVEY FORM





EVALUATION TELEPHONE SURVEY FORM

SECTION A - MATCHLIST REQUESTED

Good evening Mr. Ms. . My name
is and I represent the Easvride carpool and van-
pool ridesharing program. We helped your employer distribute
questionnaires and matc'nlists for ridesharing and we selected your name
randomly from the matchlist files. We are calling people this evening
to find out how they feel about our services and to find ways for
Easvride to better serve our community. Could you take a few minutes
and answer some questions about your worktrip and the Easyride program?

(If reluctant, assure complete confidentiality for responses.)

1 1

1

22C

J

)7

3 4 5 6 7

8 9

Did you attend any presentations or meetings about the Easyride
program?

yes
no

Have you heard about Easyride or community carpooling: read list
[

at work
on the radio

in a local newspaper
in a magazine
on TV
at a community event
on a highway sign with a carpool information telephone

number
on a highway billboard
on a bumper sticker
on a T-shirt
or anything that I have not mentioned? (specify)

(none of the above)

3. When you completed the Easyride matchlist questionnaire, you

requested a carpool matchlist. Why were you interested in car-
pooling or vanpooling?

reduce commuting costs
do not own auto
free car for use by other family members
avoid auto purchase
dislike driving
add members to carpool or vanpool
employer encouragement
conserve energy
reduce pollution
other (specify)
did not wish to learn more about carpools or vanpools

4. Did you receive a computer matchlist for carpooling and vanpooling?

Q.1

10
Q.2

Q.3

yes

no
don t remember

j

SKIP TO QUESTION 12

Q.4

34
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5. How long after you completed the questionnaire did you receive the
computer matchlist?

weeks
months
don ' t know

6. Approximately how many names were on your matchlist?

names
don ' t know

Q.5

35 36

(weeKs

)

Q.6

37 38

Did you try to contact any
of the people on your list?

yes—»-How many?
nc

Did any of the people on

your list contact you?

yes—*» How many?
no

IF BOTH 7 AND 3 ARE NO.

SKIP TO QUESTION JJ
As a result of these contacts, READ LIST

Did you:

Did you:

_start or join a

new carpool, or

Join an existing
carpool?

_start or join a

new vanpool, or

SKIP TO QUESTION 1 j

join an existing
vanpool?

Was the van in your van-
pool leased from TRT or
Easyride?

Q.7 Q.8

39 40 41 42

Q.9

43

Q.9a

44

Q.9b

45

G-2



10. Why do you feel these contacts did not result in a carpool or

vanpool being started or expanded?

no longer interested in pooling
lived too far away
worked too far away
not friendly
would not make commitment
work schedule conflicts
required auto at work
other (specify)

11. Did you feel there were major problems with your matchlist for

forming a carpool or vanpool?

no

not enough names
people on the list lived too far away
people on the list worked too far away
work schedules were too different
took too long to get the matchlist
didn't give enough information
can't remember
didn't know anyone on the list
Other (specify)

12. How do you usually get to work?

3US
l J GO TO BLUE SECTION (D)

other!

Q.1

0

46

47

48

49

50

51

52

53

Q.1

1

54

55

56

57

58

59

60

61

62

63

Q.1

2

64
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SECTION B CURRENTLY DRIVE ALONE TO WORK

1. How long does it take you to get to work?

minutes
don't know

What is your one-way commute distance?

miles
don' t know

3. Approximately how many miles per gallon does the car you drive
to work get?

mpg
don ' t know

4. What is the year, make and model of the car you drive to work?

year make model

5. Can you usually find parking close to work?

yes
no

6.

Do you pay for parking or tolls?

Parking

:

Tolls

:

How much? $ per
How Much? $ per

no

7. Has your employer, at any time, offered any of the following
incentives to carpoolers : head ust'

reserved parking for carpoolers?
parking spaces for poolers which are closer to the

buildings
work schedule flexibility?
cash prize contests?
or anything which I have not mentioned?
(specify)

_
(no thing)
don ' t know

8. Do vou occasionally use any other means to get to work?

ves -—What and how many one-way trips per week?

carpool trips/week
vanpool trips/week

bus trips/week

taxi trips /week

walk trips/week

bike trips/week

other trips /week

GO TO GREEN SECTION (E)

ILL
1 2

3 4 5 6 7

Q.1

8 9 10

Q.2

I

11 12 13

Q.3

14 15

Q.4

1 r 1

16 17 18 1£

Q.5

22

Q.6

20 21

•
i n

23 24 25 26 27 28

•

n

29 30 31 32 33 34

Q.7

35

36

37

38

39

40

41

t

Q.8

42 43

44 45

46 47
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SECTION C CURRENTLY CARPOOL TO WORK

1. How many members, including yourself, ride in the pool at least

3 times per week?

members

How many of the people in the pool are: READ LIST

family members
neighbors
co-workers

3.

When did you join the pool?

month year

or

4 i

1 2

3 4 5 6 7

8 9

Q.2

10

11

12

Q.3

13 14 15

months ago _years ago (months)

4. How long does it take to get to work when you pool?

minutes
don ' t know

5. How long would it take if you drove alone?

minutes
don't know

6. How many miles is it from your home to your workplace?

Q.4

16 17 18

Q.5

19 20 21

miles
don ' t know

7.

Are you the driver of the pool?

Q.6

22 23 24

25

8.

As the pool driver, how many miles do you drive to work including
passenger pickups?

_miles }

don ' t know I

SKIP TO QUESTION j 5
26 27 28

Q.8
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11 .

12 .

As the pool driver, how many miles do you drive to work including
passenger pick uds?

miles
don't know

10. As a passenger how do you meet your pool in the morning?

usually picked up at home
drive alone to a meeting place
and park
drive other pool members to

meet the pool
_dropped off by someone going that way
_ride with other pool members to meet the pool

SKIP TO QUESTION 14

walk to a meeting place

jdropped off by someone who}

otherwise would not have wA. How far is it to your
made the trip

)
meeting place?

miles
don’t know

Do you leave a car at home now that you previously drove to work?

yes

no- SKIP TO QUESTION 15

Does anyone use that car while you are at work?

yes
no- SKIP TO QUESTION 15

13 . Is the car driven:

more
less, or
about' the same

than when you drove it to work?

SKIP TO QUESTION 15

14. How far is it to your meeting place?

_miles
don' t know

Q.3

29 30

31

Q.lOa

32 33

Q.1

1

34

Q.1

2

35

Q.1

3

36

Q.1

4

37 38
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15. How are the costs of the pool snared?

SKIP TO QUESTION 17
_no money exchanged, take)

turns driving
j

driver free, passengers pay
_equal cash payment for all driver(s) and rider(s)
riders do not pay SKIP TO QUESTION )7

other (specify)

L6. How much do vou nay for vour pool?

>er

!

17. If you need new pool members, how would you look, for them?

ask neighbors
ask co-workers
Easyride matchlists
through the carpooling office at work
advertise in the newsletter
board/ ridesharing board at work
advertise in the local paper
haven't thought about it

other (specify)j

18. What do you like most about the pool?

get a ride since I don' t have a car
saves money
is convenient
relief from driving stress
saves energy
reduces pollution
other (specify)

19. What don't you like about the pool?

nothing is wrong; everything fine
dependence on others
the extra travel time
bad habits of other riders
sometimes late
doesn't allow for work schedule flexibility
too much commitment
fare schedule too rigid
other (specify)

Q.13

55

56

57
_

58

59
_

6°

61

Q.17

46

47

48

49

50

51

52

53

54

Q.1 9

62

63

64

65

66

67

68

69

70

.

45
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20 .

21 .

22 .

23 .

24 .

Do you have any rules or agreements about: HEAD LIST
|

_smoking?
_eating?
talking?
justifying people when you will not ride with the pool?
_or anything which I have not mentioned: (specify)

Has your employer ever offered: READ LIST

reserved parking for poolers
parking spaces for poolers which are closer to the

buildings
work schedule flexibility
cash prize contests
or anything which I have not mentioned: (specify)

(nothing)
(don't know)

Which, if any, of the benefits was the major factor in your
decision to join a pool?

reserved parking for poolers
parking spaces for poolers whihc are closer to the
buildings
work schedule flexibility
cash prize contests
other (specify)
none

What types of benefits would you like your employer to offer to

pool members, if any?

preferential parking for poolers
free parking only for poolers
work schedule flexibility
cash prize contests
other (specify)
none
don't know

If you drive alone to work would you pay any parking fees or

tolls?

Parking: How much? $ per .

Tolls: How much? $ per .

no

i

3 4 5 6

Q.21

8

9

10

11

12

13

Q.22 14

15

16

17

18

19

Q.23

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

Q.24

,

•

27 28 29 30 31 32

•

33 34 35 36 37 3a
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Do you occasionally use any other means to get to work?

yes -What and how many one-way trips per week?

drive alone
vanpool
_bus

taxi
other

trips/week
trips/week
_trips/week
trips /week
triDs/week

no

GO TO GREEN SECTION (E)

C,-9



SECTION D - CURRENTLY BUS OR "OTHER" TO WORK

1. How long does it take you to get to work?

minutes
don' t know

2. If you drove to work, how long would it take?

minutes
don't know

3. How far is it from your home to your workplace?

miles
don ' t know

4. If you take the bus or a taxi, what is the cost of a one-way trip?

1 2

3 4 5 6 7

Q.1

8 9 10

Q.2m
11 12

Q.3

13 14

$

don ' t know

5. If you droye to work would you pay any parking fees or tolls?

Parking: How much? $ per .

Tolls: How much? $ per .

don ' t know

6. Do you occasionally use any other means to get to work?

yes

no

•What and how many one-way trips per week?

drive alone
carpool
vanpool
bus
taxi
walk
bike
other

trips/week
trips/week
trips /week
trips /week
trips /week
trips/week
trips/week
trips /week

Q.4

15 16 17 18

Q.5

•

2419 20 21 22 23

•

_ J

25 26 27 28 29 30

Q.6

j

31 32

1

33 34

35 36

GO TO GREEN SECTION (E)
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SECTION E • CARPOOLED AT THE TIME OF THE EASYRIDE SURVEY

CHECK RESPONDENT'S CURRENT MODE
AND FOLLOW DIRECTIONS

_ DRIVE ALONE

1. Ac the cime of Che Easyride survey you indicaced chac you pooled

Co work. Were you in a:

carpool, or
vanpool

2. Has your residence or workplace changed since Chen?

yes
SKIP TO QUESTION 6

3.

AC che cime of che Easyride survey how far was iC from your home
co your workplace?

miles
don' c know

4. How long did iC cake you co geC Co work?

minuces
don ' c know

5. Did your carpool pay any parking fees or colls?

Parking: How much? $ per
Tolls: How much? $ per

no

G-ll



6. Why did you decide co start driving alone to work?

bought a car
new workplace or residence
need car for work
rotating shift
overtime requirements
irregular hours
pooling was inconvenient
pooling was unreliable
pooling took too long
did not like others in pool
other (specify)

GO TO WHITE SECTION (F)

7. At the time of the Easyride survey you indicated that you were
pooling to work. Where you in a:

carpool, or
_vanpoo1 ?

8. Has your residence or workplace changed since then?

yes
GO TO WHITE SECTION <F\

9. At the time of the Easyride survey how far was it from your home
to your workplace?

miles
don 1

1 know

Q.8

39

Q.9

40 41

10. How long did it take you to get to work?

jninutes
don ' t know

11. Did your pool pay any parking fees or tolls?

Parking: How much? $ per .

Tolls: How much? $ per .

no

GO TO WHITE SECTION (F)~

1 2 . At the time of the Easyride survey you indicated you were pooling

to work. Were you in a:

_carpool, or
vanpool?

Q.10

42 43 44

Q.11

•

45 46 47 48 49 50

•

51 52 53 54 55 56

57

«

'
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1 J

.

ur residence or workplace changed since then?

yes
no- SKIP TO QUESTION 17

14. At the time of the Easyride survey how far was it from your
home to your workplace?

miles
don ' t know

15. How long did it take you to get to 'work?

minutes
don't know

16. Did your carpool pay parking fees or tolls?

Parking: How much? $ per .

Tolls: How much? $ per .

no

17. Why did you decide to stop pooling?

new workplace or residence
new bus service/bus schedule was changed
reduce commuting costs
more reliable
faster
more flexible
other (specify)

GO TO WHITE SECTION (F)
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SECTION F - DEMOGRAPHICS

1. Does your employer allow any flexibility in choosing the days of

the week that you work?

yes (specify)

no

2 . Does your employer allow any flexibility in the time you begin and

end work each day?

none
up to 15 minutes
15 to 29 minutes

30 to 59 minutes

__1 to 2 hours
more than 2 hours or complete flexibility

3. Does your job require the use of your car?

not at all
once a month or less
2-3 times per month
once a week
2-3 times per week
4 or more times per week

4. Does your job ever require that you work late?

not at all
once a month or less
2-3 times per month
once a week
2-3 times per week
4 or more times per week

5. Do you know about requirements to work late more than 1 day in

advance?

yes
no

6. Do you work on a rotating shift?

yes

no

READ

To help us better understand the results of this survey, we need to

ask you a few questions about yourself and your household. Please
remember that your answers will be kept strictly confidential.

refused

9
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Including yourself, how many people have full-time jobs?

S. How many members of your household have part-time jobs?

Including yourself, how many people are in your household?

- - IF NUMBER EQUALS 1, SKIP TO QUESTION j 2

10. How many members of your household are less than 16?

11. Including yourself, how many drivers are in your household?

1 2 . How many vehicles are owned by members of your household?

13. Do you have a driver's license?

yes
no

15 16

Q.8

17

Q.9

Q.10 18

19

Q.1

1

20

Q.1

2

21 Q.13

22

Are you between:
|

read list

16 and 20 years old
21 and 30 years old
31 and 40 years old
41 and 50 years old
51 and 64 years old
65 or (Dlder

15. I'm going to list some income ranges, please stop me when your
household's total income falls between the two numbers, read list

less than $10,000
between $10,000 and $15,000
between $15,000 and $20,000
between $20,000 and $30,000
more than $30,000
(refused) (Do not read.) RESPONDENT IS: MALE G

FEMALE

READ

Thank you for your time and cooperation. Your help is appreciated and
will enable us to better serve you and the community. Thank you
again. Good-by.

23

25

24
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APPENDIX H

VANPOOL EVALUATION SURVEY FORM





000051

VANPOOL DRIVERS

dir: I DNS

Please check che appropriate response or fill in the numbers for each of the following

questions. If you are unsure of an answer, please give a reasonable estimate. Some or -ne

questions mav not be applicable to you; if so, please mark them with NA. .v'e would appre-

ciate a response on every question.

How many people are registered for this

vanpool?

people

What size van do you drive?

10 passenger van

12 passenger van

15 passenger van

How many days per week does your
vanpool operate?

days per week

How many members currently use the

vanpool at least 3 days a week?

members

5. How many passengers have
vanpool since you signed

left the

the lease?

passengers
none

How many passengers have joined the

vanpool since you signed the lease?

passengers
none

If you need new or additional passengers,
how would you look for them? (Check the

most important.)

personal contacts with fellow
workers, friends, or neighbors
use of a computer matc'nlist

ridesharing coordinator at

work
company bulletin board, ride-

snaring board or newsletter

contact the Easvride office

other ("specify)

8. How did the people in your vanpool
originally get together to form the
vanpool? (Check all that apply.)

personal contacts with
fellow workers, friends or
neighbors
contacts through use of a

computer matchlist
your former carpool expanded
to become a vanpool
ridesharing coordinator at work
company bulletin board, ride-
sharing board or newsletter
assistance from Easyride office
other (specify)

f
If you used a computer matchlist:

a. How many names were on the matchlist?
names
none
don’t remember/don't know

b. Approximately how many people did
you contact?

people
none
don't remember/don ' t know

c. Approximately how many people used
the matchlist to contact you?

people
none
don ' t remember/don ' t know

d. Of the contacts you made (.using the
matchlist), how many joined the pool?

people
none

don't remember /don ' t know

H-l



9.

From wnich of the following did you

first learn about vanpooling?

employer-sponsored program

work, newsletter
co-worker or friend

Pentran/Easyride literature
TRT literature
radio
newspaper
TV
highway billboard
advertisement
other (specify)

10.

Please rate the importance of each of

tne following in influencing you to

become a vanpool driver

.

make some extra money

free commute trip

maintain control of

commuting schedule

use of van on weekends and
evenings

use of van during work hours

dissatisfied with bus service

parking problem at work

make car available to house-
hold member

avoid auto purchase

employer encouragement

conserve energy

ocher (sDecifv)

11.

How do you currently determine each
vanpool member's fare? (Check all
that apply .

)

divide total lease and oper-
ating costs evenly among riders
determine each member's fare

on basis of distance
determine each member's fare on

basis of number of trips

use recommenaea fare scneauie
from Easvride/TRT

12 .

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

13.

Do you cry to set tne fares so that

you ride free?

yes
no

Do you require your passengers to commit

themselves to using the van:

on a monthly basis
on a weekly basis
other (specify)

If your passengers are charged a weekly

or monthly fee, do you refund any of
the fare for trips that are missed?

y es

no

not applicable

What were the total costs of leasing
and operating the van for:

a. February $

b. March S

What were the total fares collected for:

a. February $

b . March $

Do you pay

:

a. Parking fees at work?

yes How much? $ per
(hour, day, week, month)

no

b. Tolls on the way to work?

_ves How much? S oer

(trip, day, weeit, month'

How many miles per gallon does the van

get’’

mpg

don
:

t know



19. Approximately now many hours per month

no you spend performing the extra

duties of a vanpooi driver such as clean

ing the van and maintaining the records?
(This does not include driving.)

hours per month

20. Do you have any rules about how long

you will wait for passengers before
you leave without them?

yes How long? minutes
no

21. Do you have any rules about:

(Checic all that apply.)

passengers notifying the

driver if they will be absent

smoking in van
eating/drinking in van

music
other (specify)

What happens if the van won't start or

is inoperable in the morning?

passengers have standing
arrangements to use carpools
passengers individually find
their own way to work
has not happened yet so

haven’t thought about it

other (specify

Did vour vanpooi miss any scheduled
trips last month?

yes How many? (one-way

crips

)

no

What compensation or benefits does
your back-up driver receive for driving
the van? ''Check all that apply.)

none
rides free on those days
has use of the van on those
evenings
is paid
otner ''specify;

25. Where do you have your van maintained?

TRT facility in Portsmouth
Pentran/ Easyride facility
in Hampton

26. Have you been satisfied with the

maintenance service?

yes
no

not applicable; I have not

had my van worked on yet.

If no, what were the problems?

took too long to gee done

j ob was not done right
had problems scheduling the

service
other (specify)

27. In the past two weeks have you been
late to work due to the vanpooi?

yes

no

don’t know/don't remember

If yes, how many days in the past two

weeks were you late to work by:

a. Less than ten minutes: days
b. More than ten minutes: days

28. In the past two weeks, were any of your
passengers late to meet you on your way
co work?

yes

no

If yes, how many times during the

past two weeks did you have to wait for

:

a. Less than ten minutes times
b. More than ten minutes times

29. What is your overall impression of how
well the vanpooi stays on schedule?

good

fair
poor



30.

What do you like most about vanpool
driving? (Check one .)

free commute trip
the extra money
use of the van on weekends
and evenings
control over the trip schedule
the driving
the companionship
other (specify)

31.

What do you like least about vanpool
driving (Check one .

)

collecting passenger fares

cleaning the van
keeping the books
waiting for passengers who
are late

_ the driving
dealing with problems between
passengers
nothing is wrong; everything
is fine
other (specify)

32. How did you make this trip before you
started vanpooling?

drove alone
carpooled with o thers
was in a different vanpool
with others
Pentran bus

bus operated by a private
company
I did not make this crip before
I started vanpooling
other (specify)

33. Has vanpooling affected the number of

vehicles vour household owns? (Check

only one .

)

no effect
delayed replacing a vehicle

that I still have
avoided buying an additional
vehicle
sold or junked a vehicle and

did not replace it

will probably sell or junk a

venicie

31. Now that you vanpool do you leave a

vehicle at home that you previously
used to get to work?

y es

no

If yes:

a. Is that vehicle driven:

more
about the same

or less

than when you drove it to work?

b. How many miles per gallon does
that vehicle get?

mPg
don ' t know

35. If you were to drive alone to work:

a. How many miles would you drive

to work?

miles

b. How long would it take you?

minutes

c. Would you pay:

1. Parking fees?

__yes How much? $ per

(hour, day, week, month)
no

don '

t

know

2. Tolls?

yes How much? S per

(trip, day, week, month
_no
don '

t

know

d. Could you use a vehicle every day

without inconvenience to other
household members?

yes

no

don '

t

know
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ihere do vou work..’

What are your work hours?
am am

:
pm to

:
pm

38. How much daily flexibilicv are you
allowed in che cime you begin and

end work each day:

none
up co 15 minuces

15 co 29 minuCes

30 co 59 minuces

1 co 2 hours
more chan 2 hours or

complece flexibilicy

39. Has your employer ever offered any of

che following benefics co vanpool members?
(Check ail chac apply.)

a. reserved parking for vanpools

b. vanpool parking which is closer

co che buildings

c. free parking for vanpools in

Iocs where others must pay

d. subsidized parking for vanpools
in Iocs where ocher muse pay

e. work schedule flexibilicy
f. cash prize contests for carpools

and vanpools

g. ocher (specify)

If yes, were any of che benefits a faccor
in your decision co start vanpooling?

yes Indicate which letters
from above

no

To help us better understand che results
of this survey, we would like co ask a

few questions about yourself and your
household. Your answers will be kept

strictly confidential and will be used
for planning purposes only. Your
cooperation is voluntary.

How many vehicles in running condition
are owned by your household?

vehicles

41. Including yourself, how many persons
in your household are in each of the
following categories?

less than 6 years old
between 6 and 18 years old
over 18 and employed
part-time
over 18 and employed full-time
over 18 and not employed or
retired
total in household

42. Including yourself, how many licensed
drivers are in your household?

licensed drivers

43. Are you:

male
female

44. Are you between:

16 and 20 years old
21 and 30 years old
31 and 40 years old
41 and 50 years old
51 and 64 years old
65 and older

45. What is your occupation?

sales
execu t ive

professional
shop-factory worker
clerical-of fice

craftsman-foreman
service worker
manager
ocher

46. Please indicate the range in which
total household income falls?

less than $10,000
between S10,000 and S15,000
between $15,000 and $20,000
between $20,000 and S30.000
more than $30,000
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VANPOOL TRAVEL LOG DIRECTIONS

Please take this travel log with you and complete it

as you drive to and from work on two consecutive days (either
Tuesday and Wednesday ov_ (Wednesday and Thursday). Do not
fill in the log for Monday or Friday trips. Please write the

day and date for which you are filling out the log in the
spaces provided.

For every stop from the time you leave your home to when

you park your van, including stops to drop off passengers who
work in different buildings or worksites, please fill in:

- the number of passengers who are picked up or dropped
off at each stop;

- whether or not the passenger was picked up at home;

- the time of the stop; and

- the odometer reading at the stop.

Please record this information for both your trip to work and
your return home trip on each day.

Please note that on the Day One "To Work" Trip, we would

also like you to record the passenger survey numbers (1 thru 15)

as passengers are picked-up and dropped-off.
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VANPOOL TRIP LOO DAY 1

—

"TO HOME" TRIP

STOP

^ \ l V. 5 K S 0 ^

' ' N

• KICKED IT

DROPPED OFF

SURVEY NUMBER
Jr PASS ENVERS
WHO .ARE

PIQUED UP OR
DROPPED OFF

CHECK IF

PICKED UP

AT HOME TIME

ODOMETER
READING

A

> care

Driver

|

i

7
-

'r 3

9

10

u
1 !

>

13

1

L-»

1

i

I

-

X 3

l

z
-X

5

:

i
6

?ar.<ea
= l

f

Van

-

Please answer the following:

How many oenoers of che vanpool who usually ride on
-His day of the week are missing?

members

-ere there any unusual occurrences (such as severe
-earner conditions or an accident) which may have
arrecrec this trip's cine or mileage!1

yes

no

If >'es, what were the occurrences?

severe weather conditions
unusually heaw traffic
an accident which caused traffic tie-ups
van had a flat tire or engine trouble
:ther specify)

DAY : DATE

:

"TO WORK" TRIP

STOP

NUMBER OF
PASSENGERS
PICKED UP

OR
DROPPED OFF

CHECK IF

DROPPED OFF
AT HOME TIME

ODOMETER
READING

Start/
Driver

‘To

Home"

Pickup

L

2

3

4

5

6

I

2

3

4

o

Home"

Dropoff

5

6

7

8

9

r*

10

11

12

13

14

15

Jriver ' s

Home

Please answer che following:

1. How many members of the vanpool who usually ride on
this day of che week are missing?

members

2. Were there any unusual occurrences such as severe
weather conditions or an accident' which nav nave

affected this crip's time or mileage?

yes

no

If yes, what were the occurrences?

severe weacher conditions
unusually heavy traffic
an accidenc which caused traffic tie-ups
van had a fiat tire or engine trouble
other (specify)
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ANPOOL TRIP LOG DAY DAY: DATEi

"TO HOME" TRIP

STOP

NUMBER OF
PASSENGERS
PICKED UP

OR
DROPPED OFF

CHECK IF

DROPPED OFF
AT HOME TIME

ODOMETER
READING

r.

Start/
Driver

'To

Home"

I’lckup

1

2

3

4

5

6

1

2

3

4

o

Home"

Dropof!

5

6

7

8

9

r

:

10

11

12

13

14

15

river ' s

Home

Please answer the following:

1. Hov many members of the vanpool uho usua
chis dav of the week are missing?

members

2. Were there any unusual occurrences isucn
weather conditions or an accident' which
affected this trip's time or mileage?

ves
no

If ves, what were the occurrences?

severe weather conditions
unusuallv heaw traffic
an accident which caused tra

van had a flat tire or encm
other i spec ifv

’

lIv ride on

as severe
mav have

: : : g : ; e - u r s

«. - r ; c : * t

"TO WORK" TRIP

STOP

NUMBER OF

PASSENGERS
PICKED UP

OR

DROPPED OFF

CHECK IF

PICKED UP

AT HOME TIME
ODOMETER
READING

3 :ar:
Driver

1

-

S.

-X.

-X

5

*

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

t/

1

2

0

JX

0
3
O

1

3

4

5

6

Parked
Van

Please answe

1. How man\

this day

2. were the

weather
affected

If yes.

r the following:

members of the vanpool who usually ride on
of the week are missing?1

members

re any unusual occurrences (such as severe
conditions or an accident) which may have
this trip's time or mileage 7

ves

no

what were the occurrences?

severe weather conditions
unusuallv heaw traffic
an accident which caused traffic tie-ups
van had a flat tire or encine trouble
other ( specifv'
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r Vanned Mesoer:

PASSENGER SURVEY

This questionnaire is oeing distributed by Pentran/Easyride ana TRT to learn nore about

the people in the vanpool program ana wavs to improve the vanpooi program. Your responses
will be '<ept strictly confidential and will only be used for planning purooses. Your driver
will be collecting the surveys until May 15. 1981 . Please complete your survey before this

cate. Your assistance is greatly appreciated.

IIREETIONS

Please cneck the appropriate response
questions. If you are unsure of an answer
questions may not De applicable to you; if

a response on everv question.

1. a. How many days per week do you 6 • How did you originally come to join
usually ride with the vanpool? your vanpool? (Check ail that apply.)

days per week personal contacts with
fellow workers, friends or

b. On the days you don't ride with neighbors
the vanpool, how do you usually contacts through use of a

get to work? computer matchlist
your former carpool expanded

drive alone to become a vanpool
carpool ridesharing coordinator at
bus work
other company bulletin board.

ridesharing board or
How long does it take you to get to newsletter
work when you vanpool? assistance from Easyride office

other (specify)
minutes

3. How do vou meet vour vanDool in tne
’

morning?
If you used a computer matchlist:

a. Approximately how many names were
nicked ud at home bv tne

on the matchlist?
van
crive by myself to a meeting

names
Diace

none
drive with others to a meeting

don’t remember /don 1

1 know
place
walk to a meeting place

b. Approximately how many people did you
contact?

« . rrom which or tne following did you
first (.earn about vanpooling? people

none
empioyer-sponsor ea program don't remember /don ' t know
work newsletter
co-worker or friend

c. Approximately how many people used
Pentran/ Easvr ide literature the macchlist. to contact vou?
TRT literature
radio people
newspaper
-»*T T

none
don't remember /don ' t know

nignway billboard advertisement
otner ' snecifv

;

d. Of the contacts vou made (using the
matchlist), how many joined the

vanpool

?

W.'.er. uc vou 'o;r. tnis vanpool'1

people

mono.. v^ar none

don't remember don't know

ll- f

or fill in tne nunmers for each of tne following

,
please give a reasonaole estimate. Some of the

so, please mark them with NA. We would appreciate



Please rate the importance of each of

the following in influencing you to

join a vanpool.

reduce commuting expenses

parking problems at work

make car available to house-
hold member

avoid auto purchase

do not own vehicle

relief from driving stress

don't drive

did not like the bus

for the companionship

employer encouragement

conserve energy

other (specify

8. What is your vanpool fare?

S per (month, week, day,

trip)

9 , In the past two weeks were you ever late

to work because of the vanpool?

yes

_ao
don't rememoer /don ' t know

If yes, how many days in the past
two o e e *cs were you late to work by:

a. less than ten minutes: days

b. more than ten minutes: days

10 . ,n tne oast two wee.K.s was /our vanoooj
ever late to picx .’OU up 7

yes

no

don ' t r emember / don

'

: know

If yes , how many days in the past two

weeks was tne van late 3v ;

a. less than ten minutes

:

days
b. more tnan ten minutes

:

days

11. In the past month did the vanpool miss
any scheduled trips?

yes

no

don't rememoer/ don ' t know

If yes, how many scheduled one-way trips
were missed (in tne past month)?

one-way trips

12. What is your overall impression of how
well the vanpool stays on schedule?

good
f air
poor

13. What do ;/ou like most about vanpooling?
(Check one .

)

reduce commuting expenses
is convenient
companions hiop
relief from driving stress
makes car available to another
household member
other (specify)

14. What do you like least about vanpooling?
(Check one .

)

the extra travel time
doesn ' t allow for schedule
flexibility
too much commitment
is usually late
bad habits of other riders
none of the above; everything
is fine
other f specify)
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How did vou rr.a.<e ms trio ref ore you
startec var.occlins ?

drove alone
carpooled with others
was in a different vanpool
with others
Pentran bus
d L* s op0r- 3.C0G by c pirxvs.t£

companv
I did not make this trip before
I started vanpooling
other (specify)

Now tnat you are vanpooling do you leave

a car at hone which you previously used

to get to work?

yes

no

If yes

:

a. Is the vehicle driven:

more
about the same

less

than when you drove it to work?

b. How many miles per gallon does the

vehicle get?

aipg

don't know

Has vanpooling affected the number of

vehicles your household owns?

(Check only one .

)

no effect
delayed replacing a vehicle

I still have
avoided buying an additional
venicle
sold or junked a vehicle and

did not replace it

will probably sell or junk a

vehicle

18. If you were to drive alone to work:

a. How many miles would you drive
to work?

miles

b. How long would it take you?

minutes

c . Would you pay :

1. Parking fees?

yes How much? S per
(hour, day, week, month)

no

don ' t know

2. Tolls?

yes How much? S per
(trip, day, weetc, month)

no
don ' t know

d. Could you use a vehicle every day
without inconvenience to other
household members?

yes
no

don ' t know

19. Where do you work?

20. What are vour work hours?
am am

:
pm

:
pm

21. How much daily flexibility are you
allowed in the time you begin and end
work each day:

none
up to 15 minutes

15 to 29 minutes
30 to 59 minutes

1 to 2 hours
more than 2 hours or comnlete
flexibilitv

11-1 1



Does your job require tne use or

your car:

_once a month or less
_2-3 times per month
_once a week
2-3 times per week
4 or more times per week

23. Does your job involve overtime work:

once a month or less
2-3 times per month
_once a week

_2-3 times per week
4 or more times per week

24. Do you work on a rotating shift?

_ves

no

To help us better understand the results
of this survey, we would like to ask a

few questions about yourself and your
household. Your answers will be kept
strictly confidential and will be used
for planning purposes only. Your
cooperation is voluntary.

23.

26.

How many vehicles in running
condition does your household own'

vehicles

Do you have a driver's license?

_ves

no

27. Including yourself how many persons
in your household are in each of the
following categories?

_less than 6 years old

_between 6 and 18 years old
_over 18 and employed part-
time
_over 18 and employed full-
time
_over 18 and not employed
or retired
licensed drivers
total in household

28. Are you

;

_male

female

29. Are you between:

30.

16 and 20 years old
21 and 30 years old
31 and 40 years old
41 and 50 years old
51 and 64 years old
65 and older

is your occupation?

_sales

_executive
_prof essional
_shop-factory worker
_clerical-of f ice
_craf tsman-foreman
_service worker
jnanager
other

31. Please indicate the range in which your
total household income falls.

_less than $-10,000

_between $10,000 and $13,000
_between $15,000 and $20,000
_between $20,000 and $30,000
more than $30,000
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APPENDIX I

SAMPLE H ANDI-RIDE APPLICATION
AND WAIVER OE LIABILITY





HANDI-RIDE at 722-2837

Please return application i_o

:

HANDI-RIDE
Attention: Vixtona W. Fox
3400 Victoria Boulevard
Hampton , VA 23661

HANDI-RIDE APPLICATION FORM

Information

:

Name Social Security No.

Address
(street)

Telephone Number_

Disability

Short Term

Wheelchair

(city, state & zip)

Date of Birth

Long Term_

Cane or Crutches

(If "yes", will it fit in trunk of a car?

Neither

Can board the taxi unassisted

Expect to have attendant along_ Attendant's name_

Address

Present Means of Transportation :

Dependent on relatives

Bus sometimes

Taxis

Social Service

Dependent on friends_

Drive car sometimes

Vans for handicapped^

Other

Person to be contacted and telephone number in case of emergency:

Name Telephone No.

)
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Need Transportation For :

Employment :

Address

Hours (to and from)

Days of the Week

Approximate miles to work

Education :

Address

Hours (to and from)

Days of Week

Approximate miles to facility

Medical :

Address

Hours (to and from)

Days of Week

Approximate miles to facility

Social/ Recreation :

Address

Hours (to and from)

Days of Week

Approximate miles to destination

Other

:

FENTfiAN FORM 710

I

I

I
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VERIFICATION OF ELIGIBILITY

(A! Has been examined
(B) Has appropriate records

Name of applicant for
I.D. Card

(circle one!

1) Nature of disability:

2)

«

Is the applicant physically or mentally able
pub! ic mass transportation services (TEN RAN

to utilize the
buses )

?

Can the applicant:

3) walk 1/4 mile? Yea No

4 ) walk to the nearest bus stop? Yes No

5) stand for a period of time Yes No
(10 mi nutes )

?

6) negotiate steps? Yes No

7) negotiate transferring on the i es No
fixed-route bus system?

8) comprehend bus . chedules or Yes No

9)

money exchange?

Other difficulties which affect mobility:

I FULLY AGREE WITH THE ABOVE INFORMAT ''ON AS ATTESTED BY MY

SIGNATURE.

Verified by: Date:

Name of designa*"
official M.D. or

psycho . ogist

Agency or Medical Facility
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I desire to participate in P.T.D.C.'s handicapped transpor-
tation service, known as HANDI-RIDE. In consideration of my
participation in and receiving the benefits of HANDI-RIDE, I,

being of lawful age, hereby fully and forever release and dis-
charge the P.T.D.C., its servants or employees from any and all
claims, actions, causes of action, liability and demands in any
way arising from any and all injuries, loss and damages to
person and property sustained or received by me in consequence
of my participating in or receiving the benefits of HANDI-RIDE.

Date
Signature

Name (printed or typed)

I
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SAMPLE PAGES FROM HANDI-RIDE BROCHURE
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Handy
Information

about

nonoi-riDe

A
RIDESHARING EFFORT
OF THE PENINSULA

TRANSPORTATION DISTRICT
COMMISSION

What is

Handi-ride?
Handi-ride is a demonstration

program supported by the Peninsula

Transportation District Commission to

provide special transportation services for

the physically and mentally handicapped

persons who are unable, without special

planning, to use the Pentran bus system.

Howdocs
the service

ffm • The service is

provided door-to-door using vehicles from

Langley Cabs and the EASY-RIDE
Project. The service operates only within

and between the cities of Hampton and
Newport News.



What are the
different types
of service? HANDI-
RIDE operates on a "reservation basis" to

accommodate trips made on relatively

short notice such as medical appointments

or rehabilitative treatments. Infrequent

recreation, shopping or social trips are

also provided on a limited basis. All reser-

vations must be made at least 24 hours in

advance, and should be called in to the

Peninsula Transportation District

Commission at 722-2837.

HANDI-RIDE also operates on a

"subscription basis" in which the service is

provided according to a fixed regular

schedule such as routine work, education

or medical trips, etc. Any deviation from

the normal pattern, such as a temporary

cancellation of a subscription trip, should

be called in to the Peninsula

Transportation District Commission

immediately at 722-2837.

When does
the service
operate?

operation for the HANDI-RIDE
service are from 6:00 A.M. to 6:00 P.M.

weekdays and Saturdays. No service will

be provided on Sundays or designated

holidays. The hours for receiving

reservations are from 8:00 A.M. to 5:00

P.M. weekdays. Call 722-2837.

How
much
does
Handi-ride
cost? The fare structure for the

HANDI-RIDE service is as follows:

(1) $ .50 (one 50C ticket) for a one way
trip when two or more passengers can

be pooled together.

(2) $1.00 (two 50C tickets) for each one

way trip when the passenger is riding

alone and cannot be pooled.

Tickets for the 50C amount can be

purchased from Riverside Hospital,

Hampton Social Services, Newport News
Office of Human Affairs and the

Peninsula Transportation District

Commission. NO SERVICE WILL BE
PROVIDED TO INDIVIDUALS



WITHOUT THE PROPER HANDI-RIDE
TICKETS. At the end of the trip, the

passenger must sign the ticket and give it

to the driver. Individuals who are

accompanying HANDI-RIDE passengers

as attendants must also secure a HANDI-
RIDE I.D. Card and the

cost to the attendant will

50C (one ticket) per trip.

Howdo I

apply
forthe
service?
\11 potential riders of the

HANDI-RIDE program
must fill out an application and have it

signed by the applicant's physician before

he or she can use the service. Applications

can be obtained at 3400 Victoria

Boulevard, Hampton, VA. 23661 or by
calling 722-2837.

The eligibility of each applicant will

be determined by the EASY-RIDE/
HANDI-RIDE staff based upon the

submitted verification. A list of qualified

individuals will be delivered to the

contracted agency or business. The eligible

applicants will be issued HANDI-RIDE

identification cards to be used on each

trip. Escort I.D. Cards are also available

for those individuals who assist a rider

dunng their tnp.

SPECIAL SERVICES
AND RESTRICTIONS

1. Your comfort and safety are our first

concern. The drivers will assist you to

get to the vehicle and will place your

wheelchair or walker in the trunk of

the car when necessary.

2. Please be ready to leave at the

scheduled time and have your ticket

and I.D. Card ready

3. If you have to cancel a trip, please call

the Peninsula Agency on Aging

immediately.

4. A ticket is good for only ONE trip and

several stops along the way to your

destination are not permitted.

5. We cannot take you down a flight of

stairs, but we can assist you down a

ramp or walkway to the vehicle.

6. The drivers cannot handle bags or

other baggage for the rider.

FOR INFORMATION CALL:

838-flDe
TO SCHEDULE YOUR TRIP CALL:

722-283?

3400 Victoria Boulevard

Hampton, Virginia 23661
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APPENDIX K

CONTRACT OF AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE
PENINSULA TRANSPORTATION DISTRICT
COMMISSION AND LANGLEY CABS, INC.
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APPENDIX L

REPORT OF NEW TECHNOLOGY

No new innovations or techniques were used
tion. All methodologies employed are available
literature
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